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1. Glossary of Abbreviations Used in Dissertation

1. Manuscripts and Masorah

A The Aleppo Codex, a manuscript of the entire Bible, dates from the first half of

the 10th century and it is the most faithful extant representative of the masoretic tradition

of Aaron Ben Asher. Now only two thirds extant, it contains Mp and Mm notes, but few

CM notes. The Aleppo Codex is cited based on either: the facsimile edition, The Aleppo

Codex (ed. Moshe H. Goshen-Gottstein: Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1976); or the HUBP

edition (see below). 

B British Museum manuscript Or. 4445, a codex containing the Torah, has been

dated to the first half of the tenth century. It contains Mp, Mm and CM notes. The

manuscript is cited from a microfilm.

BA Ben Asher school of masoretes, whose most renowned scholar was Aaron Ben

Asher (first half of the tenth century) provided the vowels, accents and masoretic notes

for the Aleppo Codex. Their textual tradition became the textus receptus.

BB Ben Buyā‘a, the scribe of A, wrote another manuscript known as L1 or as BB.

Unlike A, this latter manuscript contains only the Torah. It was written in 930, and

contains Mp, Mm and CM notes. The manuscript is cited based on information provided

by Aron Dotan in The Awakening of Word Lore: From the Masora to the Beginnings of

Hebrew Lexicography (in Hebrew; Jerusalem: Academy of the Hebrew Language, 2005).
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BHL Biblia Hebraica Leningradensia is a printed edition of the Bible based on the

Leningrad codex: Biblia Hebraica Leningradensia (ed. Aron Dotan: Leiden: Brill, 2001).

BHS Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia is a modern printed edition of the Bible based on the

Leningrad codex: Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (4th ed.; ed. K. Elliger and W. Rudolph:

Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1990).

BN Ben Naftali school of masoretes worked in the same time period as the BA

school, but differed from them in minor ways, most of which concerned variations in

accentuation and vocalization of the text. A list of the differences was compiled by

Misha’el ben ‘Uzzi’el (tenth century) who was one of the correctors of the manuscript C3.

C The Cairo Prophets Codex, a manuscript of both the Former and Latter Prophets,

dates either to the end of the ninth century (based on its colophon) or to the tenth or

eleventh centuries based on carbon-14 dating. It contains Mp, Mm, and CM notes. This

codex is cited based on either the edition of: El codice de profetas de el Cairo (I-VIII; ed.

F. Pérez Castro: Madrid: Instituto de Filología, 1980-1992); or David Lyons, The

Cumulative Masora: Text, Form and Transmission (in Hebrew; Beer Sheva: Ben Gurion

University of the Negev, 1999).

C3 An almost complete manuscript of the Torah (also known as Gottheil 18) has

been dated to the second half of the tenth century, and was corrected by Misha’el ben

‘Uzzi’el. This manuscript contains Mp, Mm and CM notes and is cited from a microfilm.

CM Cumulative Masoretic notes are a type of Masorah Magna note which generally
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lists unique words all sharing a common feature.

D62 A manuscript of Latter Prophets also known as L15 (see that entry).

ENA Elkan Nathan Adler (1861-1946), son of Chief Rabbi Nathan Marcus Adler, was a

lawyer, book-collector and author. He purchased N from a book dealer in Teheran and

later sold it to the JTS library.

HUBP Hebrew University Bible Project is an endeavor to publish a critical edition

of the Aleppo Codex with a variety of apparatuses, one of which reports variants between

A and other early manuscripts including N. The volumes published so far are: The Book

of Isaiah (The Hebrew University Bible Project; ed. C. Rabin, S. Talmon, and E. Tov:

Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1993); The Book of Jeremiah (The Hebrew University Bible

Project; ed. C. Rabin et al.: Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1997); The Book of Ezekiel (ed. M.

H. Goshen-Gottstein, S. Talmon, and G. Marquis: Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 2004).

JTS or JTSA The Jewish Theological Seminary of America. 

L The Leningrad Codex, a manuscript of the entire Bible, was written in Cairo in

1008-9 by Samuel ben Jacob who claims to have corrected it based on the traditions of

Aaron Ben Asher. L corresponds to the Ben Asher tradition with almost as much

faithfulness as A. The manuscript contains Mp, Mm and some CM notes. It is cited either

from: The Leningrad Codex: A Facsimile Edition (ed. David Noel Freedman et al.: Grand

Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1998); or BHL; or BHS.

L4 A manuscript of the St. Petersburg Library Firkowich collection containing parts
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of the Prophets, it was written in 946 according to its colophon; although Yeivin suggests

that it is hard to date because it has some features of later manuscripts. The manuscript is

not cited in this dissertation. However, some traits of the manuscript are noted based on

the descriptions of: Malachi Beit-Arié, The Makings of the Medieval Hebrew Book:

Studies In Palaeography and Codicology (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1993), 111-23.

L15 A manuscript also known as D62 belongs to the Institute of Oriental Studies in St.

Petersburg. Containing the Latter Prophets, it dates to the year 847 based on its colophon

(no longer extant); although Yeivin suggests it may have been 50 or 100 years later. It

contains Mp and short Mm notes. The manuscript is not cited in this dissertation.

However, some traits of the manuscript are noted based on the descriptions of Beit-Arié

in The Makings of the Medieval Hebrew Book, 111-23.

L18 A manuscript of the St. Petersburg Library Firkowich collection containing two-

thirds of the Latter Prophets, has been dated to approximately 1050. It contains Mp, Mm,

and CM notes. The manuscript is cited based on a microfilm.

L20 A manuscript of the St. Petersburg Library Firkowich collection containing most

of the Latter Prophets, has been dated to about 950, and is considered to be a carefully

written manuscript generally in agreement with Ben Asher traditions. It contains Mp,

Mm, and CM notes. The manuscript is cited based on a microfilm.

Lm A manuscript of the Torah, written by the same scribe who wrote The Leningrad

Codex. M. Breuer has published the manuscript’s Mm notes which contain many CM

notes and examples of features of Babylonian masoretic traditions. The manuscript is
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cited from: The Masora Magna to the Pentateuch by Shemuel Ben Ya‘aqov (Ms. מל ) (2d

ed.; ed. Mordechai Breuer: Jerusalem: Masora Foundation, 2002).

M1 An edition of the Bible printed in the sixteenth century known as The

Complutensian Polyglot. This edition is not cited in this dissertation. However, the

masoretic notes from M1 were recently transcribed and published, and that publication

has been considered as a model for how to transcribe, translate and annotate masoretic

notes. See Las masoras del libro de Números: códice M1 de la universidad complutense

de Madrid (ed. María Josefa de Azcárraga Servert: Madrid: Instituto de Filología, 2001);

Las masoras del libro de Éxodo: códice M1 de la universidad complutense de Madrid

(ed. María Teresa Ortega-Monasterio: Madrid: Instituto de Filología, 2002); Las masoras

del libro de Deuteronomio: códice M1 de la universidad complutense de Madrid (ed.

María Guadalupe Seijas de los Ríos-Zarzosa: Madrid: Instituto de Filología, 2002); Las

masoras del libro de Génesis: códice M1 de la universidad complutense de Madrid (ed.

Emilia Fernández Tejero: Madrid: Instituto de Filología, 2004); Las masoras del libro de

Levítico: códice M1 de la universidad complutense de Madrid (ed. María Josefa de

Azcárraga Servert: Madrid: Instituto de Filología, 2004).

Mf Masorah finalis refers to masoretic lists placed at the end of a biblical manuscript

or printed edition of the Bible. 

Mp Masorah parva refers to brief masoretic notes inserted on pages of a Bible in the

vertical margins between columns of the biblical text. Often these notes provide a count

of the occurrences in the Bible of a particular word.
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Mm Masorah magna refers to masoretic notes written in the upper and lower margins

of the pages of a Bible. These notes are longer than Mp notes, and they usually provide

citations to support Mp word counts. Some Mm notes are cumulative notes (see CM).

Ms. A manuscript is a handwritten scroll or codex; in contrast to a printed edition.

N The New York codex (JTS Ms. 232), a manuscript of the Latter Prophets, is the

subject of this dissertation. The manuscript is cited from the microfilm, and from direct

examination of the manuscript, courtesy of The Library of the Jewish Theological

Seminary. Occasionally reference is made to how N is cited in HUBP’s apparatus.

OwO Oklah w’Oklah is a masoretic treatise. Two complete manuscripts exist today, one

in Paris, and a second in Halle. The second is a longer manuscript composed of two

sections. It has been argued by Penkower that the editor of the longer version of OwO, on

which the Halle manuscript was based, was R. Menaḥem of Joigny (12th century). It is

also clear that the two versions share common material composed by anonymous scribes

in a much earlier period, possibly before systems for writing vowel signs developed or

were agreed upon. The different manuscripts of OwO are cited as follows: 

OwO-H The first part of the Halle manuscript is cited from the edition: Sefer ’oklah wĕ-

’oklah (ed. Fernando Díaz Esteban: Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones

Cientificas, 1975). 

OwO-2H The second part of the Halle manuscript is cited from the edition: La seconda

parte del sefer ’oklah we’oklah: edizione del ms. Halle (ed. Bruno Ognibeni: Madrid:

Instituto de Filología, 1995).
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OwO-P The Paris manuscript is cited from the edition: Das Buch ochlah w’ochlah (ed.

S. Frensdorff: Hannover: 1864; repr., N.Y.: Ktav, 1972). 

P The Babylonian codex of Petrograd, a manuscript of the Latter Prophets, dates to

916. It contains Mp, Mm and CM and its vowels and accents were written with

Babylonian signs. The manuscript is cited from a lithograph facsimile edition: The

Hebrew Bible--Latter Prophets: The Babylonian Codex of Petrograd (ed. Hermann L.

Strack: St. Petersburg: 1876; repr., N.Y.: Ktav, 1971).

S Sassoon 507 (also known as the Damascus Pentateuch), a manuscript of almost all

of the Torah, has been dated by Yeivin to the tenth century, and by Beit-Arié to around

the year 1000. It contains Mp, Mm and CM notes. The manuscript is cited from the

facsimile edition: The Damascus Pentateuch (1-2; ed. D. S. Löwinger and M. Beit-Arié:

Copenhagen: Rosenkilde and Bagger; Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1978, 1982).

S1 Sassoon 1053, a manuscript of the entire Bible, dated to the tenth century by

Yeivin.  It contains Mp and some Mm. The manuscript is cited from a microfilm.

V A printed edition of the whole Bible edited by Jacob ben Hayyim and published

by Bomberg in Venice in 1524-25. It contains Mp, Mm and Mf, and is cited from a

facsimile: Biblia Rabbinica (ed. M. H. Goshen-Gottstein: Jerusalem: Makor Press, 1972).
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2. General Abbreviations

ABD Anchor Bible Dictionary

Breuer Breuer, M., ed., The Masora Magna to the Pentateuch by

Shemuel Ben Ya‘aqov (Ms. מל ). 2d ed. Jerusalem: Masora

Foundation, 2002.

Breuer (1st ed.) Breuer, M., ed., The Masora Magna to the Pentateuch by

Shemuel Ben Ya‘aqov (Ms. מל ). N.Y.: Lehman Foundation,

1992.

CSJH Chicago Studies in the History of Judaism

EncJud (1st ed.)  Encyclopedia Judaica. 16 vols. Jerusalem, 1972.

EncJud (2d ed.) Encyclopedia Judaica. Detroit: Macmillan Reference, 2007.

ErIsr Eretz-Israel

Ginsburg Ginsburg, C. D., ed., The Massorah: Compiled From

Manuscripts, Alphabetically and Lexically Arranged. London:

1880. Repr., N.Y.: Ktav, 1975.  

GKC Kautzsch, E., ed., Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar. Translated by

A. E. Cowley. 2d ed. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1910.

HUBP Hebrew University Bible Project

IOMS International Organization for Masoretic Studies
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JA Journal Asiatique

KBL Koehler L. and W. Baumgartner, The Hebrew and Aramaic

Lexicon of the Old Testament. Revised ed. Brill: N.Y., 2000.

Digital ed., Accordance 5.6.1, Oak Tree Software, 2002.

Mandl Mandelkern, S., ed., Veteris Testamenti concordantiae

hebraicae atque chaldaicae. 2 vols. 2d ed., 1925. Repr., Graz:

Akademische Drück-und Verlagsanstalt, 1955.

Repr. Reprint

Sef Sefarad

Text Textus

Weil Weil, G., ed., Massorah Gedolah. 2d ed. Rome: Pontificium

Institutum Biblicum, 2001. 

Yeivin Yeivin, I., The Hebrew Language Tradition As Reflected in the

Babylonian Vocalization (in Hebrew; Jerusalem: The Academy

of the Hebrew Language, 1985).

Yeivin § Yeivin, I., Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah (trans. E. J.

Revell; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1980)
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3. Glossary of Masoretic terms used in the notes of the Manuscript

Term Translation or Explanation
אית There are

או֗ר Abbreviation for אורייתא: means Torah

ושלאחריו And the following one

אילין These, those

אינון They

בית אלף Alphabetical list

בהון In them

בו In it (used with a number)

בי In it 

בבל֗א Babylonians

מן בר Except for

בתרא Last

דגש Dageš

ודומיה And those like it

ודומייה And those like them (should be ודומייהון)

דרומאי Southerners

הוא He, is

זקף The accent zāqēp

זקפין Plural form for the accent zāqēp

חד One 

ח֗ס Abbreviation for :חסר means defective spelling (without vowel
letters)

ב֗ט Abbreviation for בטעים: means accented

ילידה This is an abstract verb of the form פעילה used to indicate all the
words   of the list are from the root ילד.

כותהון Like them

כותיה Like it

כל All
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כ֗ת Abbreviation for כתיב: means written

ל֗ג Abbreviation for לגרמה: the accent Lĕgarmēh

לית Not

בלשנא This term may mean similar forms of the same word or root, or it
may designate a word that has different meanings, or it may refer
to language. In all the cases in N, it indicates forms from the same
verbal root.

בלשון

בלישנא

לישון

מ֗ט Abbreviation for מטעין: means they err

מ֗ל Abbreviation for מלא: means plene spelling (with vowel letters)

מליין Plural for מלא

במים With the letter מ

מערבאי Westerners

הי מפק Mappîq in the letter ה

בנ֗ב Abbreviation for בנביאים: means in the Books of the Prophets

נון The letter נ

סבירין They suppose (wrongly)

בסוף At the end

סימן Mnemonic

סימניהון Their references (i.e. keywords or mnemonics to locate list items

סמך The letter ס

בספרא In the book

מו֗ג בסי֗פ Abbreviation for מוגהים בסיפרים :  means in corrected books

עלמא The whole Bible (Babylonian masoretic term)

פל֗ג Abbreviation for פלגין: means they disagree

פרש Weekly Torah reading on annual cycle

פתח The vowel pataḥ 

פתחין Plural for פתח

קדמא First

ב֗ק Abbreviation for בקריה: means in the Bible

קמץ The vowel qāmeṣ 
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קמצין Plural for קמץ

ד֗ק Abbreviation for :דקרן means unique (Babylonian masoretic term),
or when used with a numeral it means the lemma occurs only this
number of times in the Bible

דקרן

קרן  They read

פ֗ס וריש And starts a verse (abbreviation for פסוק)

ר֗פ Abbreviation for רפי: means without a dageš

רפיין The plural of רפי

שין The letter ׂש

שארא The rest

שלמא Plene (Babylonian masoretic term)

משמשא The term may have several uses: to indicate letter(s) added to the
beginning of a word; to indicate the closing syllable of a word; to
refer to the first word of a phrase. It only appears once in the CM
of N at a note which lists plural participles beginning with ה and
ending with the plural ים.

שנא Change 

שנים Two

תיבותא Word

עשרה תרי The Book of the Twelve Prophets
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2. Description of the Manuscript 

1. Known History of the Manuscript

This dissertation concerns a Hebrew Bible manuscript of the Latter Prophets

owned by The Jewish Theological Seminary of America. The manuscript is

known as ENA 346, or as JTS Ms. 232, or as the New York manuscript ,נ)

N).1 E. N. Adler sold the manuscript (along with a large part of his library)

to the Jewish Theological Seminary in 1923.2 Adler had acquired the

manuscript in Teheran. On a note card preserved at the back cover of the

manuscript, Adler describes acquiring the manuscript: “I bought these

fragments on two separate days in October 1896 from a dallâl at Teheran

who told me that they come from the גניזה [Geniza] at Yazd. They were all

he could find.”3

 Originally, the manuscript contained all of the Latter Prophets (in the

order: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the Twelve Minor Prophets). Its

1. See M. H. Goshen-Gottstein, The Book of Isaiah: Sample Edition With
Introduction (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1965), 45. 

2. Elkan Nathan Adler (1861-1946), son of Chief Rabbi Nathan Marcus Adler, was a
lawyer, book-collector and author. See Cecil Roth, “Adler, Elkan Nathan,” EncJud (1st
ed.) 2:275.

3. A dallâl is a bookdealer.
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original length has been calculated as approximately 176 folios, using quire

numbers found in the manuscript.4 However, the fragments purchased by

Adler consist of only 110 folios (i.e., 220 pages), and a large portion of these

folios has suffered damage, making them hard to read.5

Furthermore, neither a full transcription nor a facsimile edition of the

manuscript has ever been produced. Although many of the details of the

manuscript can be discerned on microfilm, much is observable only by

inspection of the manuscript itself. For example, many Masorah parva (Mp)

and Masorah Magna (Mm) notes are either too small or too faint to read on

microfilm, but they can be deciphered by examining them directly in the

manuscript. In addition, some vowels, accents, diacritical marks and

masoretic circelli appear to be missing when reading the microfilm, but they

can be seen in the manuscript.  

4.  See my discussion of quire numbers and manuscript length, pages 27–32.

5. The folios of the manuscript are numbered from 1 to 111, but folio 111 is actually
a piece of folio 20.
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2. Previous Descriptions of the Manuscript

In a 1924 issue of The United Synagogue Recorder, it was announced: that

this manuscript dated to the ninth century; that it was the oldest Bible in the

Adler collection; and that it was now at the Seminary (see frontispiece).6 In

1926, the Seminary loaned to the New York Public Library a selection of

manuscripts and rare printed books, including this manuscript. In his review

of the exhibit, Alexander Marx (who was the Librarian of the Seminary)

wrote that this ninth century manuscript was one of the oldest available

Bible manuscripts and had important masoretic notes in its margins,

containing valuable information about older lost biblical manuscripts.7 

In the JTS library’s Lutzki catalogue, the manuscript is described as

written in Oriental square characters, and as dating to the 10th or 11th

century. However, as Malachi Beit-Arié explains, the term Oriental is very

broad covering a variety of handwritings throughout Asia Minor, Iraq,

Persia, Syria, Palestine, Egypt and Libya.8 Moreover, he notes that it is

6. Editor, “Oldest Bible In Adler Collection,” The United Synagogue Recorder IV
(January 1924): cover.

7. The Museum exhibit was titled “Jewish Life in the Countries of the Orient”
(Alexander Marx, “Die Bücher und manuskripte der seminars-bibliothek auf der
ausstellung der New Yorker stadtbibliothek.” Soncino-Blatter 2 [1927]: 114).

8. Beit-Arié, Hebrew Book, 27. See Colette Sirat’s definition of the term square as
- 18 -



difficult to determine the place of production of a manuscript by script

because scribes often wandered or migrated, but in their new location they

continued to use the type of script they had learned in their native locale.9

Furthermore, Beit-Arié argues that the dating of a codex is “hindered by the

conservatism and conformism of handwritings in all areas, but foremost in

the Orient, in which the many variants of script seem to be retained for

centuries, and by the loss of most of the medieval books and the relatively

small number of surviving dated manuscripts.”10

Another scholar, Adam Murtonen, briefly commented on the

manuscript on a scrap of paper found at the back of the manuscript. He

wrote: “The Ms. cannot be from the IX cent., the Masora is more advanced

than in a few (dated) codices of the early and middle X cent. in Leningrad,

and it seems that even the vocalization represented by this ms. was not fixed

in every particular before the end of the IXth cent. even in Palestine.

(Perhaps before the middle or end of X cent ?).”

referring to monumental writing, the style preferred for Torah scrolls and Bibles, as
opposed to semi-cursive or cursive writing (Hebrew Manuscripts of the Middle Ages [ed.
and trans. Nicholas de Lange; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002], 182). 

9. See Beit-Arié, Hebrew Book, 34.

10. See ibid., 36.
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Moshe Goshen-Gottstein also briefly described N: “The MS is a very

good example of an early text, developed out of the proto-receptus tradition,

near to and yet slightly different from A [Aleppo Codex].”11 He dated N to

the 10th12 or 11th13 centuries and noted that it is the oldest Bible codex in the

United States, but he presented few details about his findings regarding N.14

N was selected by Goshen-Gottstein to be one of the four most ancient

Tiberian manuscripts to be collated against A in his early preparation of a

sample edition of Isaiah for The Hebrew University Bible Project (HUBP).15 

After Goshen-Gottstein, I. O. Lehman examined the manuscript and

wrote that it had not yet been studied in detail in any publication.16 Lehman

11. Moshe Goshen-Gottstein, “Biblical Manuscripts in the United States,” Textus 2
(1962): 44, n. 2. 

12. Goshen-Gottstein, Sample Edition, 45. See also N’s characterization as a 10th
century manuscript in Rabin et al., Jeremiah, xlvii and Goshen-Gottstein et al., Ezekiel,
xlii.

13. Goshen-Gottstein, “Biblical Manuscripts,” 44.

14. He does mention N’s tendency to use open syllable methegs more than A or S1,
and its poorly preserved state (Goshen-Gottstein, Sample Edition, 43).

15. He characterizes the four most ancient manuscripts (L, C, S1 and N) as having
vocalization and accentuation almost identical to that of A or else deviating only slightly
from that of A (ibid., 40).

16. I. O. Lehman, “The Oldest Preserved Codex of the Babylonian Tradition,” in
American Oriental Society Middle West Branch Semi-Centennial Volume: A Collection of
Original Essays (ed. Denis Sinor; Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1969),
160.
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presented an analysis of the manuscript, arguing that it is not enough to try

to date N by the shapes of its letters (which he described as Babylonian

square characters) and the character of the vocalization that appears in it

(which he described as well-established Tiberian vocalization hardly older

than the ninth century).17 The focus of Lehman’s study was to assess N in

three ways: whether it follows the school of Ben Asher (BA) or that of Ben

Naphtali (BN); whether it follows East or West in cases of differences

between these traditions; and what he could deduce from certain Mp

features. He concluded by dating N to the end of the tenth century, or

beginning of the eleventh century because he argued it has a developed

Tiberian system of vocalization that could not be ninth century, and it

reflects BN traditions that he assumed would not have been used after the

middle of the eleventh century.18

Several years later, in his Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah, Israel

Yeivin wrote a description of N. Yeivin described N as an early Tiberian

manuscript written around the year 1000, which contains Mp and Mm,

including cumulative masoretic (CM) notes. He noted that N shows signs of

17. Ibid., 160-61.

18. Ibid., 184.
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a fully developed masoretic tradition in its use of: dageš, open syllable

ga‘yâ, and repetition of post-positive accents on a word with penultimate

stress.19

The manuscript has also been cited in Encyclopedia articles as the

oldest known biblical manuscript composed by Persian Jews, and as

evidence that Yezd Persia was a center of Jewish scholars.20 Photographs of

N have appeared in a few scholarly works dealing with biblical

manuscripts.21

Finally, textual variants in N have been published in the HUBP’s

edition of A for the books of Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, along with some

of the kĕtîb-qĕrê notes from N (for those same books).22 However, other

19. Israel Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah (trans. E. J. Revell; Missoula:
Scholars Press, 1980), 28. Yeivin’s description of N did not change in his second edition
(The Biblical Masorah [in Hebrew; ed. Yosef Ofer; 2d ed.; Jerusalem: Academy of the
Hebrew Language, 2003], 26). However, in his 1968 description of N, Yeivin wrote that
although it seemed to be a tenth century manuscript, it differed in character greatly from
A, and added that it should not be classified as one of the manuscripts close to A (The
Aleppo Codex of the Bible: A Study of its Vocalization and Accentuation [in Hebrew:
Jerusalem: Magnes, 1968], 374). 

20. Walter Joseph Fischel, “Yezd,” EncJud (1st ed.) 16:781-82, and Amnon Netzer,
“Yezd,” EncJud (2d ed.) 21:327-28. 

21. See a photograph of one page of N which appears as the frontispiece to Mikra:
Text, Translation, Reading and Interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in Ancient Judaism
and Early Christianity (ed. Martin Jan Mulder: Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988); and a
photograph of another page of N appears in Yeivin, Aleppo Codex, photograph 12.

22. The variants noted in HUBP’s edition include differences in: consonants,
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facets of the manuscript are still not readily available to scholars, including:

variants in N in the books of the Twelve Minor Prophets; and details of Mp

and Mm notes in N for the entire manuscript. It is hoped that this dissertation

will fill that void.

3. Physical Description of N
(a) Parchment

N was written on parchment both sides of which look similar, yet one can

see a difference in color.23 The flesh-side is whiter, and the hair-side is more

yellow.24 In fashion typical of the medieval period, the scribe arranged the

parchment into quires by taking sheets of parchment of the height of the

desired codex but of twice the width of the pages desired. The sheets were

assembled on top of each other and folded in half so that the resulting pages

orthography, accents, vowels and paragraph breaks. In addition to kĕtîb-qĕrê notes, the
apparatus also points out when N has a large marginal ן (“nun”) alongside some kĕtîb-
qĕrê notes. See my discussion of the marginal ן, p. 89.

23. This description of the codex as a physical object will follow the model offered by
Beit-Arié’s description of S, focusing on the codicological and palaeographical
characteristics of the manuscript: see his Hebrew Book, 111-23. Lehman emphasizes that
the manuscript was written on rough parchment not fine vellum (“Oldest Preserved
Codex,” 160). 

24. For example, one can clearly see the differences by comparing the whiter flesh-
side of folios 104b and 105a to the more yellow hair-side of folios 105b and 106a.
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would each be the desired width. When the folded sheets of parchment were

stitched together, they formed a quire.

In assembling the sheets of parchment, the scribe followed Gregory’s

rule which guides the way in which the sheets were to be placed on top of

each other.25 Gaspar René Gregory was a nineteenth century scholar who

first commented on how medieval parchment manuscripts were assembled.

Since the two different sides of the parchment, flesh-side and hair-side, have

slightly different colors, it would be jarring to open a codex and have a white

flesh-side facing a yellow hair-side. In order to prevent this, Gregory’s rule

calls for the unfolded sheets of parchment to be assembled so that hair-side

faces hair-side and flesh-side faces flesh-side. After the sheets are folded and

stitched together, the resulting quire will always have openings with uniform

appearance (the openings’ facing pages will either both be white or both be

yellow). 

Mordechai Glatzer notes that although Gregory’s rule was followed in

Hebrew manuscripts consistently throughout the Medieval period, yet in

25. Malachi Beit-Arié, Hebrew Codicology: Tentative Typology of Technical
Practices Employed in Hebrew Dated Medieval Manuscripts (Jerusalem: Israel Academy
of Sciences and Humanities, 1981), 41.
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Babylonian Hebrew manuscripts Gregory’s rule was not followed.26 Since N

was assembled according to Gregory’s rule, it would seem that N was not

constructed according to Babylonian traditions, but according to Western

techniques.

(b) Stitching to repair holes in the Parchment

The parchment of the manuscript has been repaired in many places. Of the

110 extant folios, approximately twenty folios have stitches repairing the

parchment. In a few places, the stitching occurred subsequent to the writing

of the text, since the stitching interferes with the text or masorah.27

However, in most of the places where holes were repaired, the stitches were

made before the text was written, and the scribe then wrote his text around

the stitches.28

26. See Mordechai Glatzer, “Early Babylonian Hebrew Manuscripts,” Gazette du
livre medieval 27 (1995): 19-24; idem, “Early Babylonian Hebrew Manuscripts,” (in
Hebrew), Books & People 11 (1997): 16-17; and Sirat, Hebrew Manuscripts of the
Middle Ages, 122.

27. For examples, see folios 50 and 60. Emanuel Tov describes stitching found in
scrolls from the Judean Desert. He found evidence that some scrolls were torn and
repaired before being written, making it necessary for the scribe to accommodate the
stitches by leaving blank spaces in the middle of the text. In contrast, there is also
evidence that some scrolls were stitched after having been written causing some words to
be illegible (Scribal Practices and Approaches Reflected in the Texts Found in the
Judean Desert [Leiden: Brill, 2004]. 122-25.

28. For examples, see folios 42, 54, 56, 63, 64, 66, 88, 103, and 109. 
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It was not uncommon for parchment to be repaired if holes developed

in the leather during processing and stretching.29 Colette Sirat comments that

in the East, holes were often mended by the insertion of small pieces of

parchment, however in the West holes were repaired by stitching.30 The

holes in N were repaired by stitching making it seem that the preparation of

N followed Western techniques.31 Sirat also reports that holes are mainly

found in parchment of inferior quality, especially if the holes extend beyond

the margins to the writing portion of the parchment.

29. Personal communication with Nelly Stavisky of the JTSA library conservation
department who looked with me at a few examples of stitching in N. For a discussion of
parchment processing, hole formation, and types of stitching and repairs, see Christopher
Clarkson, “Rediscovering Parchment: The Nature of the Beast,” The Paper Conservator
16 (1992): 5-26.

30. Sirat, Hebrew Manuscripts of the Middle Ages, 106. Beit-Arié has found that
most often medieval Hebrew manuscripts were copied by learned copyists for their own
use (Hebrew Book, 12, n. 2). One might think that the poor quality of N’s parchment
would suggest it was written by the copyist for his own use. However, Yeivin writes that
Bible manuscripts written for personal use tend to be carelessly prepared vulgar texts
(Tiberian Masorah, § 16). Yet N does not fit Yeivin’s description of a vulgar biblical text
which typically contains vowel signs but not accent signs (or the reverse), or few if any
masoretic notes. In fact, Yeivin treats N along with other important manuscripts written
before 1100.

31. There is only one place in N where it may have been repaired with a small patch.
In the upper right hand corner of folio 99a, there appears to have been a tear and a
circular patch seems to have been stitched in place. It is hard to tell if the stitching is re-
attaching a torn part of the parchment or is a patch.
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(c) Ink       

The ink used by the scribe is now brown and very light in some places. The

vowels and accent signs seem to have been written in the same ink. At some

time, parts of the text were rewritten with dark black ink.32

Furthermore, according to Beit-Arié, manuscripts tend to have more

fading of ink on flesh-sides of the parchment than on hair-sides.33 This

phenomenon may also be seen in N.34

(d) Quire Ordering 

According to Beit-Arié, in dated Oriental manuscripts, devices for ordering

and binding quires, either numbers at the upper right corner of the beginning

of the quire or catchwords at the end of the quire, have not been found

before the beginning of the eleventh century. He points out that in the

Leningrad Codex (L), the scribe placed both numbers at the head of quires

and a catchword at the foot of the final page of quires. The same scribe also

32. For example, folios 105b-106a have a lot of re-inking. Note that Beit-Arié also
described the rewriting of part of the text with a darker ink in his description of S
(Hebrew Book, 118).

33. Beit-Arié, Hebrew Book, 112, n. 2.

34. For example, the ink on flesh-side folios 32b–33a has faded more than on hair-
side folios 31b–32a.
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used numbers at the head of quires in the Pentateuch he wrote, which is

known as the Lehman Manuscript (Lm). 

However, Beit-Arié notes that the lack of such evidence in earlier

Oriental manuscripts may be due to margins having been trimmed by

binders or rebinders.35 He also mentions that in the Cairo Prophets Codex

(C) traces of quire numbers have recently been found at the head of the

quires. However, the dating of this manuscript based on its colophon (894/5)

has been questioned and carbon dating of the parchment argues for a late

10th century or early 11th century date. Beit-Arié also mentions that a

biblical codex dated to 946 and written in Tunisia has some visible

catchwords meant to order the quires.36 Moreover, a manuscript known as

C3, dated to the last half of the tenth century, has been found to have quire

numbers.37

The scribe of N placed quire numbers on the top right corner of the

first page of each quire. The quire numbers in N appear on the hair-side

conforming with Beit-Arié’s finding that in Oriental manuscripts quires

35. Ibid., 115.

36. Beit-Arié, Hebrew Book, 114, n. 10.

37. Yitzhaq Penkower, “Jerusalem Manuscript of Torah from the Tenth Century that
Misha’el ben ‘Uzzi’el Corrected (Ms. C3),” Tarbiz 58 (1988): 51.
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usually start with the hair-side, and that in early Oriental manuscripts, the

numbers appear in the upper right corner of the beginning of the quire.38 In

N, the numbering of the quires was done with Hebrew letters with three dots

above.

The following table presents the contents of the manuscript, including:

1. the quire numbers that are visible, 

2. the corresponding (current) folio number, 

3. the textual contents 

4. and the number of sheets in the quire. 

However, not all quire numbers in N are visible due to tearing of the

parchment, missing folios, and taping of margins during re-binding and

preservation work on the manuscript. When quire numbers are not visible at

their expected location or the quires are missing, the quire number is

indicated in the table in brackets. Furthermore, although the early quires are

all composed of five sheets (ten folios), quire 15 is complete and yet only

contains eight folios. Somewhere in the gap between Ezekiel 6 and Ezekiel

40, the scribe of N seems to have switched from using quires composed of

38. Beit-Arié, Codicology, 41, 64.
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five sheets to quires of four sheets (eight folios). 

Furthermore, in order to estimate the total number of folios originally

in the whole manuscript, I had to calculate how many folios were needed in

order to write the missing texts. A few assumptions underly the estimates

calculated and presented in the table:

1. N’s folio 1 begins with Isa 17:3 and this folio was originally the second

folio of the second quire (the first quire is entirely missing). The divide

between quires א and ב was estimated based on average number of pages of

BHL covered in each of the ten folios of quires 3 through 9.39 BHL was used

as a measuring tool as it contains no footnotes or apparatus that alter the

amount of text per page.40

2. Ezek 6:13-40:6 is missing. In BHL, this text fills 49.25 pages; since an

average 1.5 BHL pages equals one folio of N, roughly 32-34 folios contained

the missing text. These folios may have been: Quire 10 (two folios), Quire

11 (ten folios), Quire 12 (eight or ten folios), Quire 13 (eight or ten folios),

and Quire 14 (four folios). Since Quire 15 is complete and has only eight

39. Dotan, BHL.

40. For similar reasons Yosef Ofer used Mordechai Breuer’s edition of A to measure
length of sĕdārîm (“The Sedarim of Prophets and Writings,” [in Hebrew], Tarbiz 58
(1989): 159. 
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folios, it seems the scribe began to use smaller quires in Ezekiel and he

continued using this size quire through the end of the manuscript.

3. The calculations regarding quire 16 and quire 17 were made by

comparing the ratio of BHL pages per N folio needed for the missing texts of

Joel 4:8-Mic 5:6. It seems that ten folios are missing and these would have

been divided up as three in quire 16 and seven in quire 17, so that each quire

had a total of eight folios.

4. The calculation that two folios are missing from folio 18 is based on the

gap in a CM note across the top of folios 108b to 109a, and on how many

folios the text of Zephaniah would require.

5. Since about fourteen BHL pages contain Zech 1:16-Mal 3:24, I expect this

text to have required nine folios: one folio was part of quire 18 and eight

were part of quire 19. I assume that quire 19 was the last quire, although

there may have been another quire containing end notes.
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Table 1: Quires and Contents: Estimate of Original Length
Quire # Folio # Text Folios Extant Folios Missing
[א] ---- [Isa 1-14:23]   --- 10
[ב] ---

1a-9b
[Isa 14:24-17:3]
Isa 17:3-Isa 31:1   9

1

ג 10a-19b Isa 31:1- Isa 45:1 10
ד 20a-29b Isa 45:1-Isa 63:9 10
ה 30a-39b Isa 63:9-Jer 8:14 10
ו 40a-49b Jer 8:14-Jer 21:7 10
ז 50a-59b Jer 21:7-Jer 31:8 10
ח 60a-69b Jer 31:8-Jer 39:14 10
[ט] 70a-79b Jer 39:14-Jer 50:29 10
י 80a-87b

---
Jer 50:29-Ezek 6:13
Gap in  the

8
--- 2

[יא] --- text consists --- 10
[יב] --- of 34 chapters --- 10
[יג] --- from Ezek 6:14 8
[יד] ---

88a-91b
to Ezek 40:7
Ezek 40:7-43:23

---
4

4

טו 92a-99b Ezek 43:23-Hos 7:1 8
יו 100a-104b

   ---
Hos 7:1-Joel 4:7
Gap: Joel 4:8 to Amos and

5 ---
3

[יז]    ---
105a-105b

Jonah, Obad, to Mic 5:6
Mic 5:6-7:11

---
1

7 

יח 106a-108b
   ---
109a-110b
   ---

Mic 7:11-Hab 3:11
Gap Hab 3:11-Zeph 3:20
Zeph 3:20-Zech 1:15
Gap from Zech 1:16

3

2
--- 

---
2

1
[יט]    --- through Mal 3:24 --- 8

111a-b Isaiah     --             fragment of folio 20 ---
TOTAL Isaiah through Malachi 110 66

The table indicates that originally N had a total of 176 folios or 352 pages:

110 (currently extant) plus an estimated 66 (calculated as missing).

According to Beit-Arié, in the Orient, the usual number of sheets per quire is
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5, making 10 folios or 20 pages.41 He notes, however, that this was not true

in all locales in the Orient. Rather in Persia and Uzbekistan, quires

composed of four sheets were used in all dated manuscripts.42 He also

examined one manuscript from Tunisia dated 946 which has four-sheet

quires.  

In addition, even scribes following Western traditions of using five-

sheet quires might switch to shorter length quires at the end of a manuscript

in order to end the text at the end of a quire, and not waste parchment.43 It

appears that the scribe of N followed the Western oriental scribal practice of

using five-sheet quires and then switched to four-sheet quires towards the

end of the book of Ezekiel.

(e) Pricking and Ruling

Beit-Arié explains that as individual quires were assembled, a scribe ruled

each sheet of parchment: the scribe needed to have horizontal lines to guide

41. Beit-Arié, Codicology, 44.

42. Dated manuscripts from Persia and Uzbekistan available to him dated to the 14th
century making it hard to know the tradition of the 9-13th centuries (Hebrew Book, 114).

43. Malachi Beit-Arié, “How Hebrew Manuscripts Are Made,” in A Sign and a
Witness: 2000 Years of Hebrew Books and Illuminated Manuscripts (ed. Leonard Singer
Gold; NY: NY Public Library, 1988), 41.
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his writing, and vertical boundary lines to help him adhere to standard

configurations for the written and marginal areas of the manuscript. In the

Orient, usually a row of pricks was made with a knife along the outer

vertical margin of the parchment after the whole quire was assembled and

folded.44 By pricking the outer margin of all the folded folios of a quire at

once, the scribe could guarantee uniformity in the ruling of the quire.45 Using

the prick marks as guides, horizontal lines were marked along the width of

each unfolded sheet of parchment with a hard point on the flesh-side of the

folio. A hard point allowed both sides of a sheet to be ruled at one time,

making a furrow on the ruled side and a ridge on the reverse side.46 Vertical

lines were also ruled along each side of the writing columns so the scribe

could justify both the right and left margins.47

In N, prick marks may be seen on the outer margins of folios which

44. See diagrams illustrating the process of pricking and ruling in Sirat, Hebrew
Manuscripts of the Middle Ages, 126.

45. Malachi Beit-Arié, Unveiled Faces of Medieval Hebrew Books (Jerusalem:
Magnes Press, 2003), 20.

46. A furrow is seen on one side of a parchment, a ridge on the other. See Sirat’s
discussion of rulings (Hebrew Manuscripts of the Middle Ages, 126). 

47. According to Beit-Arié (Hebrew Book, 115), this technique was shared by all
early oriental Biblical codices; however, North African scribes of the late tenth and early
eleventh centuries ruled parchment on the hair-side doing two open bi-folio together
(Unveiled Faces of Medieval Hebrew Books, 21-22).
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have not been trimmed nor taped; since folio 62b (flesh-side) has no tape on

the outer margin, the pricks along its margin are very clear. However, tape

was used on the inner and outer margins of much of the manuscript when it

was re-bound as part of the efforts to preserve the manuscript. Also, the

rulings (both vertical and horizontal) on 62b are visible, allowing one to see

how the text was written with the letters hanging just below the horizontal

rules. The ruling makes a faint furrow on the ruled side of the parchment

(62b) and a slight ridge on the other side (62a).   

In N, on this folio, the scribe ruled twenty-one horizontal lines for the

copying of the Prophetic text, one horizontal line for the upper Masorah

margin, and one horizontal line to guide the writing of the lower Masorah

margin (one line ruled guided the writing of three lines of Mm text in the

lower margin). In addition, six vertical lines were ruled to guide the

justification of columns. The following diagram is based on N, folio 62b.48

48. Formatted like a diagram provided by Sirat (Hebrew Manuscripts of the Middle
Ages, 131). 
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Figure 1: Sample Page Layout N Folio 62b
There are This 
5 cm from     One line extends across the whole page and contains a CM note outside
top edge to margin
text is 5 1/2

 COLUMN 3, ROW 1 Two COLUMN 2 Two COLUMN 1 centimeters
This  ROW 2 centi- centi- ROW 2 wide
inside 3 meters meters 3
margin 4 between between 4
is now 5 columns columns 5 Along
about 3 6 6 this
centimeters 7 The Prophetic 7 outside
wide 8 text is written 8 margin

9 in three columns 9 prick
10 each column 10 marks
11 Mp is about Mp 11 are

Binding 12 notes 5 1/2 centimeters notes 12 visible
Edge 13 in wide and in 13 about

14 this 24 centimeters this 14 one
15 margin high margin 15  centimeter
16 16  apart
17 17
18 18 Mp
19 19 notes
20 20 in this

There are 21 21 margin
4.5 cm to Under row 21 is one centimeter of blank space
the bottom Room for Mm note Mm note (3 lines) Mm note (3 lines)
from text

On this folio, the biblical text was written in three columns, each

containing twenty-one rows. The three-column format is typical of Western

(Tiberian) tradition, whereas manuscripts of Eastern (Babylonian) tradition

present the texts of the Prophets in one or two columns.49 Between the

columns, Mp notes were written in the margins to the right of each column. 

There is also on this folio one line of Mm written in the upper margin

across the whole page. The bottom margin of the folio has one line ruled

49. Yosef Ofer, The Babylonian Masora of the Pentateuch: Its Principles and
Methods (in Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 2001), 36.
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across the page, but the Mm notes were written in separate blocks under the

columns of text. This layout of the Mm is typical for the manuscript as a

whole; however, on some pages the lower Mm is not written in three blocks

under each column, but Mm notes extend across the entire page filling either

one, two or three lines. The placement of Mp and Mm notes in the vertical

and horizontal columns is in accordance with Tiberian tradition, whereas

Babylonian tradition generally did not present Mp and Mm notes in the

margins of biblical manuscripts.50

In addition, there are many folios in N which have lines set aside for

Mm notes but no notes were entered. These blank Mm spaces are primarily

in the upper margins.51 Also, on folio 62b diagrammed above, under the left

column there is room for three lines of Mm notes, but the margin was not

used; it is rare to find lower margins left empty in N.52 

Jordan (Yitzhaq) Penkower discussed the phenomenon of unused Mm

space in his study of C3.53 He found that there were pages of that manuscript

50. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 26.

51.  See 52a, 54b, 55a, 55b, 60b, 61b, 64a, 65a, 65b, 66a, 70a, 75a, 76b, 110b.

52. The third column is also blank on folio 80b.

53. Penkower, “Jerusalem Manuscript,” 60-61. I examined a microfilm of C3 and
found that in addition to pages which had partially filled in Mm margins, there were
roughly thirty pages which had nothing in the upper or lower Mm margins. Since C3 has
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on which the scribe did not fill all the margins set aside for Mm notes:

sometimes upper margins were left empty and sometimes lower margins

were unfilled (more often empty spaces were found in upper margins).

Penkower notes that empty Mm margins may indicate the antiquity of a

manuscript, and he points out the same phenomenon exists in A.54

(f) Size and Written Space

It is impossible to give one set of measurements for the height and width of

all the folios of N due to trimming and taping of the margins, and re-binding

of the pages. In addition, Sirat explains that parchment manuscripts typically

do not have folios all of the same size either because they were uneven at the

beginning, or because of trimming, or because of shrinkage. Parchment

naturally shrinks over time, perhaps as much as one percent per century.55

Instead of giving the dimensions for the largest and smallest of N’s folios, I

approximately 1080 pages (54 quires times 20 pages per quire), I estimate that 3% of its
pages have an empty Mm margin. There were some pages on which a second hand added
notes to previously empty spaces (ibid., 52); but I did not attempt to distinguish between
notes from a first hand versus a second hand. In N, the percentage is roughly 6% (14
pages listed above divided by 220 pages).

54. Although he notes that in some early manuscripts, for example B and S, all their
Mm marginal space is filled.

55. Sirat, Hebrew Manuscripts of the Middle Ages, 115.
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will review the dimensions of folio 62b, as a sample page that seems to me

to be average and has no tape on its outer margin, so it is relatively easy to

measure. The dimensions of folio 62b, diagrammed above, may be

summarized as follows:

The height of the folio 330 millimeters
The width of the folio 290 millimeters
The ratio of width/height .879

The height of the written space56 240 millimeters
The width of the written space57 205 millimeters
The ratio of width/height .854

The ratio written space/size .51

N’s height of roughly 330 millimeters, makes it a large manuscript (large is

at least 300 millimeters, medium-sized manuscripts are under 250

millimeters).58 In his study of the Damascus Pentateuch (S), Beit-Arié

published a table with the dimensions, number of columns and lines per page

for eighteen early biblical codices. I copied his data for a few of those

manuscripts:59

56. Excludes Masorah space.

57. Includes the space between the columns.

58. See Sirat, Hebrew Manuscripts of the Middle Ages, 118.

59. Beit-Arié, Hebrew Book, 116-17.
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Table 2: Codicological Comparison of Early Manuscripts
Height Width Ratio Writing

 Height
Writing
Width

Writing
Ratio

Ratio
writing
to size

Columns Lines Date

A 330 272 .82 232 208 .9 .53 3 28 930

L 338 298 .88 210 225 1.07 .47 3 27 1008-9

C 424 394 .92 297 280 .94 .50 3 23 894-5?

S 440 396 .9 323 280 .87 .52 3 20 1000?

P 373 308 .83 255 205 .8 .46 2 21 916

L15 345 300 .87 218 203 .93 .43 2 19-21 847?

L4 332 289 .87 250 232 .91 .6 2 24 946

It is hard to know how to make sense of this data: 

1. Manuscript L4 has almost the same parchment size as my sample folio 62b

from N.60 L4 is also fairly close to N in size of written space. 

2. Only L15 has variable numbers of lines per page (19-21). Similarly, the

number of lines of writing per page of N varies from folio to folio: 20 to 21

lines ruled per page.61 See the following table for the numbers of lines found

on some pages of N:  

60. For a description of this Leningrad manuscript of some of the prophets, dated by
its colophon to 946, see Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §39.

61. For a description of this Leningrad manuscript containing the Latter Prophets,
dated by its colophon to 847, see ibid., §47.
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Table 3: Samplings of Lines per Page in N

FOLIO lines/page FOLIO lines/page FOLIO lines/page
2a-b 20 22a-b 21 42a-b 21
3a-b 20 23a-b 21 43a 21
4a-b 20 24a 21 43b 21, 21, 22
5a-b 20 24b 21, 21, 22 44a-b 21
6a-b 20 25a-b 21 45a-b 21
7a-b 20 26a-b 21 62b 21
8a-b 20 27a-b 21 63a 21
9a-b 20 28a-b 21 64a-b 21

10a-b 21 29a-b 21 70a-b 21
11a-b 21 30a-b 21 73a-b 21
12a-b 21 31a-b 21 77a-b 21
13a-b 21 32a-b 21 78a-b 21
14a-b 21 33a-b 20 82a-b 21
15a 20 34a-b 21 89a-b 21
15b 21 35a-b 21 90a-b 21
16a-b 20 36a-b 20 93a-b 21
17a-b 21 37a-b 21 99a-b 21
18a-b 21 38a-b 21 101a-b 21
19a-b 21 39a-b 21 105a-b 21
20a-b 21 40a-b 21 108a-b 21
21a-b 21 41a-b 21

3. Yet these same two manuscripts, L4 and L15 along with The Babylonian

Codex of Petrograd (P), were the only manuscripts in Beit-Arié’s table to

follow the Babylonian tradition of writing the text of the Prophets in two

columns.62  

62. In addition, L15 has some Mp notes written Babylonian style, between the lines of
the text. According to Yeivin’s assessment, L15 is similar to P,  (Tiberian Masorah, §47).
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4. In addition, only L4 and L15, were written on four-sheet quires according

to the tradition in the East and in North Africa (the rest of the eighteen

manuscripts were written Western-style on five-sheet quires).63  

5. If I consider the eighteen manuscripts’ writing to size ratios, S (.52) and C

(.50) are the closest to N (.51). 

Which physical features are most important in trying to compare

manuscripts? I turn now to another feature not recorded in the above table,

but nonetheless very important to the codicological study of a manuscript.

(g) Left justification

In Hebrew medieval manuscripts, even though the parchment was generally

ruled with a left-hand margin boundary for each column, this did not

guarantee that a scribe would be able to justify the left margin. To produce a

straight left-hand margin, Hebrew scribes developed a number of techniques,

including: 

1. drawing out one of the last letters of the last word of the line so they

would reach the margin; 

2. leaving extra space between the last two words on a line so the last word

63. Beit-Arié, Hebrew Book, 114.
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would end at the margin; 

3. inserting different types of graphic signs into the extra space after the last

word to fill the line to the margin; 

4. and filling in the remaining space with the first few letters of the next

word which would be written in full on the next line.64

The scribe of N mostly used variations of the last two techniques to

justify left-hand margins. See, for example, this dissertation’s frontispiece

which presents one page of N (folio 83a) with many examples of

justification techniques including:

1. In the first column, three lines from the bottom, appears part of Jer
52:12

ַרב־טּב ְנבּוַזְרֲאָדן
ִלְפֵני ָעַמד ַטָּבִחים

The scribe filled out one line by writing the first two letters of the next
word, placed a dot in the second letter and then wrote the next word anew
in the next line.

2. In the first column, the third line from the top, appears the end of Jer
52:9 and the beginning of Jer 52:10 

וי֗ש: ִמְׁשָּפִטים ִאּתֹו
ֶמֶלך־ָּבֶבל ַוִּיְׁשַחט

Here the scribe filled out the line with the first three letters of the next
word. In this case, he did not write out a full ש but left off one stroke of
the letter and placed a dot above the letter.

3. In the last line of the second column, are three words from the middle

64. Beit-Arié, “How Hebrew Manuscripts Are Made,” 45-46.
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of Jer 52:17
 •ְוֶאת־ָים ַהְּמכֹנֹות

The scribe placed a graphic symbol, a dot, after the final word of this line
in order to fill out the line. This same technique is used several times in the
second and third columns.

4. A variation on this technique appears in the third column, the sixth line
from the top where the scribe writes Jer 52:18

ְמַזְּמרֹות ְוֶאת־  •  ַהַ
ְוֶאת־ה־ּ ַהִּמְזָרקֹת
 . . .ַהַּכּפֹות

In the first line, he placed a dot before the final word in order to line up the
final word with the left-hand margin. In the next line, the scribe justified
the left-hand margin by writing part of the next word (a full ה but only the
upper line of the letter ּכ with a dot under it). The following line begins
with the next word written in full.65

5. One more graphic symbol often used in N appears in the middle
column, four lines from the bottom. The symbol appears between the last
word of Jer 52:16 and the two-dot end-of-verse marker. It looks like a
wavy line perhaps composed of the upper left hook of the letter מ written
twice.

:˜˜ּוְליְֹגִבים ְלכְֹרִמים

Beit-Arié attaches importance to these techniques indicating that it is one of

the few aspects of writing a biblical codex which left room open to the

scribe for personal discretion, and may allow a codicologist to identify the

scribe of a manuscript.66 He further noted that while most manuscripts have

examples of graphic signs being used to justify the left margin (e.g., the dots

65. Also see the first column, fifth line from top where the scribe writes an
abbreviated ,ל the first letter of the next word. The form of this abbreviated letter looks
like the abbreviated ס four lines later. This same stunted letter appears in other places in
the manuscript (e.g., see folio 107a where the ק of מרקדה is abbreviated, and folio 108b
where the ק of קלון is abbreviated).

66. Beit-Arié, Hebrew Book, 119.
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and wavy lines shown above), very few of the manuscripts he compared

contain examples of the use of the beginning letters of the next word to left-

justify a line. The manuscripts which did use portions of the next word

were: S, C, L15, L4, P, and “r” (a designation he gave to a manuscript in

Cairo written in 1027 by a scribe from North Africa).67 Above it was

mentioned that L15 resembled N in varying line numbers, L4 has similar

dimensions and written area as N, whereas S and C are very close to N in

writing to size ratio.

Furthermore, Beit-Arié noted that when scribes used the first letters of

the next word to justify a line, they usually omitted one or more strokes from

the last anticipatory letter (writing a stunted form of the letter). In S, Beit-

Arié found the scribe only omitted strokes on certain letters: .אמש In N,

when the scribe used the first letters of the next word to justify a line, he also

would sometimes omit one or more strokes from the last anticipatory letter.

However, the scribe of N omitted strokes from a wider variety of

anticipatory letters (not just 68.(אמש Perhaps further study of the line fillers

67. Beit-Arié, Hebrew Book, 121.

68. I found partial letters מקש in Nahum, and partial letters שכ in the above examples
from Jeremiah. On that same page of Jeremiah (The United Synagogue Recorder cover),
I also found partial letter-fillers .לס In Habakkuk I found partial anticipatory letters
.שמקת See also partial anticipatory א on folios 89b-90a, and on folio 94a partial
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used in N and their comparison with the stunted anticipatory letters of these

other early manuscripts by a trained codicologist might provide more

information about N’s scribe and the manuscript’s place of origin. 

(h) Summary of Physical Description of N

A review of the components, construction methods, and layout used by the

scribe of N, when compared to the practices seen in other early biblical

codices, suggests that N fits the codicological traditions found in other early

codices that originate in the Western part of the Orient. The scribe of N

used:

1. materials (i.e., parchment holes repaired by stitching, not patched as in the

East);

2. quire size (five sheets per quire, unlike four-sheet quires from Persia,

although the last seven quires of N seem to be four-sheet quires, perhaps to

save parchment);69

anticipatory עטח. However, I did not review the entire manuscript for this phenomenon.

69. Beit-Arié notes that immigrant scribes usually adopted local practices regarding
quires and ruling but maintained their script for life. Also, it was found that some
manuscripts prepared by immigrants have quires ruled according to the local practice
mixed with quires ruled according to the scribe’s native practices (Hebrew Book, 35, n.
25).
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3. Gregory’s rule for assembling quires (unlike Babylonian manuscripts

which did not follow this rule);

4. ruling with a hard point on the flesh-side;

5. a three-column format in conformity with Western Oriental traditions (not

Babylonian two-column format);

6. line fillers composed of the beginning of the next word (found only in

early manuscripts such as S, C, P, L4, L15, and a North African manuscript);

7. some empty Mm spaces (especially upper Mm margins) found only in

early manuscripts such as A and C3.

If these physical characteristics were the only basis available for

dating and locating where N was written, I might conclude that N was

written in the Western part of the Orient sometime around the end of the

ninth century (if one relies on C’s colophon’s date of 894/5, or that of L15) or

the first half of the tenth century (based on A or L4) or the second half of the

tenth century (based on C3).
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4. Textual Description of the Manuscript
(a) Paragraph breaks in the text

Biblical texts are divided into paragraphs via two types of paragraph breaks:

sĕtûmâ (“closed”) and pĕtûḥâ (“open”). A closed paragraph begins with a

small amount of space left blank between it and the right-hand margin (or

the end of the last verse). An open paragraph begins flush with the right hand

margin, leaving open space at the end of the previous line.

The paragraph breaks found in N for the books of Isaiah, Jeremiah

and Ezekiel, have been recorded in the HUBP apparatus so there was no

reason to reproduce them here. The following tables present the paragraph

breaks in N for the books of the Minor Prophets, and compare these breaks

to those found in other early Tiberian manuscripts. In this table, 

1. a פ represents an open paragraph break;

2. a ס represents a closed paragraph break;

3. Indet means that the last verse ended at the bottom of the previous column

flush with the left-hand margin, the new verse began at the top of the next

column flush with the right-hand margin; 

4. N/A indicates the manuscript is not extant at this location; 

5. a dash means there is no break at this location.
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Table 4: Paragraph Breaks in Minor Prophets: Hosea 
A N L C S1 L18 L20 P

1:2-1:2 פ פ פ פ ס פ פ ס
1:9-2:1 פ פ ס פ פ ס פ ס
2:2-2:3 - - - - - ס - -
2:7-2:8 - - - - - ס - -
2:15-2:16 ס ס פ ס פ פ ס ס
2:17-2:18 - פ ס ס ס - - ס
2:22-2:23 פ ס ס פ פ פ פ ס
2:25-3:1 פ פ פ פ פ פ פ ס
3:2-3:3 - - - - פ - - -
3:5-4:1 פ פ פ פ פ פ פ ס
4:19-5:1 פ - ס ס ס ס פ ס
5:7-5:8 ס ס ס פ פ ס ס פ
6:11-7:1 פ ס פ פ פ ס פ ס
7:12-7:13 ס ס ס - ס ס ס ס
8:14-9:1 פ פ ס פ פ ס פ פ
9:9-9:10 ס indet ס ס פ ס ס פ
9:16-9:17 - - ס - - - - -
9:17-10:1 ס ס ס ס ס ס ס ס
10:8-10:9 פ פ ס ס פ ס פ פ
11:6-11:7 - - - - indet ס - פ
11:9-11:10 - - - ס - - - -
11:11-12:1 ס פ ס פ ס ס ס פ
13:11-13:12 פ - ס פ פ ס פ ס
14:1-14:2 פ פ פ פ פ ס פ פ
14:8-14:9 - - ס - - - - -
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Joel
A N L C S1 L18 L20 P

1:12-1:13 ס - ס - פ ס ס -
1:13-1:14 - - - - - פ - -
1:20-2:1 ס ס פ פ indet ס פ פ
2:14-2:15 פ פ פ פ פ פ ס ס
2:22-2:23 - - - - - - - ס
2:27-3:1 פ ס ס פ פ ס פ ס
4:8-4:9 פ N/A ס ס פ פ ס פ
4:17-4:18 ס N/A ס ס פ פ ס ס

Micah
A N L C S1 L18 L20 P

5:6-7 פ - - - ס ס ס -
5:8-9 indet פ פ פ פ פ פ ס
5:14-6:1 פ פ ס פ פ ס פ ס
6:8-6:9 ס פ פ פ פ ס ס ס
6:16-7:1 פ - פ פ פ ס ס פ
7:8-7:9 פ פ ס פ ס ס פ ס
7:13-7:14 פ פ ס פ פ ס פ ס

Nahum
A N L C S1 L18 L20 P

1:11-12 ס פ ס פ פ ס פ פ
1:14-2:1 פ ס פ ס פ פ פ פ
2:2-2:3 - - - - - - - ס
2:4-5 - פ - - - - - -
2:14-3:1 פ פ ס פ פ פ פ פ
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Habakkuk
A N L C S1 L18 L20 P

1:17-2:1 ס ס ס ס פ ס ס ס
2:4-5 ס ס - ס - - ס ס
2:8-9 פ פ פ ס פ ס פ פ
2:11-12 פ פ פ פ פ פ פ ס
2:14-15 פ פ ס פ פ ס פ פ
2:17-18 - ס ס ס פ ס - פ
2:18-19 ס ס ס ס ס ס ס ס
2:20-3:1 ס ס פ ס פ פ ס פ
3:7-3:8 - - ס ס ס - - ס
3:13-3:14 פ N/A פ ס פ ס פ פ

Haggai
A N L C S1 L18 L20 P

1:2-3 N/A פ פ פ פ פ פ ס
1:6-7 N/A פ פ פ פ פ פ ס
1:11-12 N/A פ ס פ פ פ פ ס
1:14-15 N/A פ פ פ פ ס פ ס
2:3-2:4 N/A - - - פ - - -
2:5-6 N/A פ ס ס פ פ פ ס
2:9-10 N/A פ פ פ פ פ פ פ
2:19-20 N/A פ ס פ פ פ פ ס

Zechariah
A N L C S1 L18 L20 P

1:6-7 N/A פ ס פ פ פ פ ס
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The next table summarizes the contents of the above tables: each manuscript

is compared to A and the statistics reflect how many times each manuscript

differs from A for the books of Hosea, Joel, part of Micah, Nahum, and

Habakkuk.70

A N L C S1 L18 L20 P
Differences from A 0 15 24 18 18 25 6 28
Extra break in Ms. 0 3 5 4 4 5 0 6
Ms. lacks break in A 0 5 2 3 1 1 0 2
Switch to open 0 3 4 5 9 3 2 6
Switch to closed 0 4 13 6 4 16 4 14

Of these manuscripts, L20, described by Yeivin as a carefully prepared

manuscript, has by far the fewest differences in paragraph breaks from A,

and none of the differences involve a break that one has and the other lacks.

N has the second fewest number of differences from A. 

In addition, Penkower evaluated the number of differences and types

of differences in paragraph breaks between A and C3, finding that 73% of the

differences involve a switch between open and closed breaks.71 The

70. The book of Haggai is missing from A.

71. Since C3 contains only Torah, it is not in this table. See Penkower, “Jerusalem
Manuscript,” 73.
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remaining differences were mostly C3 having a break where A did not.

Interestingly, N’s statistics do not resemble those of C3: fewer than 50% of

the differences between A and N involve switches between open and closed

breaks; most of the rest of the other differences involve N lacking a break

that A has (just the opposite of C3 having more breaks than A).72

(b) Correction of Scribal Errors

Occasionally the scribe needed to correct errors that he had made in the

writing of the text: either adding words or letters that he had omitted, or

deleting words that did not belong. Here are a variety of examples of errors

made and the ways in which he corrected them.

1. Words were omitted and later added in the margins. For example, in the

following text from Mic 6:15, the word ותירוש was omitted by the scribe and

later added in the right hand margin:

72. This may be an interesting point to investigate in the books of Isaiah, Jeremiah
and Ezekiel. In his description of the first hand of C3 and his source, particularly
concerning orthography, Penkower (“Jerusalem Manuscript,” 64) compared it to N and
L18. He also noted that some aspects of a manuscript may be corrected by a later hand, but
paragraph break choices cannot be changed. In addition, Ofer analyzed differences
between paragraph divisions in the Torah according to Tiberian manuscript traditions
versus Babylonian traditions. His findings suggest there is no special Tiberian tradition of
dividing the text into sections that is distinguished from a uniquely Babylonian tradition
of dividing the text (Babylonian Masora, 142-50).
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תדרך אתה תקצור

שמן תסוך ולא זית

: יין תשתה ולא ותירוש           

Similar types of omissions were corrected in N in the margins at Hos 7:12

and Hab 3:2-3. 

2. A word or letter was omitted and then added above the text. For example,

at Hos 10:11 the word ואפרים was written without the ,י but it was later

added from above. At Hos 5:5, an entire word was added above the text:

וענה: ידעו לא  . . . 
ישראל     
וישראל בפניו גאון

יכשלו ואפרים[ ]

3. A word or letter was written in error and was erased or crossed out. In the

above example, the word ואפרים was preceded by a ב which was scratched

out. 

Many times an unintended word was deleted by the placement of a dot

in each letter. For example, at Mic 7:2 the word אחיהו was mistakenly

written as אחיו but it was noticed immediately, every letter was dotted (ּאּחּיּו)

and then the correct form was written immediately after it.
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At other places, a word was mistakenly written twice, and the

duplicate was removed by the placement of a dot inside every letter (e.g., see

Hos 7:16 שריהם, or Hag 1:14 where the dotted word is the tetragrammaton).

An extreme example may be found at Jer 26:21 (folio 55b) where an

entire verse was written twice, and when the error was found, every letter in

the verse received a dot in the middle.

4. The previous examples all dealt with errors in the writing of the biblical

text. Errors were also made in the writing of Mm notes; these were often

corrected with the use of dots in, or over a letter. For example, 

at folio 90a (Ezek 37:16), the name יעל is written יעלּה.

at folio 97a, the word יראותם is written ּכיראותם.

at folio 77a (Jer 48:35), one of the references in an enumerative Mm

note with an Aramaic mnemonic is דמואבאי (of Moabites), but the scribe

mistakenly wrote דבבלאי (of Babylonians). He fixed his error by placing a

dot over every letter ֗ד֗ב֗ב֗ל֗א֗י and then wrote the correct word.73

73. See Ofer’s description of the use of dots to correct errors in Cairo Genizah
manuscripts of the Damascus Covenant (“Vocalization Signs in the Cairo Genizah
Manuscripts of the Damascus Covenant,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls: Hebrew, Aramaic,
and Greek Texts with English Translations [ed. James H. Charlesworth; Tübingen: J.C.B.
Mohr, 1994], 10-11).
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(c) The Biblical Text of N

The text of N is a Tiberian text, vocalized with Tiberian vowel signs

representing Tiberian pronunciation and accented with Tiberian accent signs.

The text is presented in three columns according to Tiberian tradition (rather

than the Babylonian tradition of presenting the books of Prophets in one or

two columns).74 Yeivin indicates that by the middle of the tenth century, the

Tiberian tradition was fairly fixed regarding the words of the text,

orthography, vowels and accents; there were still many variations between

manuscripts in insignificant details, but not differences of great substance.75 I

present below, from the books of the Minor Prophets, differences between

the text of N and that of A, the manuscript most closely associated with the

Ben Asher masoretes whose tradition became the accepted standard for

Tiberian manuscripts.

(i) Consonants

There are some variants between the consonantal text of N and that of A (or

L where A is not extant). However, only one variant between A’s

74. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 36.

75. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §21.
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consonantal text and that of N in the books of the Minor Prophets might be

considered a major variant: the use of an entirely different word in N.

in A, Hab 2:5 reads העמיםָּכל־ ֵאָליו ַוִּיְקּבֹץ ָּכל־ַהּגֹוִים ֵאָליו ַוֶּיֱאסֹף

in N, Hab 2:5 reads הממלכותָּכל־ ֵאָליו ַוִּיְקּבֹץ ָּכל־ַהּגֹוִים ֵאָליו ַוֶּיֱאסֹף        

and a Mp note in N explains that Westerners read העמים.

Other consonantal variants in N in the books of the Minor Prophets

constitute minor differences in individual features of isolated words:

a different preposition: Hab 2:16 in A reads Uַעל־ְּכבֹֹוֶד, but in N ֶאל-Uְּכבֹוֶד .76

a missing prefixed ו: Hag 2:6 in L reads ְוֶאת־ַהָּים, but in N ֶאת־ַהָּים.

an extra prefixed ו: Hos 9:9 in A reads ִיְפקֹוד but in N, 77.ְוִיְפקֹוד

Hos 10:10 in A reads ,עינתם but a Mp note says to read ;עֹוֹנָתם however in

N the text reads עֹוֹנָתם and there is no qĕrê note.78

Another type of minor variation between otherwise homogenous Tiberian

texts involves orthography: are words written plene (with vowel letters) or

defective (without vowel letters). The following table presents a comparison

76. This is considered an East-West difference (Ginsburg 1, 629§ ח).

77. Similarly, see Hos 8:13 with an extra prefixed ו in N.

78. In A, Hos 8:12 has a qĕrê ֻרֵּבי)רבו ), but N is written and read .ֻרֵּבי At Hos 14:5, N
has ִמֶּמּנּי written, but has a qĕrê form of ,ִמֶּמּנּו but the written form in A is ִמֶּמּנּו (cf.
Ginsburg 1, ח § 629); at Joel 4:1, N is written ,ַההִוא and has a qĕrê form ,ַההִיא while the
written form in A is ;ַההִיא at Mic 6:5, N is written ,ַמי and has a qĕrê form ,ַמה but A is
written ַמה (cf. Ginsburg 1, ח § 629).
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of orthography between A and other manuscripts (L, C, S1, L18, L20, and N).

The table includes all words from the book of Nahum spelled differently

from A, either plene or defective, in one of these manuscripts. If a

manuscript has the same spelling as A for a particular word, nothing is

written in that manuscript’s column; however, if the manuscript differs from

A, that manuscript’s spelling is presented.

The data for this table was compiled from my transcription of N’s

text of Nahum, and the critical apparatus I prepared comparing N’s text to

that of other similar manuscripts (A, L, C, S1, L18, and L20). See my

introduction to my transcriptions (p. 230) for an explanation of why Nahum

was chosen, and the transcriptions of Nahum beginning on p. 313.
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Table 5:  Comparison of Plene or Defective Orthography: Nahum79

A L C S1 L18 L20 N

1:1 האלקשי האלקושי

1:2 ונוטר ונטר

1:5 יושבי ישבי ישבי

1:6 יעמוד יעמד

1:10 אכלו אוכלו

1:12 נגוזו נגזו נגזו

2:2 מצורה מצרה

2:4 גבריהו גברהו

2:4 פלדת פלדות פלדות פלדות

2:5 בחוצות בחצות

2:5 יתהוללו יתהללו יתהללו יתהללו יתהללו

2:5 כלפידים כלפידם כלפידם כלפדים כלפדים

2:8 מתפפת מתפפות מתפפות

2:13 גרותיו גרתיו

3:4 טובת טבת

3:5 והראיתי והראתי

3:10 עלליה עולליה

3:10 חוצות חוצת

3:10 גדוליה גדליה גדליה

3:11 מאויב מאיב

3:16 מכוכבי מככבי

3:17 גבי גובי

79. I have not included words with a qĕrê form which changes the spelling to that of
the other manuscripts (e.g. Nah 1:3 וגדול has a qĕrê form ,וגדל which is the kĕtîb form of
S1, and A is written plene and has no qĕrê form). I also omitted from this table Nah 3:8,
because all the manuscripts, including the original text of N, read .התיטבי However, a
later hand altered N to read התיטיבי and added a note saying it should be read התיטבי. 
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3:17 החונים החנים

3:17 ונדד ונודד ונודד ונודד ונודד

3:17 מקומו מקמו מקמו

Totals 25 6 5 5 15 4 6

Although this sample is small (twenty-five words), and limited just to one

book of the Bible, nonetheless a few interesting results appear:

1. several manuscripts (L, C, S1 and L20) have only four, five, or six

variant spellings in the book of Nahum; however, they do not all have

exactly the same variants; each of them has one or two variants that none of

the others exhibit;80

2. L18, described as a manuscript showing some influence from non-

Tiberian traditions, has almost three times more spelling variants than the

other manuscripts, and half of its variants are not shared by any of the other

manuscripts;

3. N contains only six variants, similar to L, C, S1 and L20.81

From this examination of N’s consonantal text, I found only one major

variant in the books of the Minor Prophets, a few minor isolated variants and

80. For the characterization of these manuscripts as representatives of “the Tiberian
tradition in general, and the Ben-Asher tradition in particular,” see Goshen-Gottstein et
al., Ezekiel, xli.

81. Interestingly, none of N’s variants are shared by L or C.
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an orthography (in Nahum) that is as close to A’s orthography as other

manuscripts which represent the Tiberian tradition. However, the books of

the Minor Prophets in N may not be representative of the whole manuscript.

Since HUBP has collated all these manuscripts against A for the books of

Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, it may be that they have access to statistics

which more broadly compare N’s consonantal text to that of A.

(ii) Accentuation

There are other minor differences between Tiberian manuscripts which

involve the accents placed in the text by the scribe. Some differences may

reflect a different way to accent an individual verse while other differences

may be due to a different system of accentuation. For example, at Nah 1:13,

the first word of the verse is accented differently in N than in other Tiberian

manuscripts:

 
the first word is accented וע֛תה in N, but in other manuscripts it is accented

 וע֕תה

This variation in accentuation does not reflect a difference in systems but

seems to be a difference in reading this specific verse (in the other Tiberian
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manuscripts וע֕תה is treated as the main division of the first half of the verse,

but in N וע֛תה is accented with a lesser disjunctive accent, and the main

division of the first half of the verse is 82.(מ֖טהו

There are other cases in the Minor Prophets of minor accent variants

between N and other Tiberian manuscripts which may reveal that the

manuscripts follow slightly different rules for certain accents.   For example:

at Hag 1:6 in L, C and S1 is ר ִּמְׂשַּתּ֔כֵ ר but in N it is accented ,ְו֨הַ ְוַהִּמְׂשַּתּ֔כֵ

perhaps reflecting Yeivin’s observation that some manuscripts mark mĕtîgâ

more consistently than others.83 Furthermore, at Nah 1:10

in other Tiberian manuscripts mĕtîgâ-zāqep appears with ְּכ֔לּו ֙אֻ but in N

there is no mĕtîgâ ֽאּוְּכ֔לּו

N is hard to read, but it appears that originally N was accented ,֙אכ֔לו then the

mĕtîgâ was removed, and a ga‘yâ marked instead. This difference seems to

reflect the fact that mĕtîgâ is not generally marked on the first syllable of a

82. Yeivin (Tiberian Masorah, §218) discusses the accents used to mark the main
division of the first half of a verse. 

83. Ibid., §223-4. N reflects the same type of mĕtîgâ-zāqep as the other manuscripts at
Nah 1:12 U ִּנ֔תִ  .ְו֙עִ
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word and marking it here is an exception.84 

Another type of minor accent difference exists between various early

Tiberian manuscripts and reflects a difference in systems. Some manuscripts

always repeat pašṭā’, a post-positive accent, on every word with penultimate

stress in order to indicate the accented syllable; other manuscripts only

repeat the accent in certain cases, or not at all.85 I compiled a list of all

words in the book of Nahum with penultimate stress which are accented

with pašṭā’.86 I found in N, the scribe repeated pašṭā’ on the stress syllable in

all relevant words; A, L and C also all repeat the accent on these words. 

Since Yeivin says that in N “accents are sometimes repeated on a

word with penultimate stress,” it seemed that perhaps evidence from just the

book of Nahum was not adequate.87 Therefore, I also compiled a list for the

book of Habakkuk of all words with penultimate stress which are accented

84. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §223.

85. According to Yeivin, pašṭā’ “is the only accent sign in standard Tiberian MSS
which is regularly repeated on a penultimate stress syllable.” Ibid., §239. Nonetheless,
manuscripts are not uniform in their repetition of pašṭā’ on a word with penultimate
stress.

86. There are fourteen relevant words: ֙ם  1:3 ;אפי֙ ;ה֙אר֙ץ  1:5 ;ע֙לי֙ך 1:14
;֙דר֙ך 2:2 ;֙חי֙ל 2:4 ;֙קצ֙ה 2:10 ;מ֙אר֙ץ 2:14 ;֙פר֙ק   3:1 ;֙חר֙ב 3:3
;֙קצ֙ה  3:3 ;ר֙אי֙ך  3:7 ;נכב֙די֙ה  3:10 ;מנז֙רי֙ך 3:17 .ר֙עי֙ך 3:18

87. Ibid., §53.
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with pašṭā’ (1 indicates the accent is placed just once, 2 indicates the sign is

repeated):88

          
Table 6: Comparison of Accent Signs: Habakkuk 

N A L C
֙און֙  1:3 2 2 2 2
֙פע֙ל  1:5 2 2 2 2
עי֙ני֙ם 1:13 2 2 2 2
ב֙המ֙ה 1:16 2 2 2 2
כ֙מו֙ת 2:5 1 2 2 2
יק֙ומ֙ו 2:7 2 2 2 2
ש֙לו֙ת 2:8 1 2 2 2
א֙לו֙ה  3:3 1 2 2 2
ש֙מי֙ם 3:3 1 2 2 2
ו֙נג֙ה  3:4 2 2 2 2
י֙חיל֙ו  3:10 2 2 2 2
ח֙צי֙ך  3:11 2 2 2 2

Total Doubled accents 8 12 12 12

In this book in N, there are four words marked with only one pašṭā’,

whereas the other manuscripts consistently marked the accent twice. These

four words constitute one third of the total in the extant portion of this book,

and suggest that N is not as consistent as A, L, and C in the repetition of

pašṭā’ in words with penultimate stress.

88. I chose to present additional evidence from Habakkuk because after I transcribed
N’s book of Nahum I continued transcribing Habakkuk and also comparing the
orthography of N to that of the other manuscripts. But I did not continue this comparison
for all other books of the Minor Prophets because it would have taken forever.
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(iii) Vocalization

There are cases in the Minor Prophets of vowel variants between the text of

N and that of A or L. For example, there are several cases involving ṣērê and

sĕgōl interchanges which Yeivin says may reflect the prevailing method of

pronunciation in the scribe’s community:89

at Nah 2:14 A reads :ֵכה ֶכה: but N reads ,מלאֵכֽ מלאֵכֽ

at Nah 3:9 A reads צה צה but N reads ,ֵק֑ ֶק֑

at Hos 3:2 A reads וֵלֶתך, but N reads וֶלֶתך 

at Hos 11:4 A reads אמשֵכם, but N reads  אמשֶכם 

There are also other examples of other non-standard vowels in N’s books of

the Minor Prophets:

at Nah 3:16 A reads ִהְרֵּבית (second feminine singular of a final weak verb), 

    but N reads  ִהְרֵּביְת 

at Hab 3:9 A reads ְׁשֻבעֹות, but N has ַׁשֻבעֹות

at Hab 2:6 and 2:7 in N the word ֲהלֹוא is vocalized thus, but in N at Hab      

    1:12 the same word is vocalized as ַהלֹוא

at Hag 1:6 L reads ְזַרְעֶּתם, but N has ַזַרְעֶּתם.

89. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, p. 2 and §53.
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Another type of minor variation between Tiberian manuscripts involves the

use of dageš. Some manuscripts have a system of marking dageš in a letter

that follows a guttural letter with a šĕwā’, whereas other manuscripts do

not.90 For example:

at Joel 2:18 in N ויְחּמל there is a dageš not found in A

Or the omission of dageš in some manuscripts due to lengthening of the

previous short ḥîreq vowel:91

At Nah 3:10 A reads ַבִּזִּקים, but the dageš was omitted from N which has 92ַבִּזִקים

In other cases, it is not clear if a dageš is missing from N intentionally, or

due to fading of the manuscript, or scribal oversight:93

At Nah 3:15 a dageš is found in A התּכּבד, but it is lacking in N: התּכבד 

90. Yeivin presents another example of N (Hos 10:2) using a dageš after a guttural
letter with a šĕwā’, (Tiberian Masorah, §§53, 23a and 414).

91. GKC §20n.

92. Also see S1 at Isa 45:14 ַּבִּזִקים.

93. All the other manuscripts compared to N do have a dageš in .התּכּבד Conversely,
see Nah 2:10 where N has a dageš in ַלְּתּכּוָנה, but the other manuscripts ַלְּתכּוָּנה.
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Also noteworthy is the use of rāpê in N. A rāpê sign is a horizontal line

above a letter which indicates the letter does not have a dageš; most rāpê

signs are used with בגדכפת letters which are spirantized. However, a rāpê

sign may also be used with ה,ו,א to indicate if the letter is a vowel letter

rather than a consonant. I compared the use of rāpê signs in chapter one of

Nahum in N to their use in A, L, C, S1, L18 and L20. I found 77 words in this

chapter that have one or more letters marked with a rāpê sign in at least one

of these manuscripts.94 Below is a total by manuscript of how many of these

words were marked with a rāpê sign (? indicates some items were not

legible):

A 43

L 35

C 68

S1 26 (?)

L18 68 (?)

L20 71

N 64

In this chapter in N, most of the rāpê signs were on בגדכפת letters, but there

were also some used to mark a ה as a vowel letter. However, there were no

94. Since some words have one rāpê sign marking adjacent letters in a word and it is
hard to tell if a sign is intended for one letter or two, I only counted a word once.
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examples of rāpê signs used to mark an 95.א In contrast, in this chapter in C,

a few times rāpê signs were used on other letters for emphasis: to emphasize

the lack of a definite article עוז) ְלֿמֿ see Nah 1:7), or to emphasize a word’s

root (הו yoke” Nah 1:13).96“ ,ֹמֿטֿ

Yeivin points out that some manuscripts use the rāpê sign more

frequently than other manuscripts. In particular, he notes that C uses rāpê

sign more often than A and L. Based on this sample from Nahum chapter 1,

N’s practice seems closer to that of C, L18, and L20.

(iv) Marking of Ga‘ya

It is very common for Tiberian manuscripts to differ from each other in the

marking of a ga‘yâ, and these differences are considered minor variations.

A ga‘yâ (also called a meteg) is a short vertical line under a syllable before

the main stress syllable of the word. In some manuscripts (e.g., A, L), ga‘yâ

is consistently written to the left of the vowel, but in other manuscripts it is

95. See N at Hos 1:4 ישראל but ;יזרעֿאל but see C at Hos 1:4 which marks the א in
both names with rāpê in Hos 1:4, but not in Hos 1:5. Also note that in N at Hag 1:1
.as it is in C א is not marked with dageš in the first שאלתיאל

96. Yeivin (Tiberian Masorah, §§32-33) notes that S uses rāpê signs even more than
C (S is not included in the table above because it is a manuscript of Torah).
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sometimes written to the right, and sometimes to the left (C, S1, N).97

A ga‘yâ typically marks a syllable before the stress syllable indicating

the syllable should be read slower.98 There are different types of ga‘yôt; I

will focus on the closed syllable ga‘yâ in a word with regular structure99 and

a disjunctive accent, and the open syllable ga‘yâ. Concerning the closed

syllable ga‘yâ in words with regular structure and a disjunctive accent, the

following examples are from the book of Nahum:

הּו  1:4  ַּיְּבֵׁש֔ ַוֽ

2:5 ְׁשַּתְקְׁש֖קּון ִיֽ

3:15 י ְתַּכְּבִד֖ ִהֽ

In all the manuscripts I surveyed (N, A, L, C, S1, L18, L20), these three words

appear with a closed syllable ga‘yâ. There are some exceptions to the case of

the closed syllable ga‘yâ in words with regular structure and a disjunctive

97. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §314.

98. Ibid.,  §§313-15.

99. A closed syllable ga‘yâ in a word with regular structure appears in the third
syllable before the stress, when the syllable immediately before the stress has either a
mobile šĕwā’ or ḥatef vowel, and the word is accented with a disjunctive accent (or the
fourth syllable before the stress if the third syllable also has a mobile šĕwā’ or ḥatef
vowel). This definition of a closed syllable ga‘yâ is based on Yeivin (ibid., §§319-20).
Dotan calls this ga‘yâ, a minor ga‘yâ (“Masorah,” EncJud [1st ed.]16:1450). 
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accent, but these exceptions will be discussed below concerning BA and BN

differences.

In contrast, the use of open syllable ga‘yâ in these same early

manuscripts is highly variable.100 Below is a table of all the words of the

book of Nahum which qualify for an open syllable ga‘yâ, and a comparison

of how these words are treated in the same manuscripts.101 In this table, a

syllable with a ga‘yâ is entered in the table, if in that manuscript that syllable

has a ga‘yâ. A dash in the table indicates the manuscript does not have a

ga‘yâ with any syllable of the word. A question mark indicates the

manuscript is not legible at this point, and a colon after the word indicates

the word ends the verse.

100. An open syllable ga‘yâ appears in an open syllable with at least one syllable
(containing a full vowel) separating it from the stress syllable. There are various types of
open syllable ga‘yôt. Dotan calls these major ga‘yôt (“Masorah,” 1451).

101. The method for preparing this table was as follows: 1) prepared a diplomatic
edition of the text of Nahum in N with an apparatus of variants from other manuscripts;
2) identified all words in Nahum which qualify for a closed syllable ga‘yâ and all words
which qualify for an open syllable ga‘yâ; 3) compared the results to Breuer’s edition of
A; 4) compared the treatment of each word in the various manuscripts; 5) sought
explanations in Yeivin’s discussion of the topic for cases of ga‘yâ which seemed to be
exceptions.
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Table 7: Words with Open Syllable Ga‘yâ in the book of Nahum
cite Word as

written in N102
N A L C S1 L18 L20

1:1 יְנֵו֑ה ִנֽ י ִנֽ י ִנֽ י ִנֽ י ִנֽ - י ִנֽ י ִנֽ

1:1 י: ֶאְלקִֹׁשֽ ָהֽ ָהֽ - - ָהֽ - - -

1:2 יו: ָבֽ ְלֽאיְֹ ֽאֹ - - ֽאֹ - - -

1:4 יב ֱחִר֑ ֶהֽ ֶהֽ - ֶהֽ ֶהֽ - ֶהֽ -

1:5 ֲעׁ֣שּו ָרֽ ָרֽ - - ָרֽ - - -

1:6 ד ֲעֹמ֔ ַיֽ ַיֽ - ַיֽ - - - -

1:6 ֲח֣רֹון ַּבֽ ַּבֽ - - - - ? -

1:8 ה ֲעֶׂש֣ ַיֽ ַיֽ - - - - - -

1:8 יו ְואְֹיָב֖ - - - - - ֹאֽ -

1:9 ה־ְּתַחְּׁשבּון֙ ַמֽ ה ַמֽ - - ה ַמֽ ה ַמֽ ? -

1:9 א־ָת֥קּום ֹֽ ל א ֹֽ ל - א ֹֽ ל א ֹֽ ל - - -

1:9103 ִים ֲעַמ֖ ַּפֽ ַּפֽ - - - - - -

1:13 gִי ֵמָעָל֑ - - ֵמֽ ֵמֽ - - -

1:13 gִי ּומֹוְסרַֹת֖ - - - ֽמֹו - ֽמֹו -

1:14 ע א־ִיָּזַר֥ ֹֽ ל א ֹֽ ל - א ֹֽ ל א ֹֽ ל - א ֹֽ ל -

2:1 ים ָהִר֜ ַעל־ֶהֽ ֶהֽ - - ֶהֽ - - -

2:1 g ֲעָבר־ָּב֥ ַלֽ ַלֽ - ַלֽ ַלֽ - - -

2:2 gֶ֙ר 104-  ַצֵּפה־ֶד֙ ה ֵפֽ - - - - -

2:3 ב ֲעקֹ֔ ַיֽ ַיֽ - - - - - -

2:3 ים ְקִק֔ ּבֹֽ ּבֹֽ ּבֹֽ ּבֹֽ ּבֹֽ - ? -

2:3 ם ּוְזֹמֵריֶה֖ - - - ֹמֽ - - -

2:4105 ִי֙ל -  ַאְנֵׁשי־ַח֙ י ֵשֽ - - - - -

102. Words are as they appear in N; I do not consider differences in orthography.

103. I omitted 1:10 ֽאוכלו which was changed in N and is an unusual case dealt with at
page 62.

104. In N, a vertical mark extends under ַצ; it may be a stray mark or a ga‘yâ under ֵּפ.

105. In N, the last word of Nah 2:4 לּו ְרָעֽ ָהֽ has an unlikely ga‘yâ with the first syllable.
No other manuscript has this ga‘yâ which I have omitted from this table as it appears to
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2:5 ַּבחּוצֹו֙ת - - ַּבֽ ַּבֽ ַּבֽ - ַּבֽ

2:5 ִיְתהְֹל֣לּו - - - ֽהֹו - - -

2:5 ְרחֹ֑בֹות ָּבֽ ָּבֽ - - ָּבֽ - ? -

2:6 ְׁש֖לּו ִיָּכֽ ָּכֽ - - - - ָּכֽ -

2:6 ם ֲהִלָכָת֑ ַּבֽ ַּבֽ - ִלֽ ִלֽ - ? ִלֽ

2:6 ֲהרּ֙ו ְיַמֽ ַמֽ ַמֽ ַמֽ ַמֽ - - ַמֽ

2:6 ּה חֹוָמָת֔ - ֽחֹו ֽחֹו ֽחֹו - - -

2:7 י ֲעֵר֥ ַׁשֽ ַׁשֽ - - -  ַׁשֽ - -

2:7 ל ְוַהֵהיָכ֖ - - ַהֽ ַהֽ - - -

2:8 ָתה ֲעָל֑ הֹֽ הֹֽ הֹֽ הֹֽ הֹֽ - - -

2:8 ֲהגֹו֙ת ְמַנֽ ַנֽ ַנֽ ַנֽ ַנֽ ַנֽ - ַנֽ

2:8 ת ְפֹפ֖ ְמֹתֽ ֹתֽ - - - - ֹתֽ -

2:9 - ְוִניְנֵו֥ה י ִנֽ - י ִנֽ - י ִנֽ י ִנֽ

2:9 ִים ִכְבֵרַכת־ַמ֖ - - ֵרֽ ֵרֽ ֵרֽ ֵרֽ -

2:12 יד׃ ֲחִרֽ ַמֽ ַמֽ - - - - - -

2:13 יו רָֹת֔ ֹגֽ ֹגֽ - ֹגֽ ֹגֽ - ֹגֽ -

2:13 יו ּוְמעֹֹנָת֖ - - ֽעֺ ֽעֺ - - -

2:14 ָעָׁשן֙ ֶבֽ ֶבֽ - ֶבֽ ֶבֽ - - -

2:14 א ֹֽ ע-ְול ִיָּׁשַמ֥ א ֹֽ ל - א ֹֽ ל א ֹֽ ל - א ֹֽ ל -

3:3 ה ֲעֶל֗ ַמֽ ַמֽ - - - - - -

3:3 ְׁש֖לּו 106ְוָכֽ ָכֽ - - - - ָכֽ -

3:4 ֲעַל֣ת ַּבֽ ַּבֽ - - - - - -

3:7 יְנֵוה ִנֽ ִנֽ ִנֽ ִנֽ ִנֽ ִנֽ ִנֽ ִנֽ

3:7 ים ֲחִמ֖ ְמַנֽ ַנֽ - - - - - -

3:8 יְטִבי֙ 107ֲהֵתֽ ֵתֽ ֵתֽ ֵתֽ ֵתֽ ֵתֽ ֵתֽ ֵתֽ

3:8 ַהּֽיְֹׁשָב֙ה ּֽיֹ ֹ ּֽי ֹ ּֽי ֹ ּֽי ֹ ּֽי - ֹ ּֽי

be an error.

106. I present here the qĕrê form.

107. I present here the qĕrê form.
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3:8 ּה חֹוָמָת֔ - - - ֽחֹו ? - -

3:10 ה ָהְלָכ֣ - - - ָהֽ - - -

3:10 יָה עָֹלֶל֛ - - - עֹֽ - - -

3:11 ה ֲעָלָמ֑ ַנֽ ַנֽ - ַנֽ ַנֽ - - -

3:11 ֵמאֹוֵיֽב׃ - - - ֵמֽ - - -

3:12 ְפ֖לּו ְוָנֽ ָנֽ - - - - - -

3:13 י ֲעֵר֣ ַׁשֽ ַׁשֽ - - - - - -

3:13 ה ָאְכָל֥ - - - - - ָאֽ -

3:14 g ֲאִבי־ָל֔ ַׁשֽ ַׁשֽ ַׁשֽ ַׁשֽ ַׁשֽ - ַׁשֽ ַׁשֽ

3:14 יִקי ֲחִז֥ ַהֽ ַהֽ - - ַהֽ - - -

3:15 gּ֣תֹאְכֵל - - - ּֽתֹא - - -

3:15 g ּֽתֹאְכֵל֖ ּֽתֹא - - - - - -

3:15 ה׃ ַאְרֶּבֽ ָּכֽ ָּכֽ - - ָּכֽ - - ָּכֽ

3:16 gִי ֽרְֹכַל֔ ֽרֹ - ֹ ֽר ֽרֹ - ֹ ֽר -

3:16 י ִמּֽכֹוְכֵב֖ ּֽכֹו - - - - ּֽכֹו -

3:17 ה ַאְרֶּב֔ ָּכֽ ָּכֽ ָּכֽ ָּכֽ ָּכֽ - - ָּכֽ

3:17 ַהחֹוִנ֤ים - - ַהֽ ַהֽ - - -

3:17  ְרָח֙ה ָזֽ ָזֽ ָזֽ ָזֽ ָזֽ ? ָזֽ -

3:17 ע ְולֹא־נֹוַד֥ - - א ֹֽ ל א ֹֽ ל א ֹֽ ל א ֹֽ ל -

3:18 ים ַעל־ֶהָהִר֖ - - - ֶהֽ - - -

3:19 י ֽׁשְֹמֵע֣ ֽׁשֹ - - - - ֽׁשֹ -

3:19 ה ְבָר֥ לֹא־ָעֽ ָעֽ - א ֹֽ ל א ֹֽ ל - א ֹֽ ל ָעֽ

3:19 Uָ֖עְת ָרֽ ָרֽ - - ָרֽ - ? -
Totals 71 49 15 31 50 8 22 13
Percent 100% 69% 21% 44% 70% 11% 31% 18%

N A L C S1 L18 L20

According to Yeivin, an open syllable ga‘yâ is marked in A 30% of
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the time, in L 40% of the time, in S1 20% of the time and in C 75%.108

Yeivin also says about N: ga‘yâ is often used in an open syllable, and

sometimes ga‘yâ is marked twice on the same word.109 The evidence from

N’s book of Nahum certainly confirms Yeivin’s statement that in N ga‘yâ is

used often (69%). The above evidence also jibes with Yeivin’s estimates for

L and C. Perhaps a wider study of the open syllable ga‘yâ in the Minor

Prophets would give a better estimate for A and S1 than an estimate just

based on the book of Nahum.

In addition, although there were no cases of a ga‘yâ marked twice on

the same word in N in the book of Nahum, one does find this phenomenon in

N in other books of the Minor Prophets: Hab 1:11  ַיֽעבר 110;ַוֽ Hos 1:9 ֽאהיה-ֽלא ;

Hos 4:15 ֽתעלו-וֽאל ; Hos 6:10 ;ֽשערֽוריה Hos 8:2 ;ֽיֽדענוך Hos 9:16 ֽיעשון-ֽבלי ;

Hos 12:3 ֽיעקב-ֽעל . 

(v) Ben Naftali (BN) versus Ben Asher (BA)

Tiberian manuscripts are often characterized by the degree to which they

follow BA or BN in those cases where there are differences between these

108. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §331.

109. Ibid., §53.

110. Ibid., §344.
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two masoretic traditions. Statistics compiled by Yeivin for A, L, C, B, S and

S1 are in the following table.111

Agrees with BA
when BA-BN differ

A 94%
L 92%
C 33%
B 80%
S 52%
S1 40%

It makes sense that A is the closest to the BA tradition when this tradition

differs from that of BN because A’s colophon indicated that Aaron Ben

Asher provided the manuscript’s vowels, accents and notes. 

It is important to emphasize that differences between these traditions

center around very minor details: for example, some of the differences

involve the use of maqqep instead of another conjunctive accent, or the use

of a ga‘yâ in a closed syllable that is regular with a conjunctive accent.112

Here are a few examples:

In N at Hos 6:9 שכמה-ירצחו (“they murder on the road to Shechem”) has a

111. Ibid., §§26, 30-34.

112. Lists of the differences between BA and BN vary greatly, the most accurate
version of the list was edited by Misha’el ben ‘Uzziel (mid-tenth century). See the list in
Lazar Lipschütz, Kitāb Al-Khilaf: The Book of the Ḥillufim: Mishael Ben Uzziel's
Treatise on the Differences Between Ben Asher and Ben Naphtali (HUBP Monograph
Series 2; Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1965).
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maqqep in accordance with BA tradition, whereas BN reads שכמה ירצ֣חו .

In N at Hos 2:24 : יזרעאל-את does not have a ga‘yâ under ,ֽאת a closed

syllable with regular structure and a disjunctive accent. This is the BN

tradition, but BA does mark this ga‘yâ.113 Yeivin explains that even

though the closed syllable ga‘yâ is marked consistently in words with

regular structure and disjunctive accents, nonetheless in about 10% of the

cases the ga‘yâ  is not marked.114

According to BA, at Joel 4:3  ִּיְּתנּ֤ו ַוֽ (“they bartered”) there is a closed

syllable ga‘yâ even though this word has a conjunctive accent; but BN

does not marks this ga‘yâ and it is not marked in N.115

In N, the extant portion of the books of the Minor Prophets only contain

eleven cases which reflect BA/BN differences.116 N follows BA in six of

these cases (55%) and BN five times (45%).117 However, this is not enough

113. Lehman, “Oldest Preserved Codex,” 165. 

114. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §320.

115. Lipschütz, Book of Ḥillufim, 37.

116. The eleven are: Hos 2:1; 2:24; 4:1; 6:9; 7:14; 9:12; 11:9; 12:10; Joel 2:17; 4:3;
Hag 1:12.

117. The BA readings are: Hos 2:1; 4:1; 6:9; 11:9; Joel 2:17. BN readings are Hos
2:24; 9:12; 12:10; Joel 4:3; Hag 1:12. One reading, Hos 7:14, originally was BA but
seems to have been changed and now is neither BA nor BN. I count this as an sixth BA
because the changed reading makes little sense and may be a late, stray mark. 
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evidence to draw conclusions for N’s overall tendency to follow either BA

or BN. Since HUBP has already published Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel

and noted in their apparatus differences between BA and BN (including

which manuscripts followed which tradition), it seems likely that they have

compiled the data for these statistics.

Instead of repeating such an analysis, I reviewed Lehman’s analysis of

BA and BN differences in the book of Jeremiah (the largest complete book

in the manuscript). Lehman examined N to determine whether it followed

readings of BA or BN. Regarding the book of Jeremiah, he noted that there

are 51 passages where BA and BN differ. He determined that in 25 or 26 of

these cases N follows BN. As a result he concluded that 50% of the time that

there is a difference between BA and BN, N follows BN, and therefore he

characterized N as “largely a BN text.”118 However, there is another BA/BN

difference to consider: manuscripts which tend to agree with BN, also often

118. Lehman, “Oldest Preserved Codex,” 188. However, I examined the 26 cases in the
book of Jeremiah which Lehman says N presents a BN reading. Concerning some of
these cases, N does not follow BN, but has either a BA reading (2 cases, Jer 29:18 and
38:11), or a mixed reading containing both the BA and BN treatment (3 cases, Jer 29:23;
42:1; 43:2), or some other non-BA and non-BN reading (5 cases, Jer 32:35; 34:1; 44:26;
44:28; 51:3). As a result, one could say that, regarding the 51 cases in Jeremiah in which
BA and BN present different readings, in N 27 are BA readings (53%), 16 are BN
readings (31%), and 8 are other (16%). This result is comparable to Yeivin’s estimate for
S: 52% of the time S follows BA rather than BN.
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point words such as בישראל as ִבישראל according to BN, rather than ְבִישראל

according to BA. For example, S and C agree with BA 52% and 33%

respectively, and C and usually S vocalize words such as בישראל according

to BN.119 However, I found that N always vocalizes such words according to

BA.120 Accordingly, I conclude that N is a Tiberian manuscript which agrees

with BA about 50%, and as will be seen in my examination of N’s masorah,

it shows evidence of non-Tiberian influences. 

As Yeivin mentions in his introduction, there are manuscripts which

evince non-standard traditions. Penkower similarly found in his examination

of C3 that it contained, like N, many non-standard readings before it was

corrected by two correctors, one of whom was Misha’el ben ‘Uzziel (editor

of the most authoritative list of BA-BN differences).121 Only after correction

did C3 become a model BA codex. It seems that N, although beautifully

written complete with vowels, accents and masoretic notes, did not receive

such a review.122  

119. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §§32, 33, 392, and 393.

120. In N, there appear twelve cases of ישראל and one case of יראה with either a
prefixed ב, ,ל or ,כ and all were pointed according to BA. See Isa 46:13; Jer 2:31; 29:23;
31:9; 32:39; 49:1; Ezek 44:28; 44:29; 45:8; 45:16; Hos 7:1; 13:1; 14:6.

121. Penkower, “Jerusalem Manuscript,” 74.

122. In contrast, Yeivin (Tiberian Masorah, §16) categorizes some manuscripts as
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(d) Other features of the Manuscript
(i) Sĕdārîm in N

In the margins of N, once every two or three pages, appears a symbol, the

letter .ס The ס stands for seder and it is used to mark the beginning of a

liturgical reading unit when the text is read in a continuous fashion.

Typically, liturgical sĕdārîm are associated with the books of Torah, not

with the books of Prophets. In the books of Torah, the sĕdārîm mark weekly

readings by which Palestinian Jewish communities read the entire Torah in a

cycle that lasted three years. These Torah sĕdārîm parallel the liturgical

reading units known as pārāšîyôt. In Babylonian Jewish communities, the

books of Torah were divided in such a way that the whole Torah was read in

a one year cycle; each week of the year one section of Torah, a pārāšâ, was

read.123 In early Tiberian manuscripts (e.g., L), one finds in the margins of

the books of Torah both the seder symbols ס indicating the beginning of the

sĕdārîm, and also the pārāšâ symbol פרש indicating the beginning of the

“vulgar.” They were written for private use, often on paper, some without vowels,
accents or masoretic notes, ignoring masoretic spelling and adding extra vowel letters.

123. Charles Perrot, “The Reading of the Bible in the Ancient Synagogue,” in Mikra:
Text, Translation, Reading and Interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in Ancient Judaism
and Early Christianity (ed. Martin Jan Mulder; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988), 139.
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pārāšîyôt. 

Interestingly, although we do not now read all the books of Prophets

in a cycle, we have evidence from early manuscripts that the prophetic books

were also divided into liturgical units, sĕdārîm. Yosef Ofer described the

masoretic tradition of dividing the Prophets into sĕdārîm:124

A. in the Prophets there are 205 sĕdārîm which are of fairly equal length; 

B. there is evidence for one consistent tradition for the division of the texts

into these sĕdārîm;125

C. the division of the text into sĕdārîm was for the purpose of reading; 

D. the sĕdārîm end on positive verses (often at the end of a textual unit), and

the next seder begins with a repetition of that same positive verse. 

In the following table, I list the sĕdārîm of Prophets as they appear in

L, and I compare them to the sĕdārîm of N. If the same verse is marked with

124. Ofer explores connections between the masoretic sĕdārîm and rabbinic evidence
of liturgical readings from Prophets concluding that, although there is evidence of
traditions of liturgical readings from the sĕdārîm of Prophets at various times (e.g.,
weekday mornings, or Shabbat afternoons) which seem similar to the masoretic sĕdārîm,
it is not possible to equate the reading tradition of the masoretic sĕdārîm with these
liturgical traditions. In addition, he found it unlikely that there was a connection between
the sĕdārîm and the triennial hafṭārôt (“The Sedarim of Prophets and Writings,” 155-89). 

125. As opposed to Torah, for which there are a variety of different traditions from
different Palestinian Jewish communities regarding how to break the text into sĕdārîm. 
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a seder sign in N as in L, I provide N’s folio number. If a different verse is

marked, I list that alternate verse and N’s folio number. Finally, I also note

those sĕdārîm which cannot be found due to damage to the manuscript.

The sĕdārîm of Isaiah, Jeremiah and the beginning of Ezekiel match

almost exactly the sĕdārîm in L. There are only two places where the

placement of a seder sign in N differs from L by one verse (see Jer 7:22;

18:20). However, in the last part of Ezekiel (ch. 40ff.) and in the Minor

Prophets there are no sĕdārîm signs marked in N. Oddly, the sĕdārîm signs

were very regular in the first part of the manuscript, but there is a gap in the

manuscript (from Ezek 6:14 to Ezek 40:7), and after the gap no further

sĕdārîm signs appear.
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Table 8: Sĕdārîm Signs in the Margins of N compared to L

       L Folio in N     L Folio in N     L Folio in N

Isa 24:23 5a Jer 5:1 36a sign added
later?

Jer 36:26 66b

27:13 6b 6:2 37a 38:8 margin cut -68b

29:23 damaged- 8b       7:23 7:22-- 38b 39:18 70a

32:18 10b 9:23 41a 42:12 72a

35:10 12a 12:15 43a       44:20 74a

37:20 14a 14:22 45a seder sign
under tape

46:27 76a

40:1 15b 17:7 46b 49:2 77b

41:27 17a 18:19 18:20--48a       50:5 79a

44:6 19a 20:13 49b 51:10 80b

45:17 111b 23:6 margin cut-51b 51:59 82a

48:2 21b 24:7 53a Ezek 1:1 no seder sign

49:26 23a 26:1 54b 3:12 85b

52:7 24b 27:5 56a 6:1 87b

55:13 26a 29:7 57b -------- gap in Ms

58:14 27b      30:9 59a 40:45 no sign 89a

61:9 29a smudged 31:33 60b 42:13 no sign - 90b

65:9 30b 32:22 62a 43:27 margin cut- 92a

Jer 1:1 no seder sign 33:16 63b 45:15 no sign- 93b

3:4 34a 35:10 65a 47:12 no sign- 95b
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(ii) Hafṭārâ Markers    

Hafṭārâ markers were placed in the margins of N by a later hand. Since they

are later, they were not included in the transcription of the Mp notes. Most

markers are accompanied by the name of the pārāšâ with which the hafṭārâ

was read. There are also a few Aramaic terms used in the margins to show:

the end point of a hafṭārâ ;(אסתיימת) a point where a reader is to break the

reading and skip to another point in the text ;(מדלג) and the point where a

reader is to resume reading after a skip ( הנה עד ). 

In the following table, I list the hafṭārôt in the order in which they

appear in the manuscript. I also provide the traditional Ashkenazi (A) and

Sephardi (S) hafṭārôt for comparison. Many of the hafṭārôt marked in N

differ from the traditional Ashkenazi and Sephardi hafṭārôt. In a few cases,

the hafṭārâ in the margins of N matches a North African tradition (see Isa

55:6-56:8; 61:10-63:9; Hos 11:7-12:14) and one hafṭārâ matches a Ḥabad

tradition (see Jer 7:21-28).126  

126. For traditional Ashkenazi and Sephardi readings, and readings of other
communities, see Dotan, BHL, Appendix E.
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Table 9: Hafṭārâ markers in N

Pārāšâ Beginning Skip127 Ending Folios Traditional Hafṭārâ
ואתחנן Isa 40:1 40:16 15b-16a Isa 40:1-26

לך לך Isa 40:25 41:17 16a-17a Isa 40:27- 41:16
בראשית Isa 42:1 42:16 17b Isa 42:5-43:10 (A) or 

Isa 42:5-21 (S)
ויקרא Isa 43:21 [44:9]128-

44:20
44:23 18b-19b Isa 43:21-44:23 (no skip)

נח תלדת Isa 54:1 Not
marked

25a- [ ] Isa 54:1-55:5 (A) 
Isa 54:1-10  (S)

וילך Isa 55:6 56:9 25b-26a Hos 14:2-10, Joel 2:15-27 (A)
Hos 14:2-10, Mic 7:18-20 (S)
Isa 55:6-56:8 (Algeria)

דכיפורי[  ] Isa 57:14 59:1-19 59:21 26b-28a Isa 57:14-58:14 
[ תבוא כי ] Isa 60:1 60:22 28a-b Isa 60:1-22
129דהלולא Isa 61:10 Not

marked
29a Isa 61:10-63:9 

[      ] Not marked Jer 1:19 [  ]- 33a
עקב היה Jer 2:1 2:25-3:25 4:2 33a-35a Isa 49:14- 51:3130

הדברים אלה Jer 6:16 7:7 37b-38a Isa 1:1-27
צו Jer 7:21 7:29 Not

marked
38b-39a Jer 7:21-8:3, 9:22-23 (A, S)

Jer 7:21-28, 9:22-23 (Ḥabad)
דתשעה
באב

Jer 8:13 9:23 39b-41a Jer 8:13-9:23 (morning)

סיני בהר Jer 16:19 17:14 46b-47a Jer 32:6-27131

[            ] Not marked 23:24 [  ]-52a Jer 23 is not in a
traditional hafṭārâ.

127. The verses listed as passages to be skipped are inclusive.

128. Folio 19a is damaged and it is unclear to which verse the marker points.

129. Regarding חתןשבת (Shabbat of the Bridegroom), see Ezra Fleischer, Hebrew
Liturgical Poetry in the Middle Ages (in Hebrew; Jerusalem: Keter, 1975), 153. For
Special Torah and hafṭārâ readings, see Dotan, BHL, Appendix E.

130. The hafṭārâ noted in N corresponds in part to the traditional hafṭārâ for Mas‘ê: Jer
2:4-28 and 3:4 (A), or Jer 2:4-28 and 4:1-2 (S).

131. The hafṭārâ noted corresponds to the traditional hafṭārâ for Bĕhuqqotî.
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תנינא דיומא
השנה דראש

Jer 31:1 31:19 59b-60a Jer 31:1-19

ואלה
משפטים

Jer 34:8 34:16 64a-b Jer 34:8-22 and 33:25-26

דעצרתא Ezek 1:1 2:3-3:11 3:12 84a-85b Ezek 1:1-1:28, 3:12
תצוה ואתה Ezek 43:10 43:27 91a-92a Ezek 43:10-27

אמר Ezek 44:15 44:31 92b-93a Ezek 44:15-31
דחודש
דפסחא

Ezek 45:9 45:25 93b-94a Ezek 45:16-46:18 (A) 
Ezek 45:18-46:15 (S)

במדבר Hos 2:1 2:22 97b-98b Hos 2:1-22
יעקב ויצא Hos 11:7 12:14 101b-102a Hos 11:7-12:14 (Tunisia)

Hos 11:7-12:12 (S)
Hos 12:13-14:10 (A)

שוב Hos 14:2 [   ]-
Mic 7:17

Not
marked

102b,
106a

Hos 14:2-10, Mic 7:18-20 (S)
Hos 14:2-10, Joel 2:15-27 (A)

[בלק?] Folio
Missing

Mic 6:8 105a Mic 5:6-6:8

תנינאדיומא
דעצרתא

Hab 2:20132 Folio
Missing

108b Hab 3:1-19 (A)
Hab 2:20-3:19 (S)
Hab 2:20-3:19 (Ḥabad)

The non-traditional hafṭārôt that appear in N may be useful in future

research as: 

1. they may expand our knowledge of early hafṭārôt traditions

2. they may suggest that N was owned at some point by someone in

(or from) North Africa.

132. In N, it is hard to tell where the hafṭārâ begins. Based on a circellus at the
beginning of Hab 2:20 and next to the hafṭārâ sign, it seems to begin with Hab 2:20
rather than 3:1.
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3. Introduction to Masoretic Notes

1. General Introduction to Masorah Notes

When scribes copied the Bible by hand, they needed ways to ensure the

accuracy of their work.133 Scribes would count the occurrences of rare

words, unusual phrases and the spelling of words plene (i.e., fully, with

vowel letters, (מלא or defective (i.e., lacking vowel letters, .(חסר According

to Babylonian traditions, scribes would typically keep a record of these

counts in notes recorded in a separate masoretic composition.134 However,

according to Tiberian tradition, scribes would write these notes alongside the

biblical text, in the vertical and horizontal margins of biblical codices.135 For

example, in N at Nah 2:14 over the word ע ִיָּׁשַמ֥ there is a circellus indicating

133. For the dating of the first Hebrew Bible codices, see Dotan, “Masorah,” 16:1409;
and idem, “De la massora à la grammaire les débuts de la pensée grammaticale dans
l’hébreu,” JA 278 (1990): 14.

134. Most Torah and Prophets codices with Babylonian vowels have no masoretic
notes (except a few isolated notes). Codices containing the books of Writings are
different. For a discussion of the presentation of notes in Babylonian codices, see Ofer,
Babylonian Masora, 26, esp. notes 1-3.

135. Ofer (ibid., 36) suggests that the Tiberian system of writing a biblical codex with
three columns in Torah and Prophets and two columns in Writings, may have developed
to provide intra-columnar room for brief Mp notes (Babylonian manuscripts have only
one or two columns for the books of Torah and Prophets, and one column for Writings). 
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that a Mp note in the vertical margin to the right of ע ִיָּׁשַמ֥ relates to this word.

The relevant section of Nah 2:14 is:

 ։ ע ולא ַמ֥ מלאככה קול עוד ִיָּׁש֯ ֗י . . . 

 The note simply says ע  .appears ten times ִיָּׁשַמ֥

In addition to brief notes in the vertical margins, Tiberian biblical

codices may also have longer notes in the horizontal upper and lower

margins. For example, returning to Nah 2:14, it might be hard for a reader to

recall the ten places in which ע ִיָּׁשַמ֥ appears. However, an enumerative Mm

note in N’s lower horizontal margin at Nah 2:14 itemizes the ten:136

.כנוריך.בסוגר.במקום.כהקיר.וגלתי.בארצך.תשמרווסימ֗נבקריה֗יישמע

.וישמע וחד . נביאים וגם . יעקבם . מלאככה

Translation: ישמע ten times in the Bible and (their) references are: Exod

23:13; Isa 60:18; 65:19; Jer 6:7; 33:10; Ezek 19:9; 26:13; Nah 2:14; Job

37:4; Neh 6:7; and once וישמע, 2 Chr 30:27.

 

This enumerative note aids a reader by: restating the biblical word in

question with its count ( ֗יישמע ), and then enumerating all their references

(סימנהון) via a series of keywords which guide a reader to the ten locations.

136. These notes are called Enumerative notes (in Hebrew, מפרטת).
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In this example, each word is located via a one-word citation; there is a

tendency for earlier manuscripts to have short, one word citations and later

manuscripts to have longer citations.137 Typically the keywords are listed in

the Mm note in the order in which the verses appear in the Bible.

Furthermore, it is not unusual for an enumerative note to add at the end

additional occurrences with a slight variation, such as a prefixed ו.

2. Categories of Masoretic Notes

Mp and Mm notes may be divided into categories based on the way in which

the notes present information.138 The following categories are based on

Ofer’s discussion of the topic (examples of these categories are noted below,

and all the examples have been taken from N):

1. Local notes only inform about a particular lemma (i.e. the word or phrase

which is the subject of the note); they do not present information about the

lemma’s appearances in the rest of the Bible. For example,

A Mp note at Nah 1:12 on ה׀ ּכֹ֣ says ל֗ג to indicate that the word is

followed by a lĕgarmēh accent (vertical line). This is a local note because

137. See Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §126.

138. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 101-102.
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it only tells about this word in this verse and not all times this word

appears in the Bible with lĕgarmēh.

A Mp note at Jer 15:2 says סימןמחרש to ensure via a mnemonic that four

words in this verse will be written in the order: מ for ח,למות for לחרב,

ר for ,לרעב and ש for .לשבי This is a local note because it only deals with

this one verse; it does not compare it to a similar verse (Jer 43:11).

2. Qĕrê notes instruct a reader how to read a particular word.  For example,

A Mp note at Nah 1:3 on ַח ּוְגָדול־ּכֹ֔ says ֗ק֗ל֗ו to indicate that the word is to

be read without the medial ו.

A Mp note at Zech 1:7 on זכריה says ֗ק הּו to indicate that the word is to be

read as זכרָיהּו instead of as זכרָיה.

Some qĕrê notes in N are accompanied by a special sign which

resembles a large, final 139.ן

139. In N, the sign generally appears to the right of a Mp note: (in this example, a
large ן is adjacent to a note saying קלו “the letter ו is not read”). For more on the subject
of these marginal signs, see Innocent Himbaza, “Le nun marginal et la petite massore.”
Text 20 (2000): 173-91.
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3. Dispute notes record differences of opinion between scribes or academies

regarding a particular lemma. For example,

A Mp note at Nah 2:12 on הּוא says כ֗תהיאבבל֗א to indicate that

Babylonian tradition differs from Tiberian in the writing of the word הּוא.

A Mp note at Hos 2:9 on ֣כי says there is a dispute about how to accent this

word: כי־ פלג .

4. Warning notes advise errors may be made regarding a certain word. These

notes often use the terms סבירין (they suppose wrongly), or מטעין (they err).

For example, 

A Mp note at Hos 9:2 on ּה ָּבֽ says בםסביריןמט֗ע֗ב to indicate that there are

two places in the Bible where one might err by supposing that the word ּה ָּבֽ

should be written and read as .ָּבם The note warns against making such a

mistake.

5. Comparison notes are meant to prevent confusion between similar

phrases. For example,

A Mp note at Hos 2:9 on תמצאולא says תמצאולאבתר֗אתמצאלאקדמ֗א to

indicate that there are two passages in close proximity with similar
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wording which may be written incorrectly if one is not aware of the

potential for confusion: the first passage (Hos 2:8) reads תמצאלא without

a prefixed ,ו but the latter passage (Hos 2:9) reads תמצאולא with a

prefixed ו.

6. Discontinuous notes identify verses that contain specific prepositions

repeated in a specific pattern. For example,

A Mp note at Jer 33:4 says ועלעלואלאלבהוןאיתפ֗ס֗ב , and a Mm note

cites references to Jer 33:4 and 34:7, the only verses containing these

prepositions, once each with a prefixed ,ו and once each without a prefixed

  140.ו

The term discontinuous indicates the words are spaced throughout the verse.

7. General notes identify a word or phrase that always appears a certain way

in the whole Bible or in specific sections, without exceptions. For example,

A Mp note at Hos 7:14 on ם מ֗ל כל says ִמְׁשְּכבֹוָת֑  “they are all plene.”

8. Uniqueness notes mark a word or phrase that does not appear again in the

140. Cf. Gérard Jobin, Concordance des particules cooccurrentes de la Bible
hébraïque (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1988), 164. 
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Bible. This type of note usually contains the abbreviation ,֗ל standing for

,ליתא an Aramaic term meaning “there is no (other),” or כו֗ת֗ל standing for

כותיה ליתא  “there is no other like it.” For example, 

A Mp note at Nah 2:5 on ְׁשַּתְקְׁש֖קּון  .to indicate the word is unique ,֗ל says ִיֽ

A Mp note at Hos 7:2 on ְסָבבּום says כו֗ת ֗ל , to indicate “there is no other like it.” 

9. Enumerative notes indicate the number of times a word or phrase is

written a specific way, although the lemma is not always written that way.

For example, 

 

A Mp note at Hos 12:10 on עֹד says ח֗סי֗ב , to indicate the lemma, ,עֹד is

written defective twelve times (it is written plene as עֹוד the majority of

times).

A Mp note at Hag 1:9 on ט ִלְמָע֔ says קמ֗צ֗ז “seven times with qāmeṣ.”

When not accented with ’atnāḥ or sôp pāsûq, מעט (including cases with

prefixed ל) is usually vocalized with the vowel pataḥ.

10. Notes written with mnemonics use different types of devices to aid

memory and to identify items. For example, some comparison notes in N use

mnemonics beginning with the initial letters of each item:
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A Mp note at Jer 10:2 on מהמה says סימן מלך כהמה להמה מהמה . 

Explanation: the mnemonic (סימן) is מלך composed of the first letter of

each word in the order in which they appear in the book of Jeremiah:

מהמה להמה ,(10:2) (14:16), and כהמה (36:32).141

Alternatively, some enumerative notes in N use Aramaic sentences as a

mnemonic:

A Mm note at Nah 3:3 on מעֶלה identifies the eight times this word appears

in the Bible, and their references are Aramaic translations of keywords

from each relevant verse presented, not in biblical order, but in an order

that composes a sentence: “Samuel the physician destroyed the light of the

Moabites and the morning star shines in Babylon.”142

13. Cumulative masoretic notes are so plentiful in N, I will turn now to a

detailed explanation of them.

141. See also another comparison note with mnemonics: a Mm note on Jer 48:32 (folio
77a) distinguishes the wording of this verse ( בצירך-קיצך ) from that of Isa 16:9 ( -קיצך
.(קצירך An example of a local note with a mnemonic at Jer 15:2 was given above (see
page 89).

142. A Mm note also appears on this same lemma in N at Jer 48:35, again with an
Aramaic mnemonic. For other enumerative notes in N with Aramaic mnemonics see: a
Mm note at Jer 27:5 on ;ישר a Mm note appearing both at Jer 30:17 and also at Jer 46:8
on ;אעלה a Mm note at Jer 40:12 on ;ויאספו a Mm note at Hos 13:12 on ;אפרים a Mm note
at Joel 1:20 on ;מים and Mm notes appearing at Joel 3:5, Isa 49:24-25, and Jer 32:4 on
.ימלט These are all the Aramaic mnemonic notes that I have found in N, but the lower
Mm margin is hard to read in many places.
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3.  Cumulative Masorah Notes

A CM note is a collection of masoretic notes of a particular type.143 Very

often a CM note is composed of individual uniqueness notes that all share a

common feature. For example, above I cited a uniqueness Mp note found at

Nah 2:5 which says the word ְׁשַּתְקְׁש֖קּון ִיֽ is unique. A Mm note appears in the

upper horizontal margin of N related to this same word. The Mm note lists

unique biblical words which all share the characteristic of beginning with the

consonant י and ending with the syllable .ּון In modern grammatical terms,

the common trait linking all the unique words in this CM list is that they are

all third person plural imperfect verbs with paragogic nun. The Mm note at

Nah 2:5 begins as follows:

 . . .֗ל֗כ יובילון ֗ל֗כ יהתיבון ֗ל֗כ ידחקון ֗ל֗כ יגועון ֗ל֗כ יבהלון ֗ל֗כ יאספון ֗ל֗כ ישתקשקון

Explanation: each word in this list begins with ,י each ends with ,ּון and

they are separated by ֗ל֗כ ( כותהוןליתא ) indicating there is none like them.144

Notice that in this note, the items are presented in alphabetical order.

This type of note is called collative or cumulative because it collates or

143. See Ofer’s definition (Babylonian Masora, 102). 

144. In the manuscript ֗ל֗כ notes are presented with the ֗ל over the ֗כ but it is easier for
me to present them side by side.
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accumulates together unique words that are linked by a common trait.145 In N

the contents of a CM note are always listed with ֗ל or ֗ל֗כ between each item.  

 In N, all CM notes list only unique items.146 In addition, CM notes in

N do not just deal with unique words; they may list unique phrases, or pairs

of unique words. Here are some examples from N.

A CM note at Hos 12:5 lists unique two-word phrases composed of the

word אל and a second word. The list begins: 

אל֗ל֗כבנואל֗ל֗כלמשמראל֗ל֗כארםאל֗ל֗כצאנואל֗ל֗כהצאןאל֗ל֗כמלאךאל

 . . .בתיכם

List items are: מלאך Hos 12:5; הצאן Gen 27:9; צאנו Gen 31:4; ארם Gen

Exod 12:23 . . .147 בתיכם ;Gen 27:20 בנו ;Gen 42:17 למשמר ;24:10

A CM note at Ezek 44:8 lists pairs of unique words in which one of the

pair begins without a prefixed ,ו and the other begins with a prefixed .ו The

list begins:

 . . .ותגישון ֗ל֗כ תגישון ֗ל֗כ ותרד ֗ל֗כ תרד ֗ל֗כ ותשימון ֗ל֗כ תשימון

List items are: Jer 42:15; Ezek 44:8; Lam 3:48; Jer 13:17; Mal 1:8; Amos

6:3 . . .

145. The Hebrew term used for CM notes is מצרפת (Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §129).

146. In contrast, some CM notes list items that occur two, three or four times. See for
example, OwO §§13-17. There is one CM note in N that is an exception to this rule as it
lists words that occur twice. It also serves as an exception to many other rules to be
discussed below, and it will be presented as an exceptional case at the end of this chapter.

147. The phrase from Gen 42:17 should have been written in the note as משמר אל .
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One CM in N is an amalgam of these two types of notes. In N, a CM

note at Mic 5:10 lists pairs of unique phrases:

 

 . . .֗ל֗כ גלולי וכל ֗ל֗כ גלולי כל ֗ל֗כ לשון וכל ֗ל֗כ לשון כל ֗ל֗כ מעשהו וכל ֗ל֗כ מעשהו כל

List items are: מעשהו Isa 10:12, Ps 33:4; לשון Isa 45:23, Isa 54:17; גלולי

Ezek 16:36, Ezek 8:10 . . .148

This CM note lists pairs of unique two-word phrases one beginning

with כל, and the other beginning with וכל.

4. CM Formats

In addition to the formatting details described above, there are a number of

additional conventional features found in CM notes. This section will

examine: 1) the formal way in which a CM note signals why it was placed

on a specific page of the manuscript, 2) the method of ordering items in a

list, 3) the vocalization of list items, 4) the presentation of references for list

items, 5) the inclusion of a heading or summary statement. The following

148. This is just a portion of that CM note; the beginning is missing due to a gap in the
manuscript.
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discussion of formatting details will apply to all CM notes in N except for

one which will be presented at the end of this chapter.

1. CM notes begin with an anchor which is a unique word or two-

word phrase found in the biblical text on the page of the manuscript where

the CM note is presented; the anchor is the reason the note appears on that

page (or sometimes an adjacent page). For example, in the CM note at Nah

2:5 (see above), ְׁשַּתְקְׁש֖קּון ִיֽ begins the list because it appears in the biblical

text found on that particular page of the manuscript; that is, the presence of

ְׁשַּתְקְׁש֖קּון ִיֽ in the text on that page is the reason the note was presented there.

Since this word effectively anchors the note to the page, the word is referred

to as the note’s anchor. An anchor typically is the first word of a CM list,

even if the rest of the list items are presented alphabetically, but the anchor

is out of order alphabetically (e.g., ְׁשַּתְקְׁש֖קּון ִיֽ begins the list even though it is

out of order alphabetically).149 Rarely is an anchor completely missing or

unidentifiable.150 

149. However, for an example of a case when the anchor is not the first word of the
note, see the CM note cited above anchored to Ezek 44:8. This note lists pairs of unique
words in which the first of the pair begins without a prefixed ,ו and the second of the pair
begins with a prefixed .ו Since the anchor ותשימון (Ezek 44:8) begins with prefixed ,ו it is
the second item in the list.

150. See the last page of the book of Ezekiel for a CM note that does not appear to
have an anchor to the folio. It is also not clear why a two-word list ( ולשעיריםלשעירים ) is
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Sometimes one can tell that a scribe or his source added the anchor to

a CM note because it serves as the anchor although it does not strictly fit the

list, and it never appears in other manuscripts’ versions of the same note. For

example: 

A CM note at Hab 1:11 on ֵלאnהֹו lists words beginning with ל and

vocalized with qāmeṣ or pataḥ. Although this note appears in other

sources, it never contains the word לאלהו which does not fit the list as the ל

of הֹוnֵלא is vocalized with a ṣērê.

A CM note at Isa 34:15 on יֹות ַדַ lists words ending with ,ּויֹות but the anchor

does not match the pattern.

A CM note at Isa 45:13 lists words that begin with ,ו and end with .הּו

However, the anchor העירותיהו does not begin with a prefixed ,ו so it does

not fit the list.

In all these cases, the anchor bears a partial resemblance to the items of the

list, but fails to share the theme that unites all the other items in the list.151

presented on folio 7b (Isa 28). Also, a six-word list on folio 62a (Jer 32) has no apparent
anchor to the page. Similarly, Lyons notes that in B, there were only four cases in which
an anchor was either missing or mistaken (“The Vocalization, Accentuation and Masora
of Codex Or. 4445 [Brit. Mus.] and Their Place in the Development of the Tiberian
Masora” [Ph.D. diss., University of London, 1983], 194.

151. See also the CM at folio 10a (Isa 31:3) which presents a partial alphabetical list of
words beginning with וכ and the list goes from ע to .ת The first word of this list is ,וכליֹון a
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Ofer explains a similar situation in Lm: many CM notes were cut to fit the

space available in the margins, and shorter sections of a longer CM are

brought at various places in the manuscript,152 and are connected at those

places via anchors which were not originally included in the CM note, and

sometimes do not fit the organizing principle of the note.153

2. The contents of CM lists may be presented in alphabetical order,

biblical order (i.e. in the order: Torah, Prophets, and Writings), or in random

order. For example, items in the CM note at Nah 2:5 ְׁשַּתְקְׁש֖קּון) (ִיֽ are listed in

alphabetical order. In addition to the CM note at Nah 2:5, many other CM

notes in N present items in alphabetical order.154 

unique word found at Deut 28:65. No other word in the list derives from Isa 31 but וכליֹון
of Deut 28:65 does resemble יכליּון (Isa 31:3), which bears only a superficial resemblance
to the pattern of the list. In addition, a lengthy partial alphabetical CM note immediately
preceding this note, presents words beginning with כ and runs from א to .נ It is puzzling
that the first note (which extends over 4 pages) presents words beginning with ,כ and
abruptly stops with ,נ and the second note picks up alphabetically where this one leaves
off, instead presenting words beginning with וכ.

152. Ofer (Babylonian Masora, 21) mentions an example in Lm of a CM note cut into
many sections and brought in various places, see Lm, Gen 31:51 which presents items
sharing the theme of OwO §1 and this type of note appears more than a dozen times in
Lm (see the index page 786 ויריתי יריתי ). 

153. Ofer (ibid., 115, esp. n. 22) discusses examples from Lm: at Gen 10:31 a CM
note has an anchor out of alphabetical order; Gen 29:35(1) has an anchor that does not fit
the theme of the note; similarly, Lev 14:3(2) has an anchor that does not fit.

154. For a few of the many cases in N of CM notes in alphabetical order, see Isa 49:1;
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Alternatively, the following note is an example of a CM note in which

the items are presented in biblical order.

A CM note at Jer 7:27 lists unique two-word phrases in which the first

word is ולא: 

תעלהולא֗ל֗כתאספוןולא֗ל֗כבידולא֗ל֗כתכרתולא֗ל֗כמצאהולא֗ל֗כיענוכהולא

 . . .֗ל֗כ פשה ולא ֗ל֗כ

The references are: יענוכה Jer 7:27; מצאה Gen 8:9; תכרת Gen 41:36; ביד

Exod 3:19; תאספון Exod 9:28; תעלה Exod 20:26; פשה Lev 13:6 . . . 

The only item that is not in biblical order is the list’s anchor. There are only

two other CM notes in N which present items in biblical order: Isa 36:19

(two-word phrases in which the first word is ,(וכי and Hos 12:5 (two-word

phrases in which the first word is .(אל It is unclear why only these lists of

unique two-word phrases  are in biblical order.155

The following note is an example of a CM note in which the items are

apparently presented in random order:

64:3; Jer 8:14; 9:14; 23:38; 33:24.

155. See also a note at Ezek 5:16 which begins according to the order of the biblical
books. Other CM notes in N list unique two-word phrases, but are not in biblical order
(e.g., notes at Jer 44:10 and 51:51 appear to be in random order, and a note at Hab 3:13
lists unique two-word phrases in alphabetical order). Lyons (Cumulative Masora, 22)
identifies in C, a group of notes presenting items in biblical order, and most of these notes
also list two-word phrases (or other OwO-type lists).  
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A CM note at Isa 38:21 lists seven words ending with חּו and the order of

the items is: וימרחו Isa 38:21; ונספחו Isa 14:1; ְויצליחו Jer 5:28; ַויצליחו

2 Chr 14:6; צחו Lam 4:7; וימחו Gen 7:23; אחו Job 8:11. 

The words in this list are clearly not in alphabetical order, nor are they in

biblical order. The order appears to be random.156 

3. List items may be presented vocalized or unvocalized. Sometimes

the vocalization is provided by vowel signs, and sometimes by vowel names.

Vowels are indicated in very few CM lists in N and typically only a few, not

all, of the items of a note are written with vowels. Sometimes the

vocalization highlights the theme of the masorah note. For example,

A CM note at Isa 49:1 on קרָאני lists words vocalized with qāmeṣ, and

accented with zāqēp. Many list items are presented with a qāmeṣ sign

under the appropriate syllable.

A CM note at Jer 20:17 on הַרת list words that end with ,ַרת and many of

the items in the list are written with a pataḥ under the final syllable.

In contrast, in some CM notes in N, vowel signs are written with list items

156. Many notes seem to be in random order (e.g., see Isa 23:12; 23:16; 38:12). 
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only in order to guide the user to the appropriate cite; the vowels are

unrelated to the note’s theme. For example,

A CM note at Jer 2:12 lists words beginning with .ש In order to

distinguish two words from Gen 43:14, one is written with a Babylonian

ḥolem sign ,ש֔כלתי while the other vocalized with qāmeṣ, ,שכלתי is written

without vowel signs.

4. List items in N are usually not accompanied by keyword references

to guide users to the proper verse. However, occasionally, one reference is

given at the end of the list identifying the last item of the list. For example:

A CM note at Isa 38:21 lists words ending חּו and ends with the phrase,

מים בלי אחו ישגה , identifying the last item in the list, אחו (Job 8:11).

A CM note at Isa 37:26 lists eight words ending with ,אות and ends with

the word,  רבות, identifying the last item in the list, ראות (Isa 42:20).157

In some manuscripts, the contents of a CM note are arranged in a decorative

pattern with the references written in micrography, forming a geometric

design. However, in N the CM notes are not presented in patterns; they are

157. See also a CM note at Isa 27:3 which adds at the very end of the note additional
information about the last item in the note.
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usually written across the upper horizontal margin in one row (sometimes

they extend down the outer left hand vertical margin).158

5. Many CM notes in N have no statement explaining the note,

neither a heading at the beginning, nor a final statement at the end. Yet, a

large percentage of CM notes in N end with a summary statement simply

reiterating that all items in the list are unique.159 In addition, some lists in N

end with a summary statement that gives a little more detail, explaining the

theme of the list. For example,

A CM note at Isa 38:12 lists unique words all from one root, and a

summary statement at the end explains: בלשנאכותהוןליתאילין “these have

none like them of the root.” 

A CM note at Isa 38:10 lists pairs of unique words, one vocalized with

qāmeṣ, and the other with pataḥ, and a summary statement at the end

explains: פתחוחדקמץחדכותהוןליתאילין , “these have none like them, one

qāmeṣ and one pataḥ

158. N has few decorative notes, and they are all enumerative notes. Lehman points out
a couple of ornamental notes (“Oldest Preserved Codex,” 161-62). For more on
decorative masoretic notes in biblical codices, see Leila Avrin, “The Illuminations in the
Moshe Ben-Asher Codex of 895 C.E.” (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 1974).

159. For example, see Isa 37:30 which ends with a summary statement saying ליתאילין
 ”.these have none like them“ כו֗ת
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A few CM notes in N begin with a heading which identifies the theme

shared by all the items in the list:

A CM note at Isa 49:1 begins with an anchor ,קראני and then a heading

explains the note’s theme: קמיץ זקף כותיה לית וחד חד כל בית אלף קמץ זקף ֗ל .

Translation: unique with zāqēp and qāmeṣ, alphabetical list, each one has

none like it, zāqēp qāmeṣ.

A CM note at Mic 7:14 begins with a statement saying: רישכותהוןליתאלין

.Translation: these have none like them at the beginning of a verse .פסוקי

A CM note at folio 62a lacks an anchor, and begins with a statement

saying: תיבותא בסוף במים וחד נון חד דכותהון לית אילין .

Translation: these have none like them, one with ן and one with ם at the

end of the word.160

None of these headings contain a count of the number of items in the list,

and none of the ending statements in N provide a count of the number of

items in the list. This is typical of CM notes: they usually do not give a

count of the list items and they are usually not exhaustive.161 Since there is

160. See also CM notes at Jer 52:23, Ezek 5:16, and at folio 96b (the end of Ezekiel).

161. This characteristic is one of two traits which distinguish enumerative Mm notes
from CM notes. According to Ofer (Babylonian Masora, 102, 112), the other
distinguishing trait is that the items listed in CM notes are each also masorah notes
themselves.
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no tally given, a scribe could easily lengthen or shorten a note. One often

finds in Tiberian biblical manuscripts that CM notes appear in shortened

form in order to fit the margins of the folio that contains one of the words of

the list.162 For example,

A CM note at Jer 33:24 (ינאצון) presents an alphabetical list of words

which begin with י and end with .ּון The list has nine words, going

alphabetically from נ to ת. 

A CM note at Nah 2:5 presents an alphabetical list of words which begin

with י and end with .ּון The list starts with ,א goes to ,ת and extends across

two pages.

Clearly, two versions of this one note appear in N: one version is full length,

flowing onto the next page, while the other was cut to fit the available space. 

Since CM notes do not contain word counts and are not exhaustive

lists, there are examples in N of CM notes that seem to have grown longer,

containing words that were added either by the scribe or his source (see

discussion above, page 98). 

For a glossary of masoretic terms used in the notes of N, see page 13.

162. Ibid., 113.
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5. CM Themes

The themes of CM notes vary. In a recent discussion of the topic, Aron

Dotan divides them into four categories.163 I present below examples of the

CM notes in N which fit each of these categories.

1. Lists of unique words (or pairs of words) based on orthography.

a. All words are written once with ס, and once with ׂש: Isa 26:1; 37:30.

2. Lists of unique words (or two-word phrases, or pairs of words) based on

the same formal characteristic. 

a. All words contain just one syllable (composed of two-letters), and

most are vocalized with qāmeṣ: Jer 15:6.

163. Aron Dotan, The Awakening of Word Lore: From the Masora to the Beginnings of
Hebrew Lexicography (in Hebrew; Jerusalem: Academy of the Hebrew Language, 2005),
29-31. Different definitions for CM are used by scholars. According to Lyons
(Cumulative Masora, 14) the narrowest definition of CM restricts it to lists which group
together single words or phrases occurring only once (sometimes 2, 3 or 4 times) and
which share a common characteristic with other single words or phrases. In addition,
Lyons notes that a wider definition of CM would include notes listing orthographically
similar words based on ketib/qere. Furthermore, the widest definition might include lists
of whole verses which contain specific particles used repeatedly within the verse. For
example, verses that each contain repeated use of a particle (e.g., אל or .(כל I found one
list of this type in N at Jer 33:4, but did not include it in my transcription of CM notes;
this list provides a total and is exhaustive (see Ofer [Babylonian Masora, 112] for a
definition of a CM note which emphasizes that such a note is not exhaustive).
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b. All words begin with the same sequence of consonant(s): כ (Isa

29:4; Jer 41:6; 41:17), וכ (Hos 6:9), ָוג (Isa 35:7), ומ (Isa 41:9; 64:3; Jer

30:8), ׁש (Jer 2:12), ולמ (Jer 33:5), וה (Jer 36:23). Or two-word phrases begin

with the same sequence of consonant(s): וכי (Isa 36:19, i.e., the first word is

,וכי rather than .(כי Or pairs of words (or phrases) begin with the same

consonant, except one has an additional consonant: ות/ת (Ezek 44:8), וכל/כל

(Mic 5:10).

c. All words begin with the same letter and end with the same

syllable(s): ּון-י (Nah 2:5); הו-ו (Isa 45:13); ִים-ה (Isa 66:10); ּו-ַוי (Jer 28:8);

ָתם-ו  (Jer 35:2).

d. All words are from one root: דלל/דלה (Isa 38:12); ילד (Jer 16:3);

ראש (Jer 25:1); טיב (Jer 32:40); חזק (Jer 50:43); חיה (Ezek 3:18); שלח (Ezek

5:16).164

e. All words end with the same syllable(s): see the table of rhyming

notes.

164. This type of note appears in: OwO 2H, §§ 1AA, 2U, 3PP, 7T, 8Z, 9P, 12G, 13R,
20M, 21M, 22J, 23R); the CM of C (Lyons, Cumulative Masora, §§32-50), B (Lyons,
“Masora of Codex Or. 4445,” CM table §§ 95-100), P (Index 1, p. 6), Lm (Gen 38:25[1];
Gen 42:1; Exod 22:30; 37:14[2]), and L (Weil §§ 471a and 4202).  
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3. Lists of unique words based on the same grammatical feature. 

a. All words end with mappîq ה: Isa 27:3.

b. All words end with the same suffix: Jer 9:14 (third person plural);

Ezek 2:6 (masculine plural); Jer 23:38 and Jer 42:9 (second person plural).

c. All words are feminine singular constructs Jer 48:36. 

d. All words begin with interrogative ה: Jer 18:14.

4. Lists of unique words based on the same positional feature. In this

category, Dotan includes the following types of CM notes:

a. All words are unique at the beginning of a verse: Mic 7:14.

b. All words are unique, grouped three per letter of the alphabet, one

from Torah, one from Prophets, and one from Writings: Jer 8:14.

6. CM note statistics

There are 138 CM notes in N as follows:

Isaiah 30

Jeremiah 83

Ezekiel 15

Hosea   5

Micah   2

Nahum   1

Habakkuk   2

Total 138
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In comparison: A has two CM notes: Deut 28:46; Hos 2:9.165 L has

approximately two dozen CM notes.166 Lyons reports that B has 380 CM

notes with an average list length of 20 items, and he adds that the list lengths

were carefully planned to fit the limited margins of the manuscript.167 He

also presents 115 CM notes168 from C and describes the manuscript C3 as

containing approximately 400 CM notes.169

The longest CM note in N contains 189 items (Isa 49:1), however,

approximately 90 of N’s 138 CM notes (roughly 65%) are between six and

ten items long, fitting easily into one row along the top margin of the

manuscript. See the following table which presents the distribution of CM

notes in N by length.

165. Dotan, Awakening, 46.

166. See the following, inexhaustive list: Weil §§ 49; 471a; 471b; 476; 481; 666; 880;
944; 964; 978; 1136; 1177; 1310; 2346; 2364; 2931; 2936; 2971; 3816; 3826; 3849;
3966; 4202. Cf. David Lyons, “The Collative Tiberian Masorah: A Preliminary Study,”
in 1972 and 1973 Proceedings of the First Congress of the IOMS (ed. H. M. Orlinsky;
Missoula: Scholars Press, 1974), 65 (n. 13). Also note that Weil § 3466 is a CM note;
although each item is not followed by an individual statement of uniqueness, the note
ends with a statement of uniqueness (cf. Lm Gen 21:25).

167. Lyons, Cumulative Masora, 17; and idem, “The Collative Tiberian Masorah,” 62.

168. The lists are presented by Lyons in two sections: fifty-seven in section A, fifty-
eight in section B, totaling 115 (Cumulative Masora, 8). 

169. Ibid., 17.
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Table 10: Number of Items in each CM note in N

  Number of
Items/ CM list

Isaiah 
# CM Lists

Jeremiah
# CM Lists

Ezekiel
# CM Lists

Minor Prophets
# CM Lists

Total
# CM

1 1 1
2 1 5 1 7
3 1 1 2
4 3 3 6
5 1 1 2
6 3 7 2 12
7 1 10 2 13
8 6 31 4 41
9 3 11 1 15
10 5 3 1 9
11-15 3 1 4
16-20 1 6 1 1 9
21-25 1 2 1 1 5
26-30 1 1 1 3
31-40 1 1 2
47 1 1
74 1 1
189 1 1

Unknown170

length
1 3 4

Total 30 83 15 10 138

170. Several notes are of unknown length because gaps in the manuscript occur in the
middle of the note (e.g., Hos 12:5; Mic 5:10; Hab 3:13). One note (at Ezek 37:16) is
partially missing due to a gap in the manuscript, and it also has a different format than
other notes, so it is difficult to estimate its length. These four notes were originally at
least 3-7 pages long. 
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The following table presents more details about the longest CM notes in N.

All the longest CM notes, except for one, are alphabetical, and resemble

notes found in OwO. The one exception is a note at Isa 45:13:    

     
Table 11: Longest Notes in N
Location
of List

Theme of the List Number of Words
in the List

See OwO-P
List171

Number
of Pages

Hab 1:11 start with ל 27 26 2
Isa 64:3 start with  ומ 29 18 3
Ezek 44:8 start with ת/ו 172 30 1 5

Isa 45:13 start with ו, end with הו 37173 - 4
Hos 7:6 start with ב 38 6, 21 4
Isa 41:9 start with ומ 74 18 7
Isa 29:4 start with כ 47 19 4
Isa 49:1 zāqēp and qāmeṣ 189 21, 23 16

In N, CM notes are written in just one line across the top of the page, and

therefore the longer notes continue across the tops of several folios.174 At

least twelve of N’s masorah notes extend beyond the margins of just one

171. Ofer (Babylonian Masora, 21) raises the possibility that, when working on the
masorah of Lm, the scribe may have been working from a lengthy masoretic treatise
(perhaps something comparable to OwO).

172. This note is alphabetical in the same manner as OwO §1: it alphabetizes words
based on the first letter ת, but it does not order them based on the letter after the ת. 

173. This note covers two folios, one of which is torn and difficult to read. The total
number of words in the list has been estimated.

174. One note was written across the top of the page, continued down the outer margin,
before continuing along the top of the next page. See Ezek 5:16.
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page (one note stretches over sixteen pages).175 This is striking because in

other early Tiberian manuscripts, masorah notes are placed to fit the space

available on a page of a manuscript; they do not flow over to other pages.

Ofer explains that Tiberian scribes had to work very carefully to fit notes

within the space allotted; in particular, he highlighted the meticulous work

of Samuel ben Jacob (scribe of L and Lm) who cut and abbreviated CM

notes frequently bringing different sections of a long CM note in separate

parts of the manuscript in order to fit them into the margins of Lm.176 Ofer

emphasizes that scribes were not accustomed to continuing a note from one

page onto another. He does mention, however, that in the early Tiberian

manuscript S sometimes one finds notes going from page to page.177 I also

examined S and found that it does have many CM notes that extend across

the top of two facing pages.178 S also has two CM notes that extend beyond

175. See the eight notes in the table of the longest notes in N plus the four notes of
unknown length (see the table on page 111) which are all estimated to be longer than 25
items and to extend beyond two pages.

176. Ofer (Babylonian Masora, 14, 15, 18, 21) describes Samuel ben Jacob’s system of
placing Mm notes in L and Lm, contrasting it to the different system of the scribe of A. 

177. Ibid., 18. Lyons also mentions that S has some long CM notes extending beyond a
single page (“Masora of Codex Or.  4445,” 17). 

178. See, for example, a note in manuscript S on pages 118-19: six list items appear on
118 and five more appear on 119 (the list items are pairs of two-word phrases of the type:

הכבשןפיחכבשןפיח ). Also see manuscript S, pages 126-27, 144-45, 148-49, 152-53 and
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two facing pages, one covers six pages and another covers four pages.179

Finally, it is unclear why the twelve longest notes in N, are unevenly

distributed throughout the manuscript: there are five in Isaiah, two in

Ezekiel, and five are in the Minor Prophets, but none in Jeremiah. This is

even more striking when one remembers that Jeremiah is a complete book,

but the others are not. 

7. Differences between Tiberian and Babylonian CM notes

According to Ofer, there are thematic and formal differences between CM

notes in Tiberian traditions versus CM notes in Babylonian traditions.

Tiberian CM notes may include any of the above types of themes. However,

Babylonian CM notes typically only deal with grammatical themes or

masoretic issues.180 Formally, in Tiberian CM notes one usually finds a ֗ל or

֗ל֗כ after every word, but Babylonian tradition does not use the expression לית

and only places one statement about the uniqueness of all the words at the

many more. 

179. See S, pages 196-201 and 352-55.

180. Ofer (Babylonian Masora, 113) provides examples, including: unique words with
consonantal ה, or words ending with ָנה but written without the final ה. 
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very end of the list.181 Furthermore, in Tiberian manuscripts, CM notes

sometimes are formatted in a decorative style (written in micrography), but

in Babylonian masoretic compositions, CM notes are not written in a

separate style from other notes.182

The CM notes in N have more in common formally and thematically

with CM notes of Tiberian tradition than Babylonian CM notes.

Thematically, CM notes of N deal with many varied topics typical of

Tiberian CM, rather than just the grammatical themes of Babylonian CM.

Formally, the CM notes of N use לית (or its abbreviation) after every item, in

accordance with the form of Tiberian tradition. Also, in N, although CM

notes are not written in decorative styles, they are, for the most part, set apart

from other enumerative Mm notes by being placed in the upper horizontal

margin, while enumerative notes appear almost exclusively in the lower

181. Ofer discusses ,דק the Babylonian equivalent to לית (Babylonian Masora, 114 and
ch. 4).

182. For examples of CM notes written in micrography and decorative patterns in early
Tiberian manuscripts, see: Lyons, Cumulative Masora; and L at Exod 15 (folio 40 verso).
In N, decorative patterns are found in the lower margin of folios 37a, 40a, and 41a-42a.
The patterns use semi-circle, circle, circumflex, and lesser than angles. In all cases in N,
the decorative pattern is adjoined to straight lines of enumerative masoretic notes. For
Lehman’s list of the decorative notes in N, see “Oldest Preserved Codex,” 161-62.
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margin.183

However, CM notes of N differ from the notes of other early Tiberian

manuscripts by being longer. At least twelve of N’s masorah notes extend

beyond the margins of just one page (one note even stretching over sixteen

pages).184 This is a particularly striking feature of N because in other early

Tiberian manuscripts (with the exception of S), masorah notes usually fit the

space available on a page; they do not flow over to other pages. 

8. An Exception in N

This general introduction to CM notes and the survey of CM notes found in

N would not be complete without the consideration of one exceptional CM

note found in N at folios 88a-91a. Here is a description of the note,

beginning with the ways in which this CM note differs from all others in N.

1. All CM notes in N list unique words (or unique two-word phrases).

This note lists words which occur twice without a prefixed ,ו and also once

with a prefixed ו.

183. For exceptional cases in N of enumerative notes appearing in the upper margin,
see folios 33b-34a, or 75b-76a.

184. See the eight notes in the table of the longest notes in N (page 111) plus the four
notes of unknown length (see the table on page 110) which are all longer than two pages.
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2. All CM notes in N list words without references.185 This note provides a

reference for every item.

3. CM notes in N rarely have an introductory statement.186 This note

repeats its introductory statement for each word in the list.

Here are the first few entries from my transcription of the note (the full

transcription can be found at Ezek 37:16): 

•אותך ונתתי .  זעמו לפני . הכרמל והנה ראיתי ונחצו וחד ֗ב נתצו

•גוים רעי והבאתי . הנחלות . ואלה ונחלו וחד ֗ב נחלו

•אדם הוא אשר ונודע . בשערים נודע . ביהודה נודע ונודע וחד ֗ב נודע

Translation: נתצו Two occurrences and one ונחצו (and their

references are): Jer 4:26; Nah 1:6; Ezek 16:39•

Translation: נחלו Two occurrences and one ונחלו (and their

references are): Josh 14:1; 19:51; Ezek 7:24•

Translation: נודע Two occurrences and one ונודע (and their

references are): Ps 76:2; Prov 31:23; Eccl 6:10.

The note continues, presenting eleven more words in alphabetical order. The

items in this list are also all in OwO §13 where they are presented

intertwined in a classic, CM note format (one heading explaining the

185. Except for the very few notes which end with a reference for the last item in the
list. See the discussion above, page 102.

186. See discussion above, page 104.
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common feature of all the items in the list, each word listed with a brief

reference). Unfortunately, N’s note is no longer complete because the folio

where it began is no longer extant. I cannot determine, whether this note

started at the beginning of the alphabet or midway.187

However, it is very interesting that this note is similar to one written

on a palimpsest fragment and transcribed by Weil: Weil’s list presented, in

alphabetical order, words that occur four times without a prefixed ,ו and once

with a prefixed ו (parallel to OwO §17). Each list item was written in the

form of classic, Tiberian, enumerative Mm notes: stating the lemma, that it

occurs four times, four sets of references, and then the statement that there is

also one occurrence of the lemma with a prefixed ,ו and its reference. Weil

suggested that this standard enumerative format for separately presenting

each word rather than intertwining them as they are in OwO §17, is either an

alternate tradition for transmitting these lists, or is an earlier stage in the

formation of the masoretic commentary known as OwO.188 If this type of

187. Although the folio where this note began is missing, I did compare the note’s
placement in Ezekiel with list items in OwO §13 and it seems possible that the list began
at Ezek 37:16 with the word .ְלַקח See the Mm note in Lm at Deut 32:2 which reports two
cases of ְלַקח, plus one with a prefixed ו.

188. Moreover, Weil noted that some of the words in this early masoretic list were
vocalized with supralinear vowel signs (“Listes massoretiques tiberiennes quantifiees
anterieures à la ’okhlah inscrites sur un fragment de palimpseste opisthographe d’origine
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CM list represents an early stage in the development of CM notes, it would

offer evidence to support an early dating for the masorah of N and for N. 
In addition, one finds in Lm short segments of a similar note. For

example, at Exod 21:18 there is an apparently enumerative note:189

 . . . וסימנהון ובאבן וחד ֗ג באבן

) . . .וסמנהון (ובזאת וחד ֗ג בזאת

Translation: באבן three times and once ובאבן and its references are . . .

Translation: בזאת three times and once ובזאת and its references . . . 

This note presents two words that occur three times without a prefixed ,ו and

once with a prefixed ;ו both words are found in the alphabetical CM list of

OwO §15. In addition, Lm’s note resembles the note found in N (Ezek

37:16), except the note in N lists words that occur twice rather than three

times. 

The main difference between the note in Lm and the note in N seems

to be length: N’s note presents more than fourteen sets of words in

alphabetical order along with all the relevant references, but Lm’s note only

presents two sets of words with their references. It would seem that in Lm

grecque.” Text 12 [1985]: 103, 109). 

189. Similar notes also appear in Lm at Deut 13:7 and Deut 32:2.
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the full alphabetical list is shortened to just two words in order to fit the

available Mm space on that page of the manuscript. However, in N, a

majority of the alphabetical list is presented filling the upper Mm of more

than seven pages of the manuscript. Perhaps the length of this exceptional

note in N provides another indication that the masorah of N is early

compared to that of other Tiberian manuscripts. By the time of Lm (late

tenth century or early eleventh century), this type of note was already written

in manuscripts in a very abbreviated form. But N’s exceptional note covers

more than seven pages, and may stem from an earlier era in the development

of masoretic traditions. 
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4. Babylonian Influences evident in the Manuscript

1. Introduction

Although N is a Tiberian manuscript, nonetheless I now consider the topic of

Babylonian masorah. Recently, new information has been published on the

subject of Babylonian masorah that allows one to analyze the issue of

Babylonian masoretic influence in Tiberian manuscripts.190 Yeivin has

provided examples from A, also noting some evidence from other

190. Weil’s publication of fragmentary Babylonian manuscripts [“Quatre fragments de
la massorah magna babylonienne.” Text 3 (1963): 74-120; idem, “La massorah magna
babylonienne des prophetes,” Text 3 (1963): 163-70; idem, “Nouveaux fragments inedits
de la massorah magna babylonienne (II),” Text 6 (1968): 75-105]; Yeivin’s publication of
fragmentary Babylonian biblical and masoretic manuscripts [“Fragments of a Massoretic
Treatise,” Text 1 (1960): 185-208; idem, Geniza Bible Fragments With Babylonian
Massorah and Vocalization (ed. Israel Yeivin: Jerusalem: Makor Press, 1973); and idem,
“Babylonian Masorah to Prophets,” (in Hebrew), ErIsr 16 (1982): 112-23]; Yeivin’s
study of the development of the Hebrew language as can be seen in Babylonian
vocalizations in those fragmentary manuscripts [The Hebrew Language Tradition As
Reflected In the Babylonian Vocalization (in Hebrew; Jerusalem: The Academy of the
Hebrew Language, 1985)]; Breuer’s publication of the Masorah Magna of Lm (a
significant portion of its masorah is Babylonian in origin), see his introduction to The
Masorah Magna To The Pentateuch: by Shemuel ben Ya‘aqov (ed. Mordechai Breuer:
N.Y.: Lehman Foundation, 1992); and Ofer’s examination of the Babylonian masorah to
Torah based on Breuer’s publication of Lm and on Yeivin’s work (see Ofer, Babylonian
Masora). Ofer’s work is of great value because he describes the principles and methods
of Babylonian masorah which allows one to make more thorough comparisons between
Babylonian masorah and the masorah of Tiberian manuscripts. He (15) identifies three
main Babylonian masoretic principles: the placement of a note at its first relevant verse;
the recording of notes in independent treatises rather than in the margins of biblical
manuscripts; and the fixed form of Babylonian masorah.
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manuscripts (e.g., L, C, S);191 Dotan has written about B;192 and Ofer has

described more examples from various other manuscripts including S1.193 In

his examination of A, Yeivin mentioned that there are examples of

Babylonian influence in the masorah of N.194 However, a full examination of

N regarding this question has not yet been published.195

First, a critical point needs to be underscored: N is a Tiberian

manuscript. By presenting evidence of Babylonian masoretic material in N, I

do not suggest that N is a Babylonian manuscript.196 The manuscript is

Tiberian but shows traces of Babylonian influences in its masorah. Tiberian

191. Yeivin, Aleppo Codex, 72-75.

192. Aron Dotan, “Babylonian Residues in the London Pentateuch Codex,” [in
Hebrew] in Studies in Bible and Exegesis: 7 Presented to Menachem Cohen (ed. S.
Vargon, Y. Ofer, J. S. Penkower and J. Klein; Ramat Gan: Bar Ilan, 2005), 33-40.

193. For examples, see Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 262-72.

194. Yeivin, Aleppo Codex, 73 and 75.

195. I have omitted from this survey Lehman’s study of N because most of his work
focused, not on the masorah of N, but on textual variants (East-West variants and Ben
Asher-Ben Naptali variants). His examination of these textual variants primarily dealt
with the books of Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel and these textual variants have
subsequently been examined and published as part of the apparatus of the HUBP. As this
information is now widely available, I have not addressed this topic but focused on N’s
masorah. Furthermore, Lehman’s (“Oldest Preserved Codex,” 158-88) examination of
N’s masoretic notes preceded Yeivin’s introduction to Tiberian masorah and without
Yeivin’s introduction to the topic, most of Lehman’s understandings of N’s masoretic
notes were incorrect.

196. As Dotan (“Babylonian Residues,” 34) writes concerning B, all he intends to say
from his study is that there have been found in B, residues of Babylonian material that
testify to some sort of Babylonian influence.
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manuscripts, including N, contain a variety of evidence of Babylonian

influence in their masorah including: 1) Babylonian vowel signs, 2)

references to the Babylonian annual Torah readings, 3) Babylonian ordering

of the biblical books, 4) Babylonian methods of counting word occurrences

and presenting information in notes, citations and contents that do not reflect

Tiberian biblical tradition but seem to reflect Babylonian textual traditions,

5) notes mentioning differences of opinions, 6) and notes using Babylonian

terms. I begin with the presence of Babylonian vowel signs in the Mp and

Mm notes of N. 

2. Babylonian Vowel Signs

In the biblical text of N, only Tiberian vowel signs are used by the scribe to

vocalize words.197 In addition, in the Mp and enumerative Mm notes to the

Minor Prophets, only Tiberian vowel signs are used.198 However, the case is

different concerning N’s CM notes. In these notes, both Tiberian and

197. I may have found an exception at Jer 9:23 (עשה) where two dots above the word
seem to be a Babylonian vowel sign for ḥōlem. 

198. Although I examined all the CM notes in the manuscript, I only examined
thoroughly the Mp and enumerative Mm notes to Minor Prophets. Therefore, my
comments on Babylonian vowels signs in Mp notes and enumerative Mm notes must be
limited to Minor Prophets.
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Babylonian vowel signs are used. The following table lists the CM notes in

all of N (Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the Minor Prophets) that use even one

vowel sign on just one word of the list.  Here is a summary of that table:

Number of CM notes in N: 138

Number of CM in N without vowel signs - 51

Number of CM in N with vowel signs    87

just Tiberian sign(s)  77

just Babylonian sign(s)       2

both Tiberian and Babylonian sign(s)   8

Total CM notes with vowel signs  87

The majority of CM notes in N contain at least one vowel sign (i.e. 87 out of

138 total CM notes in N). While there are a few notes that use Babylonian

signs in conjunction with Tiberian signs, only two notes use solely

Babylonian signs. In addition, among the notes that have some Babylonian

vowel signs, only one vowel is represented with Babylonian signs: ḥōlem. 
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Table 12: Vowel Signs in the Cumulative Masoretic Notes of N
Tiberian signs
        only

Babylonian signs
with or without
Tiberian signs

 Other  Comments

Isa 23:12 ָחָזקה

Isa 23:16 ָשֵכחה

Isa 24:23 רה וחֵפ֑

Isa 26:1 ָישור

Isa 27:3 ֵנרּה ,֔נצרּה

Isa 27:11 יְדבּנו

Isa 28:18 ֻכַבד

Isa 29:4 ַכמספר

Isa 33:2 זרָעם

Isa 33:15 נוֵער

Isa 33:23 וֻחבל

Isa 35:7 גמא ָוָ

Isa 37:26 ָראות

Isa 38:10 שנוָתי Vowel names used: פתח קמץ

Isa 38:12 מדַלה ,ד֔לה Dots in note: מלרע) דִלו)  ,(֗דלו (מלעיל

Isa 38:21 ְוִימרחו

Isa 40:11 ינֵהל

Isa 40:20 וִממשכן

Isa 41:9 וַמאַמר

Isa 49:1 קרָאני Vowel names: קמץ

Isa 64:3 ומעַשי

Isa 66:10 ָהֲאסירים

Jer 2:12 ר ש֔כלתי ,שוֵטֵ

Jer 4:18 ר ָמ֔ Vowel names: ֗ק ֗ז ֗ל  abbreviation of 
 קמץ

Jer 6:8 ַסתרי

Jer 8:14 חנ֔ו, ֵזרוע
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Jer 9:14 עֻרָבָתם

Jer 11:19 יצפ֔ונו

Jer 15:6 ָוַאט

Jer 15:12 הָי֔רע

Jer 16:6 יקֵרַח

Jer 17:14 ְוֶאשמעה

Jer 18:6 ֲהַכיֹֹוצר

Jer 18:14 ֲהיעזב

Jer 19:14 והנאֶפת

Jer 20:17 ִמשַרת

Jer 21:14 גֵאררה
Babylonian diacritical sign over 199ה 

Jer 23:1 ֵלצים

Jer 23:9 ִלנביאים

Jer 23:38 ֲאָמרֶכם

Jer 25:1 ֲהִראשון

Jer 25:16 ֹגרשו

Jer 25:27 ֵסבה ָנָ

Jer 27:9 כָשפיכם

Jer 27:11 ֲעבדה גֽוַ Babylonian diacritical sign over ה

Jer 27:16 רבים ֽסָ

Jer 28:8 ַוִיָנבאו

Jer 29:8 הק֔ומים ,ַהֶנחמים

Jer 29:22 ְוִיקח

199. In a couple of the notes in this table, in addition to Tiberian or Babylonian vowel
signs, there is also a sign that seems to be a small ג or ^ written above a final ה (indicated
here with a superscript ;(ג the sign seems to indicate a diacritical mark for the ה (i.e.,
mappîq). For the use of a small ג to represent dāgēš in masorah notes in S, see Yeivin,
Aleppo Codex, 73. See Dotan, “Masorah,” 16:1445 for the Babylonian use of both ג or ^
to represent dāgēš. However, Yeivin and Dotan explain that a small ה is typically written
over a final ה to indicate a mappîq. Also see in N, the Mm note at Isa 28:4 which uses a
small ג over a final ,ה and the term מפק (mappîq), but it is not in this table because it does
not use any vowel signs or names. 
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Jer 31:20 ֲה֔בא

Jer 32:40 טֹובם

Jer 33:5 וַלְמְצִרים

Jer 33:24 ְיָשקון

Jer 36:20 ֶנעדרה

Jer 36:21 ויקרֶאה

Jer 37:11 עלות בֶהֶ

Jer 39:2 רֹעה

Jer 40:12 ָוקיץ

Jer 41:17 ֶתר ַכַ

Jer 42:16 צֻבעים

Jer 43:9 ַבֶחרט

Jer 44:10 ֻדכאו לא

Jer 44:30 חפַרע

Jer 48:36 ִמְשרת

Jer 49:4 ִפתחה

Jer 49:19 ַיְעשרנו

Jer 49:37 ִחַפרִתי

Jer 50:7 יהם מוְצֵאֵ

Jer 50:26 ָסלוה

Jer 50:43 ֱחזיקתהו ֽהֶֶ

Jer 51:3 בסרינ֔ו

Jer 51:13 ושֻלמת

Jer 51:27 ָמרת ,֔מרת

Jer 51:39 בֻחמם

Jer 51:46 ְואשמעה

Jer 52:10 כסיָת

Jer 52:23 ֲאָכל ,ֲאכֹול

Ezek 1:7 ֶאפלל

Ezek 2:6 כֲֹאבים

Ezek 3:18 יות לַחַ
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Ezek 37:16 חלו ִנֽ

Ezek 43:13 ַגב Vowel name: פתח

Ezek 46:18 ָשָתם

Ezek [ ] אראָלם There is no anchor. See folio 96b

Hos 2:16 שבֶריָה

Hos 7:6 בָלילה

Hos 14:9 Uֶפְרי

Totals   87 77 10

Yeivin provides parallel information from A regarding the presence of

vowel signs in masorah notes. Yeivin found that in the Mm notes of A

(which are almost exclusively enumerative notes),200 Babylonian vowel signs

appear in approximately thirty places, and in most of these notes Tiberian

signs also appear.201 In contrast, in N’s books of the Minor Prophets, no

Babylonian vowel signs appear in enumerative Mm notes. Rather,

Babylonian vowels appear in N only in CM notes of N, and in most of these

places Tiberian vowels also appear. 

Furthermore, Yeivin also found a few cases in A of Babylonian vowel

signs used in Mp notes.202 There are no Babylonian vowel signs in N’s Mp

200. According to Dotan (Awakening, 46), there are only two cumulative masoretic
notes in A (Deut 28:46; Hos 2:9). 

201. Yeivin (Aleppo Codex, 72-73) gives examples from A including the Mm notes at
Nah 1:11 and Prov 8:23. See also, Ofer, “Vocalization Signs,” 10-11.

202. According to Yeivin (Aleppo Codex, 73), the Babylonian vowel signs in A’s Mp
were limited to kĕtîb-qĕrê notes (e.g., 2 Kgs 21:12).
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notes to the Minor Prophets. Moreover, another difference exists between N

and A. The types of Babylonian vowel signs found by Yeivin in A include:

primarily qāmeṣ, ḥōlem, and ṣērê, more rarely ḥîreq and šûreq, and one case

of pataḥ. In N, all the Babylonian vowel signs in Mm notes represent

ḥōlems. In sum, a comparison of N to Yeivin’s findings regarding A, shows

that there is less use of Babylonian vowel signs in N than in A.  

Moreover, Yeivin concludes his discussion of the topic by asserting

that in all the manuscripts he examined (including N), the manner of

pronunciation that is reflected by the Babylonian vowel signs is Tiberian.203

Similarly in N, whenever Babylonian vowel signs appear in the masorah,

they reflect Tiberian traditions for reading the text.204 

One might think that these Babylonian vowel signs indicate that

Tiberian scribes depended on Babylonian masoretic treatises to write their

notes. Yeivin, however, argues that the evidence only indicates that the

Babylonian vowel signs were well-known and were sometimes used in

203. Ibid., 74.

204. This discussion of vowels only deals with the use of Babylonian vowel signs to
express Tiberian vocalizations in the masoretic notes. A different subject, to be discussed
below (see page 170), would involve the use of Tiberian vowels to reflect Babylonian
traditions for pronouncing the text. 
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masoretic notes. He provides an example from A of a Mp note that has

Babylonian vowels to convey to the reader the Tiberian vocalization in a

situation where Easterners read the lemma differently.205 Since the

Babylonian vowels clearly represent a Tiberian pronunciation, Yeivin

dismisses the idea that the symbols mean that the scribe copied his notes

from a Babylonian masoretic treatise: perhaps Tiberian scribes used

Babylonian vowel signs as a graphic alternative to Tiberian signs; perhaps

they lacked enough space below the letters for the Tiberian vowels.206 

However, more compelling is Ofer’s suggestion that the use of

Babylonian vowel signs in the masorah of a Tiberian manuscript should not

be ruled out as evidence of Babylonian influence just because the

Babylonian signs reflect Tiberian pronunciations. Rather, one should

consider the use of Babylonian vowel signs in a manuscript’s masorah along

with any other evidence of Babylonian influence in that particular

manuscript. For example, Ofer points out that when a manuscript (such as S)

contains hundreds of examples of notes with Babylonian vowel signs, along

205. The Mp note at 2 Kgs 21:12 indicates a different form to be read than the written
form and it uses a Babylonian vowel sign. However, according to Yeivin (Aleppo Codex,
73), this is a Western tradition;  Easterners read the text as it is written.

206. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 267.
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with a great deal of other evidence that suggests the scribe of S used

Babylonian masoretic material extensively, it is possible that the Babylonian

vowels appearing in S’s masorah do provide evidence of the scribe’s direct

use of Babylonian masoretic materials.207

3. Mm Notes referring to Babylonian Annual Torah readings

In addition to Babylonian vowel signs suggesting possible Babylonian

origins for a masorah note, it has been argued that since the system of

annually reading the entire Torah in set weekly segments is Babylonian in

origin, a reference in a masoretic note to one of these weekly readings

(pārāšâ) may indicate Babylonian origins for such notes.208 I have found

three examples of such references in N.209

1. In the Mm of Isa 58:1 and in the Mp of Mic 7:19 notes comment on

חטֹאותם (plural noun with plural suffix). The wording of the Mp note at

Mic 7:19 is:

207. Yeivin, Aleppo Codex, 73; and Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 267.

208. Dotan (“Babylonian Residues,” 37) provides examples of Mm notes in B that
refer to a weekly pārāšâ (e.g., Exod 9:28 תזריע כי  and Num 4:36 פינחס). 

209. I did not perform an exhaustive search of the Mp and Mm of all of N. However, I
did examine in detail all notes in the Minor Prophets as well as a selection of Mp and Mm
notes in Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel.
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דכו֗ת מות אחרי פר֗ש וכל] דכו֗ת [ויפקד יזכר וכל ֗ג

Translation: חטֹאותם (appears) three times and (also) all (times it occurs

with the verbs) ויפקדיזכר [it is the same] (i.e. a plural noun) and (also) all

(times it occurs in) the pārāšâ ‘aḥărê môt, (it is a plural noun, not a

singular noun).210 

The use of the term פר֗ש (pārāšâ) makes it clear that the mention of מותאחרי

indicates the weekly Torah reading with that name, not just a verse or

paragraph beginning with this phrase. The reference to the weekly pārāšâ

might be an indication that this masoretic note had Babylonian origins.

According to Ofer, the use of a pārāšâ name to designate a note’s range

occurs widely in Babylonian masoretic notes, but there are very few

Tiberian masoretic notes which use a pārāšâ name to refer to a portion of

the text.211 Ofer found only six cases in his examination of A, L, C, and S;

meanwhile, Dotan found about half a dozen examples in B.212 Furthermore,

some of these notes not only refer to an annual-cycle pārāšâ, they also

210. In the Mp note at Mic 7:19 the word פר֗ש is faint but it can be read. In the Mm
note at Isa 58:1, the last line of the note is faded and under tape so it is hard to read. I
could make out: ]וכל דכותהון]ת[מואחריש[ . This note also appears in: OwO 2H, §177;
L, Weil §929 and C at Isa 58:1. See Ofer’s presentation of the same note (Babylonian
Masora, 129). 

211. Ibid., 129.

212. Dotan, “Babylonian Residues,” 37.
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contain other indicators of Babylonian influence to re-enforce the

assumption that the use of a Babylonian weekly pārāšâ name in a masorah

note suggests Babylonian origins for that note. The next example from N

will contain both a pārāšâ name and another Babylonian masoretic trait

(although it does not use the term פר֗ש): 

2.  A Mm note at Jer 17:1 deals with the singular construct form, ַחַטאת:

.קסם.הנערים.ובעשור.שעירוהוציא.תשאכידעלויוכפרוסימ֗נפתחין֗חַחַטאת

.חטאת ראשית חד מן בר דכותהון עשרה תרי וכל . פימו . כתובה

Translation: ַחַטאת (occurs) eight times (with) pataḥ and their references

are:  וכפר (that is above pārāšat) Kî tiśśā’ (Exod 30:10) . . .213

This note differs from the previous one: the term פר֗ש is not used here

although it was used in the previous note to refer to the weekly portion.

However, here the reference to תשאכי still seems to be a reference to the

beginning of a weekly pārāšâ, hinting at this note’s Babylonian origins.

Moreover, this note also contains other signs of Babylonian influence: it

reflects a Babylonian system of counting word occurrences. This note says

that חַטאת occurs eight times, whereas another note in N (Hos 10:8) says

213. A translation and discussion of this note will be given further on. See page 147.
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חַטאת occurs seven times, although actually it occurs eleven times. I will

demonstrate further on in this chapter (the section on Babylonian systems of

counting, page 147) that arriving at a total of eight for חַטאת reflects the

Babylonian system of counting a word’s distribution, and arriving at a total

of seven reflects Tiberian masoretic methods. Thus this Mm note refers to a

section of text using a Babylonian annual reading cycle portion name and

also shows another manifestation of Babylonian influence by counting

according to a Babylonian system.214

Although I did not do a thorough search of all of N’s Mp and

Mm notes searching for all mentions of pārāšâ names, my partial

examination turned up these notes with references to the weekly pārāšâ

suggesting some Babylonian influence on the masorah of N. 

214. A third Mp note in N also seems to refer to a weekly reading, although without
using the term :פר֗ש a Mp note at Jer 52:8 comments on מןברדכ֗ואו֗רוכלח֗ס֗ל:בערבת

בלקדויראויסעוחד . Translation: בערבת is unique written defective (outside of Torah), in
addition to all (the times it appears) in the Torah that are like it (i.e. all the times it
appears in Torah it is defective), except for once (in Torah when it is plene, and its
reference is) ,ויסעו the one of בלקוירא . To guide the reader to the last item mentioned in
this note, a reference is given that occurs more than fifty times in the Torah, so the reader
is directed to the occurrence of ויסעו at Num 22:1 which borders on בלקוירא (Num 22:2).
Since the term pārāšâ is not used in this note, the phrase בלקוירא could represent the
verse which begins with this phrase (Num 22:2). Or it could represent pārāšat Bālāk,
which begins with that verse.
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4. Babylonian Ordering of Biblical Books

Breuer and Ofer suggest that the Babylonian origin of a Mm note may be

inferred from the order in which items are listed within the note.215

Typically, in an enumerative Mm note, items are presented in the order of

the biblical books. However, Tiberian and Babylonian traditions differ in

their manner of ordering some of the biblical books. Tiberian tradition

orders the Latter Prophets and Writings as follow: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

Minor Prophets, Chronicles, Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ruth, Song of Songs,

Ecclesiastes, Lamentations, Esther, Daniel, and Ezra-Nehemiah.216 In

contrast, the Babylonian system presents the same books in this order:

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah, Minor Prophets, Ruth, Psalms, Job, Proverbs,

Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Lamentations, Daniel, Esther, Ezra-Nehemiah,

and Chronicles.217 Therefore, if a particular enumerative note lists items

from Jeremiah and Ezekiel before Isaiah, or items from Chronicles after all

the Writings, then it would seem the list has Babylonian origins.

215. Breuer, Masorah Lm, (1st ed.) xx, and Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 16, 267-68.

216. See this method of ordering the books in L.

217. See b. B. Bat. 14b.
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In the enumerative masoretic notes of N, I found that generally the

Tiberian system of ordering references is followed. For example, see the

following Mm note at Nah 2:14 which presents occurrences of the form

:from Isaiah before Jeremiah and Ezekiel ִיָּׁשַמע

וישמע וחד . . . וסימ֗נ בקריה ֗י ישמע

Translation: Ten times in the Bible, and (their) references are: Exod 23:13;

Isa 60:18; 65:19; Jer 6:7; 33:10; Ezek 19:9; 26:13; Nah 2:14; Job 37:4;

Neh 6:7; and once וישמע,  2 Chr 30:27.

Based on the ordering of items from Latter Prophets, it seems evident that

this note follows Tiberian tradition.218 There are other notes in N in which

the ordering of items does not strictly follow the Tiberian ordering of books,

but in some of these notes there may have been errors that affected the list

order.219 Alternatively, in some notes, items are not presented in the list

based on biblical order, but based on other criteria (e.g., the lemma may

218. One may notice in this note that an item from Chronicles is presented at the end,
following items from Writings and suggestive of Babylonian tradition. However, its
placement at the end is not due to Babylonian influences; rather it is placed at the end
because it is a different form of the lemma, one with a prefixed ו.

219. See the order of list items in the Mm of Hos 2:12, a note which contains several
discrepancies, suggesting the order here reflects transmission errors: Gen 47:4; Gen
15:15; Num 22:34; 2 Sam 19:10; 1 Sam 24:12; 2 Kgs 5:15; Isa 5:3; Hos 2:12; Hos 5:7;
Mic 4:11; Mal 1:9; 2 Chr 2:15; Ezra 9:10; Ezra 10:2; 2 Chr 21:15; Jer 45:5.
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have a variety of prefixes).220 Both situations make it hard to be sure that the

order of list items reflects a Babylonian source.221 

However, the following is a clear example from N of an enumerative

note in which items are ordered based on a Babylonian ordering of the

biblical books: 

 . . . וסימנהון בקריה ֗ו דכ֗ת הוא

Translation of Mm at Nah 2:12: הוא is written היא six times in the Bible,

and their references are: Nah 2:12; Ps 73:16; Job 31:11; Eccl 9:9; Dan

8:26; 1 Chr 29:16.

Since an item from Chronicles follows items from Writings, without any

other disturbances in the ordering of the books, a Babylonian ordering of the

books may be inferred. Moreover, I will show below (in the section on

Eastern opinions, page 184) that this masorah note has other features that

220. For example, in the Mm of N at Hos 14:6, a note lists cases of :שושנה Hos 14:6
(the anchor is ַכשושנה) ; 2 Chr 4:5 ;(שושנה) Cant 2:2 .(ְכשושנה) The placement of an item
from Chronicles before an item from Canticles suggests a Tiberian system of ordering the
books. However, this note on כשושנה may list the items based on whether the lemma is
with, or without, a prefix rather than reflecting the Tiberian ordering of the books.

221. The following note from N at Ezek 2:5 lists the ten times והמה begins a verse:
Josh 2:8; Judg 18:27; 1 Kgs 10:25; Isa 63:10; Jer 42:5; Ezek 2:5; Hos 6:7; Mic 4:12; Ps
63:10; 1 Chr 12:22. An item from Isaiah precedes Jeremiah and Ezekiel according to
Tiberian ordering, but an item from Chronicles follows an item from Psalms according to
Babylonian ordering. This list is otherwise accurate and well-ordered, but it is hard to
know which ordering system was followed and why it was not followed consistently. 
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also support the conclusion that the note reflects Babylonian influences.

Similarly, Ofer found in his examination of Mm notes in A that

generally items are presented according to the Tiberian system (Isaiah before

Jeremiah and Ezekiel, and Chronicles before Psalms), and when one verse is

not in its proper place, it could be due to chance.222 Yet he did find in A a

group of five Mm notes that present items from Isaiah after items from

Jeremiah and Ezekiel (Babylonian style). Also, the notes share a similar

theme, dealing with phrases involving God speaking ( כהכי,יייאמרכהכי

צבאותייינאם,יייאמר,יייאמרכה,יייאדניאמר ). Since this theme is typical of

the prophets, these notes contain many items from the prophetic books

(making it unlikely that the ordering was accidental). Ofer suggests that this

unusual group of notes may have come from a Babylonian masoretic source

that presented an ensemble of notes dealing with introductory and closing

statements for utterances of God, and the notator was not exacting about re-

ordering the verses when he used this Babylonian material.

222. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 267-68.
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5. Babylonian System of Counting

There are notes in N that seem to give the wrong total count for a particular

phenomenon. However, these apparently incorrect notes have counted the

lemma based on a Babylonian system of counting which differs from the

Tiberian system. Ofer explains the Babylonian system of comprehensive

counting by providing examples from Babylonian manuscripts. I will review

one of his examples, and then two similar cases from N.

A Mm note is found both in Lm (Deut 4:42) and Ms. מס11 (Deut

4:42) concerning the word ׂשֵנא (masculine, singular participle) written with,

or without, a prefixed 223.ו The purpose of the note is to provide a total

number of occurrences written defective. In order to understand the masorah

note, I summarize all the evidence, both plene and defective forms:224

223. Ms. מס11 is a fragment of a Babylonian masoretic manuscript transcribed by Ofer
and described by Yeivin, Hebrew Language, 206.

224. This data comes from Mandl, 1127. Each item listed by Mandelkern as plene or
defective is presented thus in L, except for Prov 12:1 which is plene according to
Mandelkern and A but defective in L. Furthermore, L’s text at Prov 12:1 is contra a Mm
note on the top of the page containing Prov 12:1. The Mm note lists the defective cases
and Prov 12:1 is not among them (see Weil §3599).
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Text   Plene  ׂשֹוֵנא)ו )  Defective ׂשֵנא)ו )

Torah  none  4

Joshua  none  1

Isaiah  none  1

Psalms 2  none

Proverbs 7  2

Job 1  none

Totals       10  8

This table shows that ,ׂשֵנא with or without a prefixed ,ו occurs eight times

written defective. The following masorah note in Ms. מס11 at Deut 4:42

reports all eight occurences as follows:225 

 ב֗ע ח֗ס ֗ה שֵֹנא
The Torah  או֗ר

The Book of Joshua          ויהושע
Isa 61:8     גזל שנא
Prov 11:15תוקעים ושנא
Prov 28:16כ֗ת שנאי דמשלי בצע שנא

Translation: שֵֹנא five defective in the Bible: Torah, and Joshua, Isa 61:8,
Prov 11:15, Prov 28:16 – that of Proverbs which is written שנאי (but read
226(שֵֹנא

225. See Ofer’s transcription (Babylonian Masora, 551).

226. Ofer comments that it seems as if the final phrase of the note כתשנאידמשלי “that
of Proverbs is written ”שנאי seems to apply to both items from Proverbs, but after
checking the biblical text, it is clear that this phrase only applies to the last item, Prov
28:16. The phrase emphasizes the occurrence of בצעשנאי that is in Proverbs, not the one
at Exod 18:21. For examples in N of a final comment applying just to the last item in the
list, but not the whole list, see the Mm of Isa 27:3; 37:26; and 38:21.
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This note reports all eight defective occurrences, but nonetheless arrives at a

total of only five: 1) all occurrences in Torah; 2) all occurrences in Joshua;

3) Isa 61:8; 4) Prov 11:15; and 5) Prov 28:16. This Babylonian system of

comprehensive counting allows some items to be presented as individual

items (e.g., Isa 61:8), or if the entire book has only defective spellings, the

book may be presented as a whole and counted as one (Joshua). Similarly, if

a section of the Bible has only defective spellings, it is presented as a whole

section and it is also counted as one (i.e., Torah, five books with four

defective occurrences is counted as one). It is important to stress also that in

this note the items (whether individual verses or whole books) are listed in

their biblical order; this is another feature of Babylonian masoretic notes.227

In contrast, a Tiberian version of this note is in A (Isa 61:8), but in this

Tiberian-style note the list items are not in biblical order:228

227. That verses, books, and sections of the Bible are presented in their biblical order is
a feature of this system. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 82. 

228. See Ofer’s discussion of this note from A (ibid., 77). The note is also reported by
Ginsburg 2, ש §801.
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ח֗ס ֗ג שנא
Isa 61:8     בעולה גזל שנא
Prov 11:15תקעים ושנא
Prov 28:16כ֗ת שנאי . בצע שנא
או֗רית וכל

ויהושע
Translation: שנא three times defective: Isa 61:8, Prov 11:15, Prov 28:16
(but) שנאי is written, and all of Torah and Joshua.

The Tiberian version of this note in A arrives at a sum total of three because

it only counts the individual verses listed; then it lists the separately treated

books (Joshua) and sections of the Bible (Torah). In the Babylonian system,

books treated as a whole are listed among the verses in their proper biblical

order (i.e., Torah is first, then Joshua, then Isaiah in the Babylonian note

above). However, the Tiberian style does not place books treated as as

whole (i.e., או֗ריתוכל “and all of Torah,” or ויהושע “Joshua”) within the note

in this manner; rather Tiberian masoretic convention requires the listing of

all verses first, and then all books. Furthermore, the Tiberian style version

does not count the separately treated regions (Torah and Joshua) as part of

an overall, comprehensive count for the whole note.229 Finally, Tiberian style

229. The Mm note in L at Prov 11:15 (§3599) presents a different adaptation of this
Babylonian note. The note counts a total of four presenting in biblical order: 1 all of
Joshua; 2 Isa 61:8; 3 Prov 11:15; 4 Prov 28:16 and then the note adds at the end (without
including it in the total), all of Torah. The one verse of Joshua is counted as one item in
the total but is still listed as “all of Joshua.”
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notes usually include the phrase דכותהון “that are the same” after the whole

books added at the end of the list. Ofer suggests that it is possible that the

omission of the standard דכותהון from this note may offer a hint that the note

was adapted from a Babylonian source to meet Tiberian conventions, but the

adaptor forgot to add the expected 230.דכותהון

The Babylonian system of comprehensive counting may seem odd

because it adds together items with different units: individual verses count

as one along with whole books which count as one and whole sections of the

Bible also count as one.231 However, if one compares the example above in

both its Babylonian comprehensive counting formulation and its Tiberian

adaptation, one can see that since the Babylonian system presents a total

count of five, it helps prevent a copyist from omitting either Torah or

Joshua, but there is no parallel safeguard in the Tiberian version of the note. 

I turn now to an example from N which uses this Babylonian method

of counting: it adds verses and whole books together. This example is a Mp

230. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 78 n. 6.

231. See Ofer for examples of other categories that may be treated as independent
regions and counted separately in this comprehensive counting system including: the
lemma in certain phrases, the lemma with certain accents, the lemma in certain sections
of the Bible which are smaller than a book (ibid., 78).
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note from Zech 1:7 which comments on the name .עדוא The note says ,֗ב

there are two cases, but the evidence is:232

Name Number Verses
עדוא 4 Zech 1:7; Ezra 5:1; 6:14; Neh 12:4

עדו 3 Zech 1:1; 1 Chr 6:6; 2 Chr 13:22

עדא 1 1 Kgs 4:14

Given this data, it is impossible to know with certainty what N’s note means

when it says עדוא occurs twice. There are several possibilities.233 However,

one of the simplest explanations can be found in a Mp note in P at Zech 1:7

which says:234

.עזרא וכול שבט דחדש ב֗ע מ֗ל ֗ב: עדוא
Translation: עדוא two plene in the Bible: Zech 1:7, and all of Ezra.

232. The data is from L.

233. There are at least two explanations: 1. the Mp note was meant to say that there are
two cases of the name עדוא in Minor Prophets, and one was spelled with ,א and one
without א (however I have not yet found such a note in another manuscript to support this
explanation); 2. the note may reflect a different Tiberian tradition for writing the name
;עדוא see Mandl (1490) which presents Ezra 6:14 and Neh 12:4 as ,עדו leaving only two
cases of עדוא.

234. See also Ginsburg 2, ע §143.
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From the parallel Mp note in P comes a simple explanation for N’s Mp

note. The total of two may derive from counting according to the

Babylonian comprehensive system: the one verse at Zech 1:7 plus the one

Book of Ezra-Nehemiah (which is counted as one because its three

occurrences are uniformly spelled plene).235 

It would not be surprising to find a note in N that counts according to

the Babylonian system: Ofer identified an assortment of notes in A that

reflect this Babylonian comprehensive counting system.236 One of the cases

he cites from A will serve as a good introduction to the second example

from N. Notes in both the Mp and Mm of A at Ruth 4:17 comment on the

plene spelling of the name עובד. The biblical evidence is:237

235. Furthermore, a Mm note in L (§3143, folio 320 recto) presents all the information
from the table above and in the middle has similar wording to the note of P: 

כתב עדא . עדא בן אחינדב                  In a name at 1 Kgs 4:14, עדא is written  

כתב עדוא עזרא וכל . וארבעה עשרים ביום  At Zech 1:7 and all of Ezra, עדוא is written 

כתב עדו ושארא                                      All the rest,  עדו is written

L’s Mm note does not give a total count for occurrences of the lemma; it is insuring that
different forms not be written the same.

236. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 95-99.

237. See Mandl, 1489.
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Location Plene Defective

Torah none none

Prophets none 5 in name אדם עבד  or אדום עבד

Ruth 2    none

Chronicles 3 6 in name אדם עבד  or אדום עבד

Total 5 11

A Mm note in A at Ruth 4 reports all five plene occurrences, arriving at a

comprehensive total of three:

.אדם עבד מן בר הימים דברי וכל . עובד את הוליד ובעז . שמו ותקראנה מ֗ל ֗ג עובד

Translation: עובד three plene: Ruth 4:17, Ruth 4:21, and all of Chronicles

except (in the name) אדם עבד .

In this example, two individual verses from Ruth are added to the one whole

book of Chronicles (which contains multiple plene occurrences) in order to

arrive at a comprehensive total of three. In addition, Chronicles is treated as

one item even though the name עובד is not written uniformly in it; there are

six defective cases (always as part of the name אדםעבד ) and these

exceptions are noted at the end. 

One more example brought by Ofer from a Babylonian masoretic

manuscript will also demonstrate how a whole book may be counted as one
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item in the total, and then exceptions from that book will be noted. The

following example concerns the phrase מנשה)ה(שבט . Here is a table of the

relevant data:238

Location המנשה שבט
   With ה 

מנשה שבט
Without ה

Torah 1 1

Joshua 9 3

Chronicles none 5

Total 10 9

This table indicates that there are ten cases of the phrase המנשהשבט . A

masorah note from Ofer’s transcription of Ms. מס11 (Deut 3:13) reports the

ten occurrences of this phrase with a prefixed ,ה and arrives at a

comprehensive total of two:

239 . . .ויבאו . וישלחו . ויתן ֗ג מן בר יהושע וכל . . . הגלעד ויתר ֗ב המנשה שבט

Translation: המנשהשבט two: Deut 3:13; and all of Joshua except three

(which do not have a prefixed ה), Josh 13:29; 22:13; 22:15 . . .

238. The data derives from Mandl, 1472-73.

239. See Ofer’s transcription (539) of this note which continues with the statement:
סימן תשב (translation: תשב“ is a mnemonic” meaning the citations for the three

exceptional verses in Joshua spell תשב [each begins with ,וי but then they have the letters:
ת,ש,ב respectively]. Similar mnemonic notes are also in N (e.g., see Jer 10:2 מהמה

which bears a Mp note with the mnemonic מלך [standing for Jer 10:2; 14:16; 36:32] and
also see Jer 15:2 which has a Mp note with the mnemonic מחרש [standing for the verse’s
sequence  מות רעב חרב  .[שבי
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The total of two is comprised of one verse plus one book. This is an example

of the Book of Joshua being counted as one unit because most of the

occurrences in the book have a prefixed .ה However, since there are

exceptions in Joshua without a prefixed ,ה the exceptions are listed

separately and are accompanied with their own tally of three.

I turn now to a second example from N of a note apparently derived

from this Babylonian system. The note in N deals with the word חַטאת

(feminine singular construct).  Here is the biblical evidence:240

Book ַחַטאת construct absolute ַחָטאת

Torah 3   30

The Book of Samuel 2  none

Isaiah none  2

Jeremiah 1  none

Ezekiel none  2

Minor Prophets 4  1

Writings 1  6

Totals 11    41

From this table it is evident that the construct form occurs eleven times. The

following Mm note appears in N at Jer 17:11 (this note was discussed above

in conjunction with Babylonian pārāšâ names, see page 132) and reports all

eleven occurrences  arriving at a comprehensive total of eight:

240. Mandl, 383.
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.קסם.הנערים.ובעשור.שעירוהוציא.תשאכידעלויוכפרוסימ֗נפתחין֗חַחַטאת

.חטאת ראשית חד מן בר דכותהון עשרה תרי וכל . פימו . כתובה

Translation: ַחַטאת (occurs) eight times (with) pataḥ and their references

are: Exod 30:10; Lev 4:21; Num 29:11; 1 Sam 2:17; 1 Sam 15:23; Jer

17:1; Ps 59:13 and (also) all of the Twelve Prophets are the same except

for one Mic 1:13 (with qāmeṣ).241

This note arrives at a total of eight cases of חטאת with pataḥ by counting

based on the Babylonian system: seven verses plus one for the whole book

of Minor Prophets (this book counts as one in the comprehensive total

although it happens to have four occurrences with pataḥ and one form with

qāmeṣ). Interestingly, although the Mm of N reflects the Babylonian

comprehensive count of eight, a Mp note in N at Hos 10:8 says that חטאת

with pataḥ occurs seven times (plus all occurrences in the Minor Prophets

except one), in agreement with the Tiberian system of counting.242

241. The citation for Lev 4:21 שעירוהוציא , should actually read הפראתוהוציא . The
citation for Num 29:11, ,ובעשור is the first word of Num 29:7 which introduces the
section which includes Num 29:11.

242. Moreover N’s version of this Mm note is virtually identical to the versions in L
(Lev 4:21, §676) and Ginsburg 1, ח §144 except that the total count given in those
versions is seven according to Tiberian counting. See also the Mm note in N on folio 47a
(side margin) which states a total of seven and has different keywords than the Mm note
above (folio 46b).
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This note has two additional features worth noting. First, in the

Babylonian system, all items are listed in biblical order. However, in this

note, Ps 59:13 is before Minor Prophets perhaps to avoid confusion that

could arise if it followed Minor Prophets (“eight . . . all of the Twelve

Prophets are the same except for one Mic 1:13, Ps 59:13). Ofer presents

examples from A of notes that count according to the Babylonian system but

place books counted in the total at the end of the list, out of biblical order.243

The second feature is the note’s use of the word ,דכותהון “like them.”

Ofer explains that when a Babylonian-style note was converted into a

Tiberian-style note, the term דכותהון was added to the wording to link books

or portions of the Bible treated separately in the note.244 However, the term

דכותהון is not appropriate to a note with Babylonian comprehensive counting

because the book or portion of the Bible listed in the note is counted with

243. For an example in A of a note which includes Torah in the total, but places it at
the end, see the Mm at Judg 20:10 .(צדה) However, Ofer adds that usually in A, if a note
includes a book with exceptions, the note does not count that book in the total and the
book is placed at the end of the note (see an example from Ofer’s discussion, page 96,
paragraph 4.1.b which cites from A, Isaiah #57- Isa 10:34). The only note in A which
counts in the general total a book with exceptions is the Mm note at Ruth 4:17 presented
earlier (Babylonian Masora, 96-97).

244. Ofer mentions that this phenomenon is found sometimes in other Tiberian
manuscripts but it occurs dozens of times in Lm suggesting to him that it was part of
Samuel ben Jacob’s method of adapting Babylonian masoretic material for a Tiberian
manuscript (Babylonian Masora, 81).
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the rest of the note items; it is already understood that it is the same as the

other items.245 Notice that דכותהון is found in N’s Mm note at Jer 17:1

although the use of דכותהון is unnecessary: since the Book of Twelve

Prophets is one of the eight cases of חטאת with pataḥ, there is no need to

say “and the whole book of the Twelve Prophets is like them.”246 

6. Babylonian textual traditions

Some masoretic notes seem to give an inaccurate count for a particular

lemma when checked against L. Breuer, Dotan, Ofer, and Yeivin have

written about examples of seemingly incorrect notes which actually turn out

to be correct when checked against the biblical text of Babylonian

manuscripts.247 When this phenomenon is found in the masorah of a Tiberian

manuscript, it provides further evidence that Babylonian masorah has

influenced the masorah of that Tiberian manuscript. I will present seven

examples from N.

245. Ibid., 76.

246. I did not examine all of the enumerative Mm notes in N. Accordingly, there may
be more cases of Mm notes in N that use a Babylonian system of counting, in addition to
the Mm note at Jer 17:1 and the tentative example of the Mp note at Zech 1:7.

247. Breuer, Masorah Lm, (1st ed.) xxiii-xxiv; Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 264; Dotan,
“Babylonian Residues,” 37-39.
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(a) First Example

A CM note in N at Jer 36:23 lists unique words beginning with prefixed .וה

The anchor for this list is gְוַהְׁשֵל, an infinitive absolute, which is not unique

in Tiberian tradition: there is another example of this exact form of the

infinitive absolute at Jer 22:19 and also another case of gְוַהְׁשֵל, an imperative

at Exod 7:9.248 However, Yeivin and Breuer have provided evidence

indicating that this is an example of the masorah of N reflecting Babylonian

biblical traditions. Breuer found a similar note in his study of Lm (a

manuscript reflecting many Babylonian traditions). He transcribed a Mm

note in Lm (Exod 22:30) which lists six hip‘il forms of שלך written

defective. In Tiberian tradition, there are only five such forms. The sixth

defective form listed in Lm’s note is והשלך from Jer 36:23.249 However, this

248. Note that concerning gְוַהְׁשֵל, an imperative at Exod 7:9, it is not unique to the
masoretes because it is written and pronounced the same as the infinitives gְוַהְׁשֵל in
Jeremiah. The masoretes did not distinguish these cases when considering if a word was
unique. 

249. The full list of six in the Mm of Lm are: תשלכון Exod 22:30; ואשלך Deut 9:21;
השלכו ;Deut 29:27 וישלכם ;Deut 9:17 ואשלכם 2 Kgs 24:20; והשלך Jer 36:23. Furthermore,
Breuer reports on a Mp note in S1 (Exod 22:30) which claims there are six defective
forms of the verb, without itemizing them. However, a Mm note in S1 (Deut 29:27) states
there are five defectives forms and lists the five known in Tiberian tradition. The only one
missing from the Mm of S1 is והשלך from Jer 36:23. Breuer (Masorah Lm, [1st ed.] xxiv)
discusses this case in his introduction emphasizing that, before the study of Babylonian
biblical manuscripts and Babylonian masoretic manuscripts, he had suggested ways to
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item is not usually considered to be defective (i.e. written without a (י in

Tiberian tradition because it is not vocalized with a ḥîreq. Breuer points out

that the note in Lm brings Jer 36:23 as a defective form because it reflects a

Babylonian tradition of vocalizing Jer 36:23 with a ḥîreq, as .וִהשִלך If

vocalized with ḥîreq, one might expect a י after the ,ל and therefore a note

might say this word is defective.  

How did Breuer know the Babylonian vocalization of the verb in Jer

36:23 was ?וִהשִלך Yeivin had studied Babylonian manuscripts and published

the different vocalizations found in those manuscripts. In a Babylonian

biblical manuscript Yeivin found the text of Jer 36:23 written as follows:

 . . .והׁשליך הסופר בתער יקרעה

whereas L reads:

 . . .ְוַהְׁשֵלg הספר בתער יקרעה

The dot above והׁשליך is a Babylonian sign for ḥîreq and the word is written

plene. Yeivin’s evidence indicates that in some Babylonian texts of the

understand the Mp note in S1 which turned out to be wrong given the information found
by Yeivin and from Lm. He also explains that these five cases of defective forms do not
include forms with the suffix כהו (e.g. ונשלכהו Gen 37:20, or ואשלכהו Exod 32:24). For
his original (incorrect) analysis, see his Keter Aram Tsovah veha-nusaḥ ha-meḳubal shel
ha-Miḳra (in Hebrew; Jerusalem: Harav Kook, 1976), 250.
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Prophets the lemma at Jer 36:23 was vocalized ,וִהשִלך and written plene ,י

although the masorah of Lm expects it to be vocalized ,וִהשִלך and written

defective.250 When Jer 36:23 is vocalized ,וִהשִלך it is a unique defective form

in agreement with Lm’s masoretic note because all cases of the perfect,

,וִהשִליך are written plene.251 Accordingly, N’s CM note appears to reflect this

Babylonian tradition.

(b) Second Example

In N, there are several Mp notes on the word ההמה and on the phrase בימים

.Here is the biblical data and Mp notes from N at relevant places .ההמה

250. Yeivin, Hebrew Language, 423 and 558. Yeivin presents other examples of the
interchange between hip‘il perfects and infinitives, including: 2 Sam 18:18 Tiberian
infinitive ַהְזִּכיר versus Babylonian perfect ;ִהזִּכיר Num 9:7 Tiberian infinitive ַהקִרב versus
Babylonian perfect ִהְקִריב. However, the evidence is not uniform.

251. Note that other items in Lm’s list are uniquely written defective: ואשלך Deut 9:21
(in contrast to Zech 11:13 which is plene); and השלכו 2 Kgs 24:20 which is an infinitive
construct with a suffix and is uniquely defective (in contrast to Jer 52:3 which is written
plene).
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ההמה ההמה בימים Mp note in N
Num 9:7 ------------ --
2 Kgs 18:4 ------------ --
Jer 3:16 Jer 3:16  ֗ט
Jer 3:18 Jer 3:18 ֗ח
Jer 5:18 Jer 5:18 no note
Jer 14:15 --------- no note
Jer 50:4 Jer 50:4 no note
Joel 3:2 Joel 3:2 252֗י֗ג

Joel 4:1 Joel 4:1 --
Zech 8:23 Zech 8:23 not extant
Zech 14:15 --------- not extant
Neh 13:15 Neh 13:15 --
Total = 12 ההמה Total = 8 ההמה בימים

From this table, it would seem that N’s Mp note at Jer 3:18 is correct, the

phrase ההמהבימים appears eight times in the Bible.253 In addition, it seems

that N’s other Mp notes are wrong giving a count one higher than the data: at

Jer 3:16 the Mp note says ההמהבימים occurs nine times instead of eight, and

at Joel 3:2 the Mp note says ההמה occurs thirteen times instead of twelve.254

These Mp notes confirm that the scribe knew the Tiberian tradition of eight

252. Although this note was placed on the phrase ההמהבימים , it seems instead to apply
just to the word  ההמה.

253. Masorah notes appear in other Tiberian manuscripts on the phrase ההמהבימים
(e.g., at Neh 13:15 in L; at Joel 3:2 in C, S1, L18, L20), and say it occurs eight times.

254. See a parallel Mp note in A at Joel 3:2 on ההמה which says it occurs twelve times.
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occurrences for ההמהבימים , but the notes saying nine and thirteen make one

wonder if there was an extra occurrence of the phrase ההמהבימים in

Babylonian tradition. The most likely source of an extra occurrence of the

phrase ההמהבימים would be a case of the phrase ההםבימים (in Tiberian

manuscripts) written instead in Babylonian manuscripts as ההמהבימים . A

review of the occurrences of ההםבימים in N found an extra ההמהבימים . At

Jer 50:20 in N there is a Mp note on ההםבימים saying: ההמהלבבלא

(translation: in Babylonian tradition .(ההמה Furthermore, in N’s text of Jer

50:20, originally the scribe wrote ההמהבימים (the Babylonian reading) but

later changed it to read ההם בימים , (the Tiberian reading).

This evidence explains the notes in N which seemed wrong: the note

at Jer 3:16 saying ההמהבימים occurs nine times includes Jer 50:20 with the

eight Tiberian occurrences;255 and the note at Joel 3:2 that says ההמה occurs

thirteen times includes Jer 50:20 along with the twelve Tiberian occurrences.

However, there is more evidence to support the conclusion that these

notes reflect Babylonian traditions. The text of P at Jer 50:20 reads בימים

255. Another Mp note in N confirms this understanding of these notes. In N at Jer
33:15, a Mp note on ההיאובעתההםבימים says that this phrase is unique. However, Jer
50:20 in Tiberian tradition also is: ההיאובעתההםבימים . So, the Mp note in N at Jer
33:15 reflects an Eastern tradition for Jer 50:20 (which does not match Jer 33:15) because
50:20 reads ההמה בימים  instead of ההם בימים .
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ההמה and a Mp note there says the phrase occurs nine times. Yeivin also

reports that a note in S1 on Jer 14:15 says: ההמה: ֗י֗בלמ֗ע (translation: in

Western tradition, twelve), confirming this is a specifically Western (i.e.

Tiberian) total.256  Finally, N contains a Mm note at Jer 3:16:

_אתכםאעשה.ושלאחריו.תרבוכיוהיהוסימנהוןבקריה֗טההמהבימים _ _ _] .

.ביהודה ראיתי . יחזיקו . אשיב . אשפך_ _ _ _ _ _] . 

Translation: ההמהבימים Nine in the Bible, and their references are: Jer

3:16, and the one after it (i.e. Jer 3:18), Jer 5:18; [washed out letters]; Joel

3:2; Joel 4:1; Zech 8:23; Neh 13:15.

It is unfortunate that two of the nine references (seemingly, Jer 50:4 and

50:20) were washed out, probably by a water stain.257 However, it is striking

that the Mm note says there are nine occurrences, and presumably had no

trouble listing them. According to Ofer, one might expect examples of notes

not adapted properly from Babylonian traditions to Tiberian traditions in the

Mp, rather than in the Mm. Ofer adds that Mp notes give a tally without any

256. Yeivin, Hebrew Language, 1104. See Jer 50:20, in Ginsburg’s (1, ח § 627) list of
East-West differences.

257. The staff of JTS’s Rare Book Room helped me try to read the washed out letters
using bright lights, magnifying glasses, and ultra-violet light. We found a few letters in
the gap (now appearing as white letters on a dark background) [- - - בקש-או ]. The section
that ends with או could be part of יבאו of Jer 50:4 and the letters בקש could be part of Jer
50:20’s יבקש.
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of the details, so even a good scribe might copy a tally without verifying it

by identifying the relevant verses.258 It is surprising that here a Mm note was

included unadapted. However, below will be another similar example from

N (page 184) of a Mm note presenting a Babylonian tradition.

(c) Third Example

A Mp note in N at Hab 2:18 on יֵֹצר says: ֗ב (two occurrences). However,

according to the Tiberian evidence, this masculine, singular participle is

spelled defective four times:259

Plene Defective

Torah none none

Prophets 10 2 (Isa 45:18; Hab 2:18)

Writings 2 2 (Pss 94:9; 94:20)

Total 12 4

There are a number of ways to explain why the Mp note says there are two

258. Moreover, Ofer (Babylonian Masora, 264) explains that it is possible that a scribe
might find various ways to justify a count that originated in Babylonian tradition and that
was not quite right for Tiberian tradition (just as Breuer says he tried to justify notes that
seemed wrong before he found the answers in Babylonian traditions). 

259. Mandl, 501.
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occurrences of יֵֹצר.

1. This Mp note might mean: two occurrences in the books of the

Prophets (Isa 45:18; Hab 2:18); it is not uncommon for a Mp note to omit

the range covered.

2. This Mp note might have been misplaced. Another word in this

verse, ,ִיְצרֹו is from the same root as this lemma and appears adjacent to this

lemma. It is possible that the note was intended for ִיְצרֹו which occurs twice

in the Bible (Deut 31:21; Hab 2:18). Such a Mp note is found attached to

 in some manuscripts.260 ִיְצרֹו

However, since at least one other manuscript (L20), contains a Mp note

regarding יֵֹצר at Hab 2:18 saying ח֗ס֗ב “two occurrences defective,” it is

harder to argue that it was a mistake by the scribe of N (or his source) who

displaced the note from ִיְצרֹו or omitted the range. Accordingly, I consider a

third explanation:

3. In Babylonian biblical manuscripts, all four occurrences of this

lemma (Isa 45:18; Hab 2:18; Pss 94:9, 94:20) might not have been vocalized

identically: perhaps the form at Hab 2:18 and one other were vocalized in

260. For example, see Mp notes in A, L, C, S1.
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one manner, while the others were treated in a different manner. If so,

Babylonian masorah might have placed a note saying twice on the lemma at

Hab 2:18. Then the Babylonian masoretic note might have been copied into

Tiberian manuscripts even though the Tiberian manuscripts vocalized all

four occurrences of the lemma identically.

I now present evidence from Yeivin to support this hypothetical

explanation for the discrepancy.

1. Yeivin cites from a Babylonian manuscript the following masoretic

note on this lemma:261

.עמל יצר . יצרו יצר וח֗ס) בניגרא ֗ל ֗צ (בינגרא ֗ב יצר

Translation: יצר twice בינגרא (it should say ,(בניגרא and it is defective, [and

their references are]: Hab 2:18; Ps 94:20.

Yeivin explains that this note means that two of the four defective cases of

יֵֹצר are vocalized differently, in Babylonian tradition, from the other cases.

Instead of using vowel names to describe the different vocalization, this

masoretic note uses a special term, ,בניגרא which is a Babylonian masoretic

term comparable to the Tiberian term מלעיל meaning ‘higher.’ This term is

261. Yeivin, Hebrew Language, 249. The note was found in a fragment of Talmud, b.
Ber. 14a. See Yeivin’s (198) description of the fragment.
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often associated with the placement of an accent on a penultimate (higher)

syllable rather than an ultimate (lower) syllable. However, the term is also

used in masoretic notes to describe vowels.262 One vowel is בניגרא or מלעיל

relative to another vowel, if it is higher on the vowel ladder. The ladder of

vowels is, from the top: šûruq, ḥōlem, qāmeṣ, pataḥ, sĕgōl, ṣērê, ḥîreq.263 On

this ladder, pataḥ is higher than ṣērê. Accordingly, the note cited by Yeivin

indicates that two cases of the masculine singular participle יצר (Hab 2:18;

Ps 94:20) are defective and vocalized with the higher pataḥ, rather than the

lower ṣērê due to the verb’s third root letter 264.ר The Mp note in N at Hab

2:18 which says יצר occurs twice may reflect this Babylonian masoretic

information and it was copied into a Tiberian manuscript even though it did

not reflect Tiberian vocalization.

Yeivin provides more evidence, citing a note from another Babylonian

manuscript at Ps 94:9 on יצר (see the table above: this is one of the four

occurrences of the defective יֵֹצר in Tiberian tradition). In this Babylonian

262. Yeivin (Hebrew Language, 249, 252) states that the Babylonian terms pertain to
accents and vowels in parallel fashion to Tiberian terms.  

263. This is the ladder of vowels presented by Yeivin; it lacks a qubbûṣ, but
Babylonian vowel systems did not have a separate sign for šûruq and qubbûṣ. Ibid., 55
and 252.

264. Yeivin, Hebrew Language, 438.
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biblical manuscript, יצר is spelled defective and vocalized with a ṣērê:265

.יוצר גבי ב֗ע ח֗ס עין יצר 

Translation: יֵֹצר [its reference is] Ps 94:9 is defective (and) unique,266

regarding יוצר. 

This note confirms the hypothesized solution to N’s note: the four Tiberian

cases of the participle יצר are not all vocalized the same, and Ps 94:9 is the

only one that is defective with ṣērê. Moreover, in this same Babylonian

biblical manuscript, at Ps 94:20, יצר was found vocalized with pataḥ.267

Yeivin summarizes his findings: although the Tiberian tradition has

four cases of יוצר spelled defective and pointed with ṣērê, Babylonian

tradition treated these items differently:

Hab 2:18 defective and pataḥ Ps 94:20 defective and pataḥ

Ps 94:9 defective and ṣērê Isa 45:18 plene and ṣērê 268

265. Ibid., 438. The manuscript is labeled by him as 1אג . See his description of this
manuscript (150).

266. ב֗ע is a Babylonian term which indicates here that the defective יֵֹצר is unique. For
the meaning of ב֗ע, see Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 51-2.

267. Yeivin, Hebrew Language, 438.

268. About this case, Yeivin has no direct evidence but assumes this is the case in his
summation (ibid., 438).
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Based on Yeivin’s evidence, I may conclude that the Mp note in N at

Hab 2:18 originated in Babylonian masoretic traditions.  

(d) Fourth example

In N, at Hos 2:4 a Mp note on ְוָתֵסר says this word is unique and written

defective. It is, in fact, the only case for this root of a third feminine singular

imperfect with a ו conjunctive. But, one would not expect a note to point out

defective spelling on this word. However, if a Babylonian tradition

vocalized this word as ְוָתִסר instead of ְוָתֵסר then a Babylonian masoretic

note might point out whether it is written plene as ,ְוָתִסיר or defective as

.ְוָתִסר Yeivin and Ofer provide Babylonian evidence for a similar word, ויסר

(Gen 8:13), for which a Babylonian masoretic note says:269

.ש֗ל ָיִסיר ח֗ס ויִסר . מעלינו . מעלי . הצפרדעים ְוָּיִסר ֗ג מן בר ַוָּיִסר אוריתא כולה

Translation: All of Torah is ַוָּיִסר except three (and their references are)

Exod 8:4; Exod 10:17; Num 21:7. ויִסר is defective. ָיִסיר is plene.

269. Yeivin presents the Babylonian vocalization written with Babylonian vowel signs
above the letters. However, it is easier for me to present the same Babylonian
vocalization written in Tiberian signs under the letters. The note comes from a
manuscript known as 11 .מס See transcriptions of the note by Yeivin (Hebrew Language,
654), and Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 365. See another version of the same note in Lm
(Exod 8:4).
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The main point of this note is to differentiate between the imperfect with a

prefixed ו consecutive, and the less common form with a prefixed ו

conjunctive.270 In Tiberian tradition, the form (hip‘il third person masculine)

with a prefixed ו consecutive is vocalized as ,ַוָּיַסר whereas it is vocalized ְוָיֵסר

when it has a prefixed ו conjunctive. However, Babylonian tradition differs;

this note tells us that in Babylonian tradition they are both vocalized with

ḥîreq as ַוָּיִסר and ,ְוָיִסר respectively. Therefore, even though the main point of

this masoretic note is to differentiate ו consecutive forms from ו conjunctive

forms, a different lesson is also apparent: in at least some Babylonian

traditions, both forms are alike in taking a ḥîreq with the 271.ס

Yeivin provides additional evidence from a variety of Babylonian

biblical manuscripts concerning the spelling and vocalization of these forms:

1 Kgs 15:12 ַוָּיַסר, Gen 41:42 ,ַוָּיַסר 2 Chr 33:15 272.ַוָּיִסיר The evidence from

these Babylonian biblical manuscripts varies: sometimes ַוָּיסר has a ḥîreq

270. See Mandl, 795: there are three cases with ו conjunctive (all in Torah) and fifteen
cases with ו consecutive (four in Torah, four in Prophets, seven in Writings).

271. Breuer (Exod 8:4, 296, n. 4) makes the same point by saying that the masoretes
would not compare two forms that have two different vowels in two different letters.
Therefore he argues the note in Lm must be a Babylonian note differentiating words with
one vowel difference: ְויִסר and ַויִסר.

272. Yeivin, Hebrew Language, 654.
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with the ,ס but sometimes it has a pataḥ. Yeivin offers an explanation for the

variations: different Babylonian academies vocalized these words

differently. The note above represents the vocalization with ḥîreq according

to one academy, but another Babylonian academy vocalized it with pataḥ.

Yeivin’s evidence for this suggested explanation comes from a second

Babylonian note concerning Gen 38:14 ַוָּתַסר (a case similar to the present

lemma, Hos 2:4 273.(ְוָתֵסר

] . . י[לנהרדע כול ויסר ותסר לסוראי כול ויסר ותסר

Translation: ותסר and ויסר all in the tradition of Sur̂ā’; ותסר and ויסר all in

the tradition of Nĕhardĕ‘ā’. . .

Yeivin explains that this note testifies to a difference between two

Babylonian academies regarding the vocalization of these forms, although

with the vowels missing it is impossible to tell exactly what each academy

held. It seems that one academy vocalized the ס in all forms of ותסר and ויסר

with ḥîreq (whether ו consecutive or ו conjunctive, as evident in the first

note above) whereas the other academy vocalized the ס in these forms with

273. Yeivin (ibid., 654) cites manuscript 5מס (see his description of this manuscript,
205). 
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pataḥ or ṣērê (depending on whether they were ו consecutive or ו

conjunctive forms, as suggested by the above cited manuscript evidence).

For the present purposes, it does not matter too much exactly what each of

the two academies did. What this evidence tells us is that the treatment in

Babylonian masorah of ותסר paralleled that of .ויסר Since it was clear from

the first note above that at least one Babylonian tradition vocalized forms of

ויסר with a ḥîreq, I can conclude that this same academy also vocalized

forms of ותסר with a ḥîreq.274

This evidence helps explain the Mp note in N at Hos 2:4 on ְוָתֵסר that

says it is written defective: N’s Mp note seems to have originated in the

Babylonian academy that vocalized all forms of ותסר and ויסר with ḥîreq.

(e) Fifth example

A Mp note in N at Nah 3:17 concerning the word ָקָרה says ,֗ב it occurs two

times in the Bible. However, according to Tiberian tradition, this word

appears three times (Nah 3:17; Prov 25:20; Job 37:9). Therefore, N’s note

274. Yeivin has more Babylonian evidence from a biblical manuscript 5אא (see his
description, 101). At Gen 38:14 this manuscript reads: ַוָתִסר.
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seems to be wrong. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that

perhaps the note was displaced, and belongs on the phrase קרהביום which

appears twice (Nah 3:17; Prov 25:20). However, I have not found such a

note on this phrase in other Tiberian manuscripts.275 Moreover, in L18, there

is a Mp note on just the word ָקָרה that says: הכתב , “twice, written (with)

”.ה The note in L18 makes it seem as if N’s note saying “twice” is not

necessarily an error.

Yeivin again provides helpful information by citing a Babylonian

biblical manuscript in which ָקָרה (Job 37:9) has a dāgēš in the 276.ר He

suggests that the dāgēš may have been intended to distinguish between roots

קרא) versus 277.(קרר Yeivin also discusses the use of dāgēš, not as a dāgēš

ḥāzāq, but as a dāgēš to distinguish meanings between: different roots; or

positive and negative meanings of a word; or a proper noun and a common

noun.278

275. See, for example, A, L, C, S1, L20, L18, OwO-P and 2H, and Ginsburg 2, ק.

276. See Yeivin (Hebrew Language, 801) where he cites manuscript 57אג (see his
description of the manuscript, 158). 

277. Yeivin (ibid., 801, esp. n. 132) mentions midrashim distinguishing between קור
“cold” and קריאה “call.” 

278. Ibid., 353-63. Ofer (Babylonian Masora, 298-302) also discusses the dāgēš that
distinguishes meanings and how this type of dāgēš is evident in Babylonian masoretic
notes. Further indirect evidence about this lemma may come from Breuer: he transcribed
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Given the evidence from a Babylonian biblical manuscript, that a

dāgēš appears in ָקָרה at Job 37:9 (possibly to distinguish it from the form at

Nah 3:17 and Prov 25:20), I suggest that Babylonian masorah counted only

two occurrences of ָקָרה and such notes were included in Tiberian

manuscripts although the dāgēš in the ר of Job 37:9 was not.

(f) Sixth example

A Mp note in N at Hos 10:9 on ה ְלָוֽ  :says ֽעַ

ְלָיה וחד ב֗ק ֗ב ַ .ֽעֽ

Translation: Two in the Bible, and one עליה.

However, this note differs from the notes found in Tiberian manuscripts

which say עלוה occurs three times: Gen 36:40; Hos 10:9 and 1 Chr 1:51.279

However a Mm note in L at 1 Chr 1:51 adds additional information: 

a Mm note from Lm which lists forms in Torah of words from the root )א(קרה that all
have dāgēš in the ר according to Babylonian traditions. Breuer comments that the
meaning of the dāgēš in these words is unclear and his list does not overlap with the
words brought by Yeivin.

279. See Mp notes at Hos 10:9 in A, L, C, S1, L18 and L20 which say עלוה occurs three
times. Also see Mm notes in L (Hos 10:9) and A (1 Chr 1:51). See also Lm (Gen 36:40)
which appears to present a Western tradition, and Ginsburg 2, ע § 599.
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.ק֗ר עליה כ֗ת עלוה אלוף ולמדנ֗ח . קר֗י עלוה כ֗ת עליה אלוף למער֗ב

Translation: For Westerners עליהאלוף is the written form, (but) עלוה is

read. But for Easterners, עלוה אלוף  is written (but) עליה is read.280

In other words, for Westerners the form to be written at 1 Chr 1:51 is ,עליה

but the form to be read is .עלוה This agrees with the text of A and L at 1 Chr

1:51: the written form is עליה and a Mp note says to read 281.עלוה As a

result, Mp notes in A and L say there are three occurrences of עלוה because

the masorah counts based on the forms to be read. 

However this Mm note in L continues by mentioning that for

Easterners the tradition at 1 Chr 1:51 is the opposite of Western tradition: the

form to be written at 1 Chr 1:51 is ,עלוה while the form to be read is .עליה

Therefore, according to Eastern reading tradition, there are two occurrences

280. See Breuer’s transcription of this Mm note from L in his note 3 to a similar Mm
note in Lm, 2d ed. (Gen 36:11). Breuer transcribed L’s Mm note as I do above. In
contrast, Weil (§4009) was unsure how to read the portion concerning Easterners and left
a question mark in his transcription. 

281. Actually, in L at 1 Chr 1:51 it looks as if originally in the text the scribe wrote
עלוה and then he corrected it to עליה in order to agree with the Mp note. In addition, in S1

at 1 Chr 1:51 the written form is עליה but the Mp note cannot be read on microfilm. Also
see this item in OwO P §80 and Weil §832 which list words written with י in the middle
but read as ו.
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of עלוה to be read in the Bible and one case of ,עליה which is exactly what

the Mp note in N at Hos 10:9 says. Based on the Mm note in L, I suggest

that the Mp note in N reflects an Eastern masoretic tradition.

(g) Seventh example

I now consider a different type of case. Sometimes references in Mm notes

are wrong. In a reference a scribe may spell a word plene when in the text it

is defective, or may add a prefixed ו where it is not appropriate. Or if two

verses share similar language, a scribe may quote the language from one,

when he should have quoted the language of the other. However, sometimes

biblical citations in a Mm note only appear to be wrong, but when checked

against Babylonian biblical manuscript it turns out they reflect a different

Babylonian textual tradition. Dotan has presented examples of citations in

Mm notes which seem wrong when checked to Tiberian manuscripts, but

which actually reflect a different, Babylonian biblical text tradition.282 I will

282. For example, in B (Gen 42:34), a Mm note on והביאו contains, as a reference to
Jer 27:12, the phrase: צדקיהוואל . This citation does not match Tiberian texts of Jer 27:12
which is: צדקיהואל , but does match the text of P at Jer 27:12 where the king’s name is
.צדקיהו Similarly, in B (Exod 27:10), a Mm note on העמדים refers to Jer 27:19 by citing
the phrase: הים-ועלהעמדים-על and this is also the text of Jer 27:19 in P. However in
Tiberian manuscripts, the text is: הים-ועלהעמדים-אל . Dotan adds that this difference is
recorded by Ginsburg (1, ח § 627). See Dotan, “Babylonian Residues,” 37. A similar
example may be found in N, in the CM at Jer 51:51 (the note includes as an entry על
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present two examples from CM notes in N which refer to unique words, but

use seemingly inaccurate spelling or vowels. These apparent errors actually

reflect Babylonian spelling and vocalization traditions.

A CM note listing unique words ending in ם-ָ appears in N at Jer 9:14

and is repeated in N’s Mm at the end of the book of Ezekiel. One item

appears in both occurrences of this list spelled as בודם (Neh 6:8 masculine

singular participle from the root ,בדא with a third person plural object suffix

“you invent them”), although it is בודאם in L and OwO §34. However, the

spelling בודם (without an (א is found in a Mm note in Lm (Gen 36:22) and a

similar Mm note in P (Isa 33:7) suggesting this is a Babylonian spelling.

In N at Isa 41:9 a CM note lists unique words which begin with .ומ

The unique word ומֵגז (Job 31:20, a noun גז from the root ,גזז “shearing”)

appears in this note as ,ומַגז vocalized with a pataḥ although in the text of L it

has a ṣērê. However, this apparent error seems to reflect a Babylonian

tradition: Yeivin presents evidence from a Babylonian biblical manuscript

that ומגז was vocalized with a pataḥ at Job 31:20.283 This is an unusual case

חזקיה על which is חזקיהו  at 2 Kgs 18:14 in the text of L).

283. Yeivin, Hebrew Language, 782. Also see KBL 1:184 which notes that there is
evidence from Oriental manuscripts indicating ֵּגז was vocalized .ַּגז Furthermore, Yeivin
presents evidence from other Babylonian manuscripts of cases of ֵּגז in Tiberian tradition
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of Tiberian vowels being used in a masorah note to reflect Babylonian

pronunciation of the text.284

 
(h) Section conclusion

This section reviewed a phenomenon described by Breuer, Dotan, Ofer, and

Yeivin: if a masoretic note in a Tiberian manuscript seems to be inaccurate,

it actually may contain residuals of Babylonian tradition. In like manner, I

have presented here a variety of examples of masoretic notes in N which

seem to be wrong when checked against the biblical text of Tiberian

manuscripts. In the cases I presented, evidence was available from Yeivin’s

study of Babylonian biblical texts and masoretic treatises, or Breuer’s

edition of Lm, or Ofer’s study of Babylonian masorah, that confirmed that

these notes in N were not simply wrong, nor should one contrive to find a

way to explain them in terms of Tiberian texts. Rather, they reflect

Babylonian traditions. 

(Deut 18:4; Ps 72:6) which are vocalized with pataḥ in Babylonian tradition.

284. For additional cases in N, see the CM notes at Jer 41:17 (כתר) and Jer 44:30
.(תרע) This topic has also been described by Dotan who found some evidence in B of
Babylonian vocalization of ו conjunctive before a consonant with šǝwâ using a ḥîreq after
the ו conjunctive instead of the Tiberian šureq (“Babylonian Residues,” 39-40).
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7. Eastern Opinions

Another possible indicator of Babylonian influence in a Tiberian manuscript

is the presence, and manner of formulation of notes dealing with variants

and differences of opinions.285 Below is a table of such notes in N in the

book of Minor Prophets. 

Verse, Lemma // Terms פלגי מערב֗א. בבלא מו̇ג בסי֗פ מט֗ע. סבירין

Hos 1:7 ים ְּבסּוִס֖ מו̇ג בסי֗פ

Hos 2:9 י ִּכ֣ כי־ פלג

Hos 2:15 ַעד ַוַּת֤ ַעד פלג ַוָּת֤

Hos 4:8 ַנְפֽׁשֹו מט֗ע ֗ג

Hos 4:15 אּו ְוַאל־ָּתבֹ֣ ואל לבבל֗א

Hos 9:2 ּה בם סבירין מט֗ע ֗ב ָּבֽ

Hos 10:9 א־ַתִּׂשיֵג֧ם ֹֽ ל מו֗ג בסי֗פ

Joel 1:12 מן־בני ֗ק מבני בבל֗א

Joel 2:7  ולא קרן לא לבבל֗א

Joel 2:12 ְוַגם־ ו֤גם פלג

Joel 4:4 ָ֔עַל י סבירין ֗ג ָעָל֔

Nah 2:12 הוא כ֗ת היא בבלא

Hab 1:13  ָרע ברע לבבל֗א 

Hab 2:5 ַהַּמְמָלֽכֹות ֗ק העמים מערב֗א

Hab 2:18 י ח ִּכ֣ ָבַט֞ כי־ב֞טח פל֗ג

Hag 1:11 ֙ם]ָד[ְוַעל־ָהָא האד֙ם֙֙ ו֤על פלג

Hag 2:12  ן׀ ֵה֣ ]ה֯ן [פלג  ל֗ג

285. Ofer (Babylonian Masora, 222-39) discusses in his chapter eleven this topic:
types of notes in Babylonian masorah that deal with disagreements or rejected textual
formulations (and a comparison to similar notes in Tiberian tradition). 
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In addition to these terms found in N’s notes to the Minor Prophets, a couple

of other terms are found in the rest of N including: לדרומאי “for

Southerners,” סימן “mnemonic.”286 I will review these terms, considering

notes that reject alternate versions of the text indirectly indicating disputes

( מוגהספר , and סבירין or ,(דמטעין and also looking at notes that directly point

out differences of opinion about the text ( לדרומאי ,למערבאי ,לבבלא ,פלגי ).

 
(a) Corrected Book

The term מוגהספר “corrected book” indicates that, although the text may be

in doubt, the text as it is should be allowed to stand because the text’s form

has been found in an accurate, authoritative text.287 Although I only surveyed

thoroughly N’s Mp and Mm of the book of the Minor Prophets, I did find

286. At one time, two other terms in N’s masorah were understood to reflect differing
opinions. The terms, בתראי and ,קדמאי were understood to indicate the opinion of “early
ones” versus the opinion of “later ones” (early and later in the sense of time). However, it
is clear from the use of these terms in the masorah of N, that these terms refer to early
and later in the text. That is, when a word or phrase appears twice (often in close
proximity) in the text, a note points out that there is a difference between the earlier and
later verses’ spelling or formulation of the phrase. The clearest example is found in N at
Hos 2:9 (versus Hos 2:8). See other examples in N: Jer 6:23 (versus Jer 50:42); Jer 8:10
(versus Jer 18:21); Jer 9:9 (versus Jer 50:3); Jer 14:12 (versus Jer 33:18); Jer 15:14
(versus Jer 17:4). In addition, the terms קדמאי and בתראי are used in N to point out when
a word is defective the first י or the second י (e.g., see Jer 2:15 ,[כפרים] or Jer 15:21). For
Lehman’s misunderstanding of these terms, see “Oldest Preserved Codex,” 176-77.

287. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §132 and Page H. Kelley et al., The Masorah of Biblia
Hebraica Stuttgartensia: Introduction and Annotated Glossary (Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Eerdmans, 1998), 133.
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two uses of מו̇גסי֗פ . In addition, two more uses of מו̇גסי֗פ were discussed by

Lehman (Isa 36:15; 37:10), and I came across one more (Jer 32:5).288 In all

five of these cases in N, the Mp note seeks to preserve the text from a feared

change to the text, but does not explicitly state what error is to be avoided.

These cases in N are as follows:

Isa 36:15 תנתןלא : The text of N originally read תנתןולא , but the ו was

erased.289 A Mp note says מוגה̇יבס֗פ . Since the phrase תנתןלא occurs in a

parallel passage (2 Kgs 18:30) with a prefixed ,ו it seems that the note

seeks to prevent the addition of a ו here. Also, since the text of P at Isa

36:15 says ולא, the use of a prefixed ו is apparently a Babylonian tradition.

Isa 37:10 תנתןלא : In another passage, N again reads תנתןלא and a note

confirms מוגה̇יבספרי .290 As above, the note seeks to prevent the addition

of a prefixed  ו which might be added by mistake.

Jer 32:5 תצליחולא : There are three occurrences of this phrase in the Bible

(see 2 Chr 13:12; 24:20) and only one of them has a prefixed ו conjunctive

(2 Chr 24:20), so the note may intend to prevent the addition of a  291.ו 

288. Lehman, “Oldest Preserved Codex,” 177-78. 

289. Cf. HUBP Isa 36:15 apparatus indicates ולא´נ (translation: the first hand in N,
before it was corrected, said .(ולא It seems clear that the form without a prefixed ו is the
form in the corrected books. See also Ginsburg 1, ח § 515.

290. Lehman misunderstood this note thinking that it read לומוגהיבספרי and the word
לא should be read .לו He misunderstood because the next note in the Mp says ל֗ג
“lĕgarmēh” (regarding Isa 37:11), the ל֗ג looks a little like ,לו and there is very little space
between the two notes (“Oldest Preserved Codex,” 178). 

291. Also, in N, I later found another note saying מו̇גבסי֗פ at Jer 13:7 regarding a
similar phrase, יצלח לא , perhaps also indicating there is no conjunctive ו.
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Hos 1:7 ים :ְּבסּוִס֖ The form בסוסים appears six times in the Bible, but this is

the only time it is with ְּב instead of .ַּב The note saying מו̇גבסי֗פ appears to

discourage a change in vocalization to the more common form.292

Hos 10:9 א־ַתִּׂשיֵג֧ם ֹֽ ל The note saying מו̇גבסי֗פ here may seek to prevent an

alternative formulation such as the one found at Hos 2:9 אתם תשיג ולא . 

Since these Mp notes all say מו̇גבסי֗פ , but do not specify the variants

that have been found in other books, it is hard to know what issue is at

stake. However, four of these five cases of מו̇גבסי֗פ seem to deal with

preventing the addition of a ו conjunctive. Similarly, Ofer found that

many of the times מו̇גבסי֗פ appears in Babylonian masorah, its

purpose seems to be to prevent the addition of a ו conjunctive.293

However, according to Ofer, the term מו̇גבסי֗פ does not frequently

appear in the masorah of early Tiberian manuscripts.294 In contrast, he

found fourteen examples in Babylonian masoretic notes, and therefore

he concludes that its use seems to be primarily Babylonian. It would

292. See Mandl, 793. P also reads ים מו̇ג בסי֗פ and has a Mp note saying ְּבסּוִס֖ .

293. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 228-29.

294. For a summary of the use of this term in Tiberian manuscripts versus Babylonian
manuscripts, see Ofer (ibid., 239). For example, C does not have notes saying note saying

מו̇גבסי֗פ at any of the verses noted in the above examples, but at two of the verses (Jer
13:7; 32:5), C has notes saying יפ “good.” For an example of a note saying מו̇גבסי֗פ in L,
see Eccl 9:15. Also see Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §132.
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seem, therefore, that the presence of מו̇גבסי֗פ notes in N reflects a

Babylonian influence on N’s masorah.

(b) Err or Wrongly Suggest

The term מטעין means “they err,” and it is used to point out almost identical

expressions which might be subject to interchange, or places where a

different wording seems more apt, but would be wrong. In contrast, the term

סבירין means “it is wrongly suggested.”295 Since there are only three times

these two terms appear in N’s Mp to the book of Minor Prophets, I lacked

enough information on which to draw conclusions about their use in N.

Therefore, I skimmed the book of Jeremiah for other cases, finding two more

examples of סבירין (Jer 46:22; 48:45). Here are the three from Minor

Prophets plus these two:

Jer 46:22 קולםסבי֗ר :קוָלּה Although the text reads קולה (with a feminine

singular suffix referring to Egypt), some might suppose that the word

should be changed to קולם (with a masculine plural suffix referring to

Egypt’s invaders).

Jer 48:45  יצא: יצאהסבי֗ר֗ג The subject of יצא is אש which can be

masculine or feminine, and there seems to be differences of opinion about

295. Ibid. §132.
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whether this verb should be masculine or feminine. The note also says that

there are three cases in which someone might suppose that יצא should be

changed to יצאה (the other two are Gen 19:23 and Dan 8:9).296 

Hos 4:8  ַנְפֽׁשֹו: מט֗ע֗ג In three cases of ַנְפׁשֹו some people err (the other two

verses are Ps 109:31 and Job 31:30). It may be inferred from the three

cases that the context suggests a different suffix on ,נפש instead of the

text’s singular suffix, but the note warns against such change. 

Hos 9:2  ּה :ָּבֽ בםסביריןמט֗ע֗ב This note warns that there are two locations

in which one might err, and specifies that the error is in writing the plural

297.ָּבּה instead of the singular בם

Joel 4:4 י :ָעַל֔ יסבירין֗ג ָעָל֔ The note warns that, concerning three

occurrences of the word י ,ָעַל֔ one may think that a qāmeṣ is more fitting,

but it is the wrong vowel (the other two are: Ps 31:14; Dan 10:16).298

These examples indicate that when מטעין is used in N, the note warns against

making a change, but does not specify in what way people err (e.g. Hos 4:8).

However, in all the cases which use the term ,סבירין the notes do specify the

textual change people may wrongly suggest. 

Ofer discusses the presence of these types of notes in Babylonian

manuscripts. In Babylonian masorah different terms are used: instead of

296. Cf. Weil §127.

297.  According to C at Hos 9:2, there is a second at 2 Kgs 3:24. Cf. Weil §1404.

298. Yeivin (Hebrew Language, 1143) transcribed a note from a Babylonian masoretic
manuscript which identifies the three cases, and also indicates that the two alternatives
י) ָעַל֔ or י (ָעָל֔ reflect the differing opinions of two Babylonian academies. Also see Breuer’s
discussion of the topic in his commentary to a similar note in Lm (Num 14:27).  
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,מטעין Babylonian masorah uses מי֗ש or בהמשתבשין ; and instead of ,סבירין

Babylonian masorah uses the term 299.דחזי He found that concerning these

notes that dismiss other formulations of the text, Tiberian masorah is similar

to that of Babylonian masorah: the term משתבשין never stipulates the

potential error, and may appear, with or without, giving a general count of

the phenomenon; but the term דחזי appears with a fixed form in which the

note gives a count of the number of times the specific word or phrase

appears and what alternative form may be wrongly suggested.300

Accordingly, N’s use of these notes parallels their usage in Babylonian

masorah and in other Tiberian manuscripts.301

There is one more type of מטעין or סבירין note in N. These notes

combine the term  מטעין with the term סימן (“mnemonic”). For example:

A Mp note at Jer 2:7 says סימן, but gives no additional information.

The Mm there adds: ה[טוב ואת פריה את עזרא  וטובה פריה ירמייה דמטעי סימן[

Translation: A mnemonic that they err: Jeremiah is וטובהפריה (Jer 2:7),

Ezra is טובה ואת פריה את  (Neh 9:36).

299. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 222-23.

300. Ibid., 231, and 238-39.

301. Ofer (ibid., 238-39) concludes that the use of these notes in Tiberian manuscripts
in general is similar to their usage in Babylonian masorah. 
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This note warns against interchanging similar language found in two verses:

Jer 2:7 has the phrase וטובהפריהלאכל without the particle ,את whereas Neh

9:36 has the same phrase with the particle. Ofer discusses the extensive use

of סימן notes in Babylonian masoretic works.302 One of the notes he presents

also combines סימן with דמי֗ש, the Babylonian parallel to 303:מטעין 

Exod 25:39 ַיֲעֶׂשה: סימן כף . פרכת . ככר .דמי֗ש ֗ב

Translation: ַיֲעֶׂשה two cases in which they err (and their references are):

Exod 25:39; Exod 26:31.  כף is the mnemonic.

This note using דמי֗ש does not identify the variant to be avoided, but it is

clear from other sources that the potential error is thinking the form should

be תעשה instead of 304.יעשה In addition, the note ends with a mnemonic כף

composed of the first letter of each verse’s reference word ( רכתפ-כרכ ). The

main difference between this error-סימן note and the one discussed above

from N at Jer 2:7, is that the Babylonian note has a mnemonic/סימן at the

end, but the note in N does not. Ofer emphasizes that mnemonics are found

frequently in Babylonian masorah, and generally they are very simple

302. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 116-123. 

303. Ibid., 118 and 120. This note also appears in Lm (Exod 25:39).

304. Cf. Ginsburg 2, ע § 836.
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mnemonics composed of the first letter of words.305 In fact, none of the notes

I found so far in N that combine סימן with מטעין contain such a mnemonic.306

However, there is a great deal of variety in N’s notes that use the term

,סימן and many use the term סימן without .מטעין For example, some notes use

סימן combined with קדמא and 307,בתרא other notes use the term סימן in the

Mp with no other information but a Mm note provides the details,308 whereas

a couple of notes use סימן in the Mp and the only additional information they

provide is a mnemonic. Here are two cases:

Jer 10:2 ֵמֵהָּמה: סימן מלך כהמה להמה מהמה

Explanation: The word המה appears three times with a prefix in the book

of Jeremiah, and the three are מהמה (Jer 10:2), להמה (Jer 14:16), כהמה

(Jer 36:32). The first letter of each word spells out ,מלך and serves as a

mnemonic for the order in which the three appear in the book of Jeremiah.

Jer 15:2  לשבי . . . לרעב . . . לחרב . . . למות אשר : סימן מחרש

Explanation: Jer 15:2 lists a series of terrible fates which appear in a

different order in Jer 43:11. In order to prevent these items from being

written in the wrong order, a mnemonic is composed of the first significant

letter of each word in the proper order, spelling מחרש.

305. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 116.

306. See similar Mp and Mm notes in N at Jer 2:24; 14:14; 50:3; 50:44.

307. For example, see notes in N at Jer 9:9; 15:14.

308. See Jer 17:4; 50:44.
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All these סימן notes, whether or not they mention a mnemonic, are intended

to prevent mistakes when parallel phrases might make interchanges likely. I

have not attempted to compile a complete list of all the different styles of

Mp and Mm notes in N that are used to impede changes to the text. Such a

future project could be worthwhile given the many different styles of such

notes in N.309

(c) Difference of Opinion

The term פולגין means to have a difference of opinion, and with this term,

masorah notes directly indicate a disagreement, often without specifying

exactly who disagrees, but usually identifying the nature of the

disagreement.310 The term appears six times in N’s Mp for the book of Minor

Prophets, and five of those times it refers to a disagreement about the choice

of a conjunctive accent (see the table, page 172).311 Only at Hos 2:15 does

the note refer to a disagreement about vocalization rather than accentuation:

309. For other styles, see: the Mp note at Jer 23:19 which says סימן but provides no
other information and no Mm note; see the Mm note at Jer 2:24 which says סימן followed
by a brief statement of a masoretic rule. Also see the list of such notes compiled by Ofer
(Babylonian Masora, 116-121) from Babylonian masoretic manuscripts and Lm.

310. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §132.

311. Four of the five disagreements about conjunctive accents involve the choice of a
maqqēp versus mûnaḥ or mĕhûppāk. Only one disagreement over accents, Hag 2:12, does
not involve the use of maqqēp. Here the two accents under dispute are tĕlîšā’ qĕṭannâ
versus mûnaḥ lĕgarmēh (ibid., §279).
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the text reads ַעד ַוַּת֤ but the Mp note presents a disagreement in which ַעד ַוָּת֤ is

the alternate reading.312

Notes using the term פולגין make an explicit statement that a difference

of opinion exists. Ofer points out that some Tiberian manuscripts (e.g., A)

do not present masorah notes which make explicit statements about

differences of opinion.313 However, other manuscripts (e.g., L) do explicitly

mention disputes in their masoretic notes often with the term 314.פלג The next

type of notes to be discussed are more explicit about the dispute; they name

the disputants.

(d) Westerners, Babylonians, Southerners

In the masorah of N, there is a brief mention of “southerners.”315 In the Mp

of Jer 31:29 a note comments on בסר: ֶׂשרלדרמיאי בֹֹ֑ , meaning: in southern

312. This form with qāmeṣ, appears twice in the Bible (Neh 9:29; 9:30); both times it is
vocalized as a hip‘il from the root ,עוד “to warn, to testify.” In contrast, at Hos 2:15 the
form with pataḥ is vocalized as a qal from the root עדה “to adorn.”

313. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 237.

314. For example, in L see Ezra 4:8, and an explanation in Kelley et al., Masorah of
BHS, 168.

315. The Lutzki catalogue has a note saying the term למדינחאי “Easterners” appears in
N’s notes, however this note does not provide any indication of where the term appears in
N (although folios are cited regarding other masoretic terms). I have not found an
example yet of למדינחאי in N.
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tradition the lemma is written with ׂש rather than .ס In the next verse (Jer

31:30) הבסר appears in the text of N and the Mp again comments: י ְלָדרָֹמֵאֵ

ֶֹׂשר .ַהבֹ֖ However, when N’s masorah notes name specific disputants

regarding a particular difference of opinion, typically the disputants are

Westerners (למערב֗א) versus Babylonians .(לבבל֗א) A list of such notes in N

in Minor Prophets is in the table above, page 172. 

The cases from that table will be reviewed individually, categorized

based on the relationship between the text of N and the note. For example, in

the following note, the written text of N agrees with Tiberian tradition, but

the Mp note indicates Babylonian-Eastern texts are written differently:

1. Hab 1:13 :ָרע  ברע לבבל֗א  

Translation: Babylonian (tradition) has ברע instead of רע. 

Confirming this note’s transmission of Babylonian tradition, P’s text is

written 316.ברע In the next two cases, the written text of N agrees with

Tiberian texts, but Mp notes say that Babylonian tradition has a different

316. For rabbinic midrashim and Dead Sea Scroll texts which quote this verse from
Hab 1:13 as ,ברע see Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible (2d ed.; Minn.:
Fortress Press, 1992), 35.
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qĕrê (form to read):

2.  Joel 1:12 :מן־בני  ֗ק מבני בבל֗א 

3.  Joel 2:7    ולא: קרן לא לבבל֗א

See P at Joel 1:12 which contains a Mp note instructing one to read ,מבני

instead of P’s written form ,מן־בני but in contrast see P at Joel 2:7 which is

both written and read לא (without ו conjunctive).317 The next case from the

table is slightly different than the first three cases: here, the Mp note says

Babylonians write the text with ו conjunctive, but so do Tiberian texts (e.g.,

A, L, C) also write the text with  ו conjunctive.

4. Hos 4:15 אּו ְוַאל־ָּתבֹ֣ ואל לבבל֗א

 

In P, the ו conjunctive was added above the text.318 Interestingly, in N it also

seems as if this ו was added as it seems too close to the preceding word. 

In the next case, N’s text presents the same reading as other Tiberian

texts, a Mp note reports on a Babylonian tradition, and a Mm note presents

317. Cf. Ginsburg 1, 629§ ח for Joel 1:12, but Joel 2:7 is not in Ginsburg’s list.

318. Moreover, a Mp note in P confirms that this lemma takes a ו conjunctive.
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the occurrences based on Babylonian tradition.319  Here, is the Mp note in N:

5. Nah 2:12 :הוא כ֗ת היא בבל֗א

    Translation: (In) Babylonian (tradition) היא is written (but הּוא is read).

This Mp note indicates that according to Babylonian tradition, the lemma

was written in the biblical text with .י However, the text of N contains הוא in

accordance with Tiberian tradition.320 Now I consider the Mm note for this

lemma to see more indications of this note’s Babylonian origins. 

 .מידך. ומראה. חלקך. עון. עמל. ומרעה וסימנהון בקריה ֗ו היא דכ֗ת הוא 

Translation: הוא is written היא six times in the Bible, and their references

are: Nah 2:12; Ps 73:16; Job 31:11; Eccl 9:9; Dan 8:26; 1 Chr 29:16.

When the six cases listed in N are checked against Tiberian biblical texts,

one does not find this kĕtîb-qĕrê at all six verses. Moreover, one finds a

different list of only five cases of this phenomenon in other Tiberian

sources.321 Furthermore, Minhat Shai comments on Eccl 9:9 which is in N’s

319. See page 136, for a discussion of this Mm note’s listing of items according to the
Babylonian order of the books.

320. Interestingly, P has a similar combination of text and masorah note as N: P’s text
is written הוא, but in contradiction, a Mp note adds: ֗ק ּו ֗כ י  .(”read ּו ,written י“)

321. For example, in L (Weil §3702) there is a Mm note listing five cases of היא
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list, but is not in other Tiberian lists. He says that for Westerners הוא is

written, but for Easterners, Eccl 9:9 is written .היא Minhat Shai’s comment

confirms that N’s note reflects Babylonian tradition. Since the contents of

the Mm note do not reflect Tiberian biblical tradition, and since the

accompanying Mp note explicitly identifies this alternate tradition as

Babylonian, and since the ordering of the Mm items reflects Babylonian

book ordering (placing Chronicles at the end of the Bible), this note clearly

has Babylonian origins.

One last example from the above table is entirely different from the

preceding cases: this example has a major textual difference between N and

Tiberian texts, along with a Mp note that highlights N’s variant and the

different Western tradition.

6.  Hab 2:5  ַהַּמְמָלֽכֹות: ֗ק העמים מערב֗א . 

    Translation: Westerners read העמים.

Interestingly, in addition to the Western manuscripts (e.g. A, L, C) which

have העמים written here, the text of P also reads 322.העמים

appearing as the written form but read as 1:הוא Kgs 17:15; Ps 73:16; Job 31:11; Eccl 5:8;
1 Chr 29:16.  Cf. Ginsburg 1,  ה §83 and 1:596, ח §629.

322. There is no indication in Ginsburg’s list (1, ח § 629) of this East-West variation.
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These examples from the books of the Minor Prophets indicate that N

contains a variety of notes that deal with differences of opinion and that

identify specific disputants. Ofer compares the presence of this type of note

in Babylonian manuscripts to its presence in Tiberian manuscripts.323 First he

asserts that the situation in Tiberian manuscripts is not uniform. Some

manuscripts (e.g., A) consistently refrain from mentioning differences of

opinion (the scribes of these manuscripts seem to have taken the position

that they would decide for themselves how to handle each dispute and would

not mention the differing opinions). However, other manuscripts (e.g., L, C,

S1) have all types of dispute notes: those mentioning specific differences and

disputants and those using פולגין or מטעין without mentioning specific

differences and disputants.324

 

323. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 237-39.

324. Interestingly, Ofer (Babylonian Masora, 238) reports that L has no notes in Torah
or Prophets that mention disputes; but about twenty such notes appear in Writings. 
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8. Babylonian terminology

Before considering examples in N of Babylonian masoretic terms, one must

ask: how does one determine if a masoretic term is Babylonian rather than

Tiberian? Ofer assembled a list of all masoretic terms used in the

Babylonian manuscripts he studied. However, some of the terms are also

commonly found in Tiberian masorah (e.g., לישנא,כותהון,חסיר ).325 How can

one argue that the appearance in Tiberian manuscripts of masoretic terms

from Ofer’s list are reflective of Babylonian influences on Tiberian

masorah? The following criteria may help to determine which terms to

consider:326

1. A term may be connected to Babylonian masoretic traditions if Tiberian

scribes regularly use a parallel, Tiberian term instead.327 

2. A term may be connected to Babylonian masoretic traditions if it

reflects typically Babylonian masoretic methods rather than Tiberian

masoretic methods.328 

325. See Ofer’s compilation of Babylonian masoretic terms in Babylonian Masora,
chapter 4. 

326. I have distilled these criteria from Dotan’s presentation of Babylonian
terminology found in B (“Babylonian Residues,” 35-37). 

327. For example, חזי instead of the Tiberian סבירין, or שלם instead of the Tiberian מלא.

328. For example, Tiberian masorah usually organizes information based on the
principle that minority cases need to be highlighted in order to be protected from
assimilation to the majority form. However, this principle is not followed in Babylonian
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In the following review of terms, these considerations will be pointed out.

A common Babylonian masoretic term ,דקרן abbreviated as ,ד̇ק̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇ is

used to indicate that a word is unique in the Bible; it is parallel to the

Tiberian 329.֗ל It appears in N in the following CM notes, once abbreviated

and once written fully:

Ezek 3:23            .ד̇ק אילין ̇ל וההוד ̇ל ככבוד

Translation: ככבוד (Ezek 3:23) is unique; וההוד (1 Chr 29:11) is unique; 

these are unique.

Jer 20:10.         דקרן אילין . ישאונו. ̇ל̇כ .יסלקונו. ̇ל .יחננו. ̇ל .ונגידנו

Translation: ונגידנו (Jer 20:10) is unique; יחננו (?) is unique; יסלקונו (Exod

8:22) is unique; ישאונו (Isa 64:5) is unique; these are unique.

In N, when CM notes end with a summary statement, they typically end with

a Tiberian masoretic statement saying כותהוןליתאילין (translation: these

masorah which often points out words in which all cases are uniform. Terms used in
Babylonian manuscripts to point out homogeneous (כול) treatment could be considered
Babylonian terms even when occasionally found in a Tiberian manuscript  (ibid., 36).

329. Literally, דקרן means “that they read,” and Ofer (Babylonian Masora, 47-49)
found that it was used in the formula: בעלמאדקרן #, “a particular form, # times they read
thus in the Bible.” However, often the last word בעלמא “in the Bible” would be dropped
as the scope would be understood to be the whole Bible if not stipulated differently. In
addition, if there were only one occurrence of a particular word, the number ,א “one”
would also be dropped, and the reader understood that דקרן standing alone would mean
“they read only here in the Bible.”  
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have none like them”).330 It is striking that instead of this standard Tiberian

summary statement, ד̇ק̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇̇ a term commonly used in Babylonian masorah

appears instead. Moreover, almost all the CM notes in N appear in the upper

margin of the manuscript, but these two notes appear in the lower margin

intermingled with enumerative masorah notes. It should also be noted that

Yeivin and Ofer present only a couple of examples of ד̇ק̇̇/דקרן from various

Tiberian manuscripts, while Dotan presented none from B.331

Another masoretic term found in Babylonian masorah is עלמא or

בעלמא (abbreviated as .(ב֗ע The term refers to the scope of a note, and means

“in the whole Bible.” Yeivin brought no examples of the appearance of this

term in other Tiberian manuscripts that he studied.332 Similarly, Ofer

presents none from his examination of S1, and Dotan offers none from B.333

Ofer reviewed the uses of this term in Babylonian masorah and concluded

330. For examples of this very common Tiberian masoretic phrase in the CM notes of
N, see: Isa 33:15; 37:30; 38:10; 38:12; Jer 16:3; 18:6; 19:14; 20:7; 21:14; 22:17; 25:9;
25:16; 28:13; 29:22; 35:2; 36:20; 36:23; 38:12; 40:12; 41:17; 42:9; 43:9; 48:36; 50:26;
51:3; Ezek 1:7; 3:18; 5:16; 44:8.

331. For their examples, see S at Exod 31:18 and L at Job 5:17 (this CM note also
appears in Lm at Gen 21:25). Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 265 and Dotan, “Babylonian
Residues,” 35-37.

332. Yeivin, Aleppo Codex, 74-75.

333. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 265 and Dotan, “Babylonian Residues,” 35-37.
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that the most common way in which ב֗ע is used is in notes that describe the

written form of a word (e.g. ב֗עח֗ס֗ב , “twice defective in the Bible,” or ח֗ס

ב֗ע “unique written defective”). He also says there is a Tiberian term that

serves a parallel purpose בקרי (abbreviated 334.(ב֗ק One example of a note

containing the term בעלמא appears in the Mm of N at Hos 9:10.

. הם איה . קצף . כענבים וסימנהון בעלמא של֗מ ֗ג אבותיכם    

Translation: אבותיכם Three occurrences are של֗מ “plene” in the Bible, and

their references are: Hos 9:10; Zech 1:2; 1:5.335

As an aside, notice that this note uses ,של֗מ another term found in

Babylonian masorah for which there is a parallel Tiberian term, 336.מ֗ל The

above example from N contains the most typical use of בעלמא in Babylonian

masorah: in a note concerned with the written form of a word (i.e., with של֗מ

334. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 51.

335. It should also be mentioned that this note does not correctly describe the text of N:
the lemma is spelled defective at Zech 1:5, and there are additional cases in N which are
written plene (e.g., Jer 3:18; 7:22; 7:25). The note probably was supposed to refer just to
the book of the Minor Prophets, not the whole Bible.

336. The use of של֗מ in this Mm note is striking particularly because a Mp note on this
same lemma says that it is plene using the Tiberian term .מלא For another case of של֗מ or
שלמא in N, see the Mm note at Jer 14:14 on .ואלול Also see Dotan’s discussion of the use
of the term של֗מ in B (“Babylonian Residues,” 35-6). Just a few of the examples noted by
Yeivin and Ofer (Babylonian Masora, 265) include: in A (Josh 24:19; Ezek 19:2-3; Job
9:18; 27:23), in L (Jer 7:11), in B (Lev 13:38-39), in C (Judg 20:16), and in S (Lev
18:30). 
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or .(ח֗ס However, the next example of a note using בעלמא is hard to

understand. 

   Mm note at Jer 16:6.    עלמא כל ודומייה כו֗ת ֗ל: יקֵרַח

Translation: 337יקרח is unique, and those similar to it,338 עלמא כל .

Although this note remains a mystery to me, it is clear that עלמא is a

Babylonian masoretic term rarely found in Tiberian manuscripts, and it has a

Tiberian parallel term. In N עלמא appears at least twice, an indication of

Babylonian influence. 

I consider next the appearance in N of the Babylonian masoretic term

כו֗ל which is used to point out that a word is always written in the same

manner. This type of note is not typical of Tiberian masoretic methods

which generally focus on unusual written forms, rather than on items that are

consistently treated in a uniform way. Here are two examples from N’s Mp

of Minor Prophets in which כ֗ל is used to point out that a word is always

337. According to Yeivin (Hebrew Language, 510), this word is vocalized ח יָקַרַ in one
Babylonian manuscript but it is unclear how this clarifies this note. He also emphasizes
that this is the only case of a nip‘al with a final guttural letter vocalized with ṣērê in a
non-pausal position. 

338. The term ודומייה is like the Tiberian term, ,חבריו referring to parallel language in
another verse. The language of Jer 16:6 has parallels in Jer 8:2; 16:4; 25:33 but the root
 .does not appear in any of these other verses קרח
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written in the same way:

Hos 2:6 :ְזנּוִנים מ֗ל כל  

The five cases of ְזנּוִנים, are written plene (Hos 1:2 bis; 2:6; 4:12; 5:4).

Hos 7:14 ם :ִמְׁשְּכבֹוָת֑ מ֗ל כל

The four cases of ִמְׁשְּכבֹוָתם, are plene (Isa 57:2; Hos 7:14; Mic 2:1; 

Ps 149:5).

These notes indicate a word is always spelled the same way, and since this is

not typical of Tiberian masoretic notes, it may be another indication of

Babylonian influence on the masorah of N.339

There is one last masoretic term to consider. The term, appearing

frequently in N, is בקריה (or one of its abbreviated forms בק֗ר or (ב֗ק which is

a Tiberian term meaning “in the Bible,” parallel to the Babylonian term

340.בעלמא According to Ofer בקריה is rarely used in Tiberian manuscripts,

and in most places that it appears, it could be omitted without changing the

meaning (i.e., it would still be understood that the scope of the note is the

339. Yeivin (Aleppo Codex, 74) mentions one example of כל in A (Mp at 1 Chr 17:12
on .(וכננתי Dotan (“Babylonian Residues,” 36) indicates that B has an abundance of such
notes in B’s masorah (see e.g., Exod 6:24; 25:27, Lev 1:10; 13:30 14:10; 27:5).

340. For examples in V, see Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, §132, and S. Frensdorff, The
Massorah Magna: Part One: Massoretic Dictionary or The Massorah in Alphabetical
Order (Hannover: 1876; repr., N.Y.: Ktav, 1968), glossary of terms, p. 15.
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whole Bible).341 However, בקריה appears frequently in the masorah of N.

Here is a summary of Mp notes in N in the books of the Minor Prophets with

the term בקריה:

Hosea 6:1; 7:3; 7:10; 8:5; 9:5; 10:9; 10:12;

Joel 1:20; 2:26; 3:1

Micah ---

Nahum ---

Habbakuk 1:3; 1:13; 1:16; 2:2

Haggai 2:7; 2:21

Zechariah 1:3; 1:12

In most of these Mp notes in Minor Prophets, the term ב֗ק appears with the

number of occurrences of the specific lemma (e.g. at Hos 8:5 a Mp note on

יּוכלו says ב֗ק֗י֗א “eleven times in the Bible”). In addition, ב֗ק appears

occasionally in these notes with ֗ל to say that a word is unique.342 Oddly, it

does not appear with the terms defective ח֗ס or plene ,מ֗ל which is mainly

how the Babylonian בעלמא is used.343 

341. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 51.

342. For examples, see Joel 3:1; Hab 2:2.

343. Many of the notes which use ב֗ק count items together whether plene or defective;
their concern is vocalization (e.g., Hos 8:5) For a discussion of the term ,ב֗ק see Ofer,
Babylonian Masora, 51-52. 
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Furthermore, here is a summary of N’s Mm notes in Minor Prophets

with an indication of which ones contain ב֗ק and which do not: 

Prophet Mm note with ב֗ק Mm notes344  without ב֗ק

Hosea 1:1; 1:2; 2:14; 3:5; 3:5; 4:14; 5:11; 7:16;
8:10; 10:2; 10:6; 10:13; 11:1; 12:2; 12:2;
14:6; 14:8

2:12; 4:7; 4:8; 7:16; 9:7;
12:5; 13:8; 13:12

Joel 1:6; 1:18; 1:20; 2:6; 2:7; 2:8; 3:5 1:20
Micah 5:12; 6:14; 6:14; 7:1; 7:15 none
Nahum 1:3; 1:4; 1:10; 2:10; 2:12; 2:14; 3:3 none
Habakkuk 1:13; 1:15; 1:16; 2:5; 2:5 1:3; 2:11
Haggai 2:22 1:12
Zech 1:6 1:6

Although the use of ב֗ק in the Mp and Mm of Tiberian manuscripts may be

rare, nonetheless ב֗ק appears with striking frequency in N’s Mp and Mm

notes to Minor Prophets. Further investigation may be needed to isolate its

uses in N.

I turn to the question of the significance of Babylonian masoretic

terms in a manuscript. Yeivin argues that the presence of a few Babylonian

344. Since CM notes do not contain headings they would not contain ,ב֗ק so they have
been omitted from this table. In addition, I omit those notes which specify that they only
apply to a particular book (Mm of Hos 2:23; 11:9; Hag 2:7; 2:23). I also omitted a note
containing the Babylonian equivalent בעלמא (Hos 9:10). Finally, the Mm of Hag 1:14 has
a gap making it unclear whether the note originally contained the term. 
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masoretic terms in the masorah of A does not mean that the scribe of A

copied the notes directly from a Babylonian masoretic treatise.345 Rather

Yeivin believes it is just an indication that the scribe knew Babylonian

masoretic terms and sometimes used them interchangeably with Tiberian

terms. Ofer questions this conclusion wondering, if a scribe is not working

with masoretic material of Babylonian origin, what would cause him to use a

Babylonian term occasionally?346 

To summarize, I have presented a variety of Babylonian masoretic

terms in the masorah of N extending from שלמ which appears commonly in

Tiberian manuscripts to דקרן which rarely appears in Tiberian manuscripts. I

also considered two examples from the masorah of N of עלמא (rare in

Tiberian manuscripts), and an abundance of the rare Tiberian term בקריה

which parallels the Babylonian בעלמא and is unusual in Tiberian

manuscripts since it is superfluous. 

345. Yeivin, Aleppo Codex, 74.

346. Ofer, Babylonian Masora, 265-66.
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9. Conclusion

In this chapter, I presented indications of Babylonian masoretic influence in

the masoretic notes of N including: presence of Babylonian vowel signs;

references to the weekly Torah readings; list items ordered based on the

Babylonian systems of ordering the biblical books; use of a Babylonian

system of counting; notes which reflect Babylonian textual data rather than

Tiberian; references to Eastern-Western differences of opinion; and

Babylonian masoretic terminology. A comparison with other early Tiberian

manuscripts indicates that they all contain some traces of Babylonian

influence in their masorah. In some categories (Babylonian vowel signs), N

has fewer examples than does A. However, in the other categories N seems

to be as important for the study of the influences of Babylonian masorah as

other important Tiberian manuscripts, (e.g., B).
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5. Rhyming Masoretic Notes

1. Definition

A rhyming masoretic note is a special type of CM note. As I discussed

earlier, CM notes list biblical words which are unique, and which all share a

common feature. In the case of rhyming masoretic notes, the list is

composed of unique biblical words which all end in the same syllable. To be

considered a rhyming note, it is not enough that the list’s words all end in

the same consonant or same vowel.347 Rather, to be a rhyming note, the

words must all share the same ending syllable(s) having at least two units of

pronunciation in common, such as:348

1. Consonant-vowel (Cv)

2. vC

3. CvC

4. vCv

5. or even longer rhyming patterns: CvCv or vCvC.

347. For example, in the Mm note of N at Jer 28:8 all words end with ,ּו or in OwO P
§75 all words end with ן, but these would not be considered rhyming notes.

348. Dotan (Awakening, 50) points out that he includes Cv rhymes in his collection of
all rhyming notes even though Saadia considers these unfit as rhymes.
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Sometimes a rhyming note’s words not only share the same final

syllable, but they also share a common grammatical feature. For example, a

rhyming note in N at Ezek 5:1 lists words all ending with ם :ָּתָ

Ezek 5:1 ְוִחַּלְקָּתם

Jer 43:9 ּוְטַמְנָּתם

Gen 44:4  ְוִהַּׂשְגָּתם

Deut 17:5 ּוְסַקְלָּתם

Deut 6:8 ּוְקַׁשְרָּתם

Jer 27:3 ְוִׁשַּלְחָּתם

Jer 43:9 ּוְטַמְנָּתם

Jer 12:2 ְנַטְעָּתם

The ending which links the items in this note represents, in each case, the

same grammatical form: each is a third person masculine plural object suffix

attached to a second person masculine singular perfect verb form.349 In

another example, a rhyming note at Ezek 46:18 lists words all ending with

,ָתם a third person plural suffix. Each list item ends with this same

349. Other examples of rhyming notes in N in which the common final syllable
represents a shared grammatical feature include: Isa 34:15 list items are feminine plural
nouns; Jer 20:17 list items are all feminine singular constructs; Jer 23:1 list items are all
masculine plural participles; Isa 27:3 (or Jer 21:14) all list items end with the third person
feminine singular pronoun suffix (qāmeṣ and mappîq ;(ה Nah 2:5 all list items are third
person plural imperfects which end with a paragogic ;ּון Isa 66:10 all list items end with
masculine plural (ים).
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grammatical suffix, however not all the words of this list share the exact

same grammatical form: some items are second person masculine singular

perfect verb forms with a third person masculine plural direct object suffix

,ַוֲעִׂשיָתם) Exod 4:21 “you perform them”), but others are feminine nouns

with a third person masculine plural possessive suffix ,ְׂשָפָתם) Gen 11:7

“their speech”), and some are infinitive constructs with a subjective third

person masculine plural suffix ,ּוְבָקְרָבָתם) Exod 40:32 “and when they

approached”). Furthermore, another rhyming note in N illustrates a case in

which a common final syllable does not represent a shared grammatical

feature. A note at Jer 11:19 lists words ending with ;נּו the final syllable

sometimes represents the first person plural suffix, or sometimes the third

person masculine singular suffix, or occasionally it is not a suffix but a plural

verb form in which the verb’s third root letter is .נ Regarding most of the

rhyming notes in N, the shared final syllable does not derive from a common

grammatical form.350

Most of the rhyming notes in N begin with an anchor from the text of

350. For another example in N, see Isa 23:16 (words ending with (ָחה in which some
list items are feminine perfect verb forms, or feminine participles, while another is a first
plural cohortative verb form. Also see Dotan’s (Awakening, 50) list of rhyming notes in
which he places an asterisk after rhymes which are based on a grammatical form, and
very few of the rhymes in his list have an asterisk.
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the folio where the note appears, and then they list rhyming words in no

apparent order after the anchor. None of the rhyming notes in N present list

items in the order of the biblical books. However, several of the rhyming

notes in N present list items in alphabetical order. It is interesting that all the

rhyming notes in N that are alphabetically ordered also have a grammatical

trait in common.351  

Finally, some of the rhyming notes in N share not only the same last

syllable, but also share other features. For example, in the note from Ezek

5:1 cited above, each item in the list (except the last word) also begins with a

prefixed .ו A very cleverly constructed rhyming note is found in N at Isa

66:10. In this note, every word ends with the same syllable ,-ִים and every

word begins with a prefixed ,ה and the words are listed in alphabetical order

based on the second letter of each word (since the first letter is always ה).352 

351. See the CM note in N at Nah 2:5 for an alphabetical listing of words which all end
in ּון (see also the note at Jer 33:24 for a partial alphabetical acrostic of this same rhyme
pattern). Also the CM note in N at Jer 9:14 (also the last Mm note in Ezekiel) is a partial
alphabetical acrostic of unique words all ending in ם-ָ (some are object suffixes and others
are possessive suffixes). The alphabetical rhyming note at Jer 23:38 is a list of unique
words ending with ֶכם (most are possessive suffixes with nouns, but two are subjects of
infinitives). In addition, see the rhyming acrostic at Isa 66:10 of words with a masculine
plural ending ִים-. 

352. As noted earlier, in alphabetical CM notes, words are typically alphabetized based
only on the first letter of the word (without consideration of subsequent letters). However,
concerning a small group of CM notes in which the theme requires that all words begin
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2. Table of Rhyming notes in N

In the following table, I present a summary of all the rhyming CM notes in

N. They are listed according to the form of their rhyme (Cv, vC, etc.) and

within each form, they are in alphabetical order based on the first letter of

their rhyme.353 I present the rhyming lists in this manner because this is how

Dotan organized rhyming notes in his study of the rhyming notes of early

manuscripts.354 The last column of my table also includes references to

Dotan’s study: if a rhyming list in N was also found by Dotan in another

early manuscript, I repeat his citations of that other manuscript and the list’s

location in that manuscript. I have not noted problems with any of N’s notes

here because a discussion of these issues may be found in the transcription

and commentary.

The following statistics are derived from this table: N has 75 rhyming

lists. Of these 75, 19 repeat a rhyme (though not necessarily the specific

words); stated another way, N has 56 different types of rhyming lists. 

with the same letter, these lists are alphabetized based on second letters.

353. In my table, where the columns for the rhyme form and specific rhyme pattern are
left blank, it indicates that the previous rhyme form, or specific rhyme, repeat from the
previous note.

354. Dotan, Awakening, 50-54.
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Form Rhyme Anchor Cite in N # Location of same rhyme cited by Dotan

1 Cv ָבה להעציבה Jer 44:19 8 C Judg 5:25

2 הּו העירותיהו Isa 45:13 37 BB Exod 15:2

3 ייפהו Jer 10:4 8

4 ָחה נשכחה Isa 23:16 9 L Deut 21:12

5 הבטחה Jer  49:4 9

6 חּו ְוִימרחו Isa 38:21 7 Lm Gen 7:23

7 ָטה פשטה Isa 32:11 6 C Jos 15:55

8 5 ואסרוך Ezek 3:25 8

9 ה ָמָ כהמה Jer 36:32 9 S Num 33:18

10 נוּּ ונכרתנו Jer 11:19 13

11 ונגידנו Jer 20:10 4

12 נוֹ בסרינו Jer 51:3 9

13 ה ָעָָ ואָושעה Jer 17:14 6

14 הבקעה Jer 39:2 8

15 ָצה המרוצה Jer 22:17 8 C 1 Kgs 16:9

16 ָקה המעשקה Isa 23:12 8 B Num 33:12

17 ָרה וחפרה Isa 24:23 9

18 חצרה Jer 36:20 8

19 ִרי ְסרי הָוָ Jer 6:8 10 B and BB Exod 15:6; B Num 26:29

20 ׁשּו והתגעשו Jer 25:16 8

21 ָתה ברבלתה Jer 52:10 18 L and BB Exod 15:16

22 ִּתי והחתתי Jer 49:37 8

23 vC ֹֹוד ככבוד Ezek 3:23 2

24 ָ-ּה ֲעבדהג ֽוַ Jer 27:11 4 B Lev 13:20; Num 5:26; C Ezek 22:24

25 ֶ-ט ַבֶמלט Jer 43:9 6

26 ּון ינאצון Jer 33:24 9 B and Lm Exod 18:26; Lm Exod 21:35; and

27 ישתקשקון Nah 2:5 22       P Ezek 32:6; Joel 2:7

28 ָ-ם מאכילם Jer 9:14 16 L Gen 6:13; Josh 11:13; B Exod 13:17; and

29 אראָלם folio 96b 12      Lm (various); P Isa 33:7; OwO P§34

30 ִִ-ים המתאבלים Isa 66:10 23 Lm Gen 41:47; Exod 28:40; Lev 13:48; and

31 דאגים Jer 42:16 10      B Lev 26:44
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Form Rhyme Anchor Cite in N # Location of same rhyme cited by Dotan

32 CvC אֹות להשאות Isa 37:26 8

33 ִבים מושבים Jer 27:16 8

34 סרבים Ezek 2:6 8

35 ֵהל ינֵהל Isa 40:11 8

36 ִחים והמלחים Jer 38:12 7

37 ִטים מלקטים Jer 7:18 4

38 ם ֶכֶ ֲאָמרֶכם Jer 23:38 10 S Num 32:6; B Deut 1:33

39 כָשפיכם Jer 27:9 8

40 תחנתכם Jer 42:9 8

41 ָכן המסכן Isa 40:20 4

42 ל ָלָ קלל Ezek 1:7 7

43 לֹֹות עלות בֶהֶ Jer 37:11 8 C Judg 5:6

44 ִמים ַמְחְלמים Jer 29:8 6 C Judg 5:21

45 ת ַמַ אמת Jer 51:13 9

46 ָעם זרָעם Isa 33:2 4

47 מודיעם Jer 16:21 7

48 ֵער נוֵער Isa 33:15 10

49 ֶפת מהתפת Jer 19:14 8 C 2 Kgs 16:17

50 ִצים ומפיצים Jer 23:1 8

51 ר ֵצֵ ֲהַכיֹֹוצר Jer 18:6 7

52 ַקח ולקח Jer 29:22 7 L 2 Chr 19:7

53 קּום יחזקום Jer 10:4 6

54 ּה ָרָ נצרּה Isa 27:3 8 OwO §42; C Ezek 22:24

55 ביערהג Jer 21:14 7

56 ַרע הפרע Jer 44:30 9

57 ַרת ֲהַרת Jer 20:17 8

58 יתרת Jer 48:36 8

59 ָתם והביאותם Jer 35:2 6

60 להונותם Ezek 46:18 18

61 ם ָּתָ וחלקתם Ezek 5:1 8 B Gen 44:4; Lm (various); P (various)

62 ִתים והחרמתים Jer 25:9 7

63 והרביתים Jer 30:19 7
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Form Rhyme Anchor Cite in N # Location of same rhyme cited by Dotan

64 vCv !"-# " #$%&'( Jer 36:21 3 Lm Lev 18:18; P Isa 34:12

65 "')*+ Hos 2:16 19

66 !!",- "(- !. Jer 50:26 8

67 / 0'-0-# /' 0% #* Hos 14:9 3 OwO §370

68 1 !+, 1+ 234 Jer 51:39 2

69 ,5-#  (6+3%' Isa 27:11 10

70 (67'%$ Jer 49:19 8

71 CvCv ' 86 9) '6)&:3 Jer 20:7 8

72 vCvC );', )('< Isa 34:15 6

73 = #"'->> ="')3) Jer 28:13 8

74 ="'4?( Ezek 1:18 8

75 1 #"'-> 1"'%4<+( Ezek 2:6 8
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The number of words per rhyming list in N varies from the shortest

lists of two words to the longest list of 37 words. On average, the rhyming

lists of N have 8.9 words. The median length of a list is 8 words long (more

than half of the lists are either 7, 8 or 9 words long).  

3. Comparison to Other Manuscripts

In order to assess the statistics that derive from this table, one needs to be

able to compare N’s collection of rhyming notes with the collections found

in other manuscripts. However, differences between manuscripts makes this

comparison tricky. Some manuscripts are shorter because they only contain

one section of the Bible: B, S, Lm are just Torah; C is just Prophets; N and P

are just Latter Prophets, but L contains the entire Bible. In other cases, some

manuscripts are no longer fully extant. If one wants to assess which

manuscripts had the highest relative density of rhyming notes, one cannot

just compare the total number of rhyming notes per manuscript (line 1 in the

table below). Therefore, Dotan devised a system of calculating an estimate

of the total number of notes a manuscript would have were it a complete

Bible (i.e., an estimated weighted total which provides the relative density,
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or total number of notes per complete Bible). In order to calculate the

estimated weighted total of rhyming notes for each manuscript, Dotan

assumes that a complete manuscript of the Bible would be roughly:355

Torah  (T) 25% 

Prophets (N) 45%

   Former prophets 22%

   Latter prophets   23%

Writings (K) 30%

Total   (TNK)              100%

These estimates are used in lines 3 and 4 of the following table. In order to

estimate the total number of rhyming notes a manuscript would have had

were it a complete Bible (line 7), Dotan divides the number of notes in the

manuscript (line 1) by the percentage of the Bible extant in the manuscript

(line 6 which is the multiple of lines 4 and 5). 

In his study of B, C, P, S, Lm and L, Dotan concluded that B had the

highest density of rhyming notes with a weighted total of 181.

355. Dotan, Awakening, 48-49.
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Table 13: Rhyming Notes: Calculation of Weighted Totals

Data/Mss B C P S Lm L N

1 Rhyming notes 29356 36 11 11 23 11 75
2 Repeats 4 3 4 - 9 1 19
3 Text of the Ms. T N N T T TNK N

4 If fully extant 25% 45% 23%357 25% 25% 100%   23%

5 % Ms. extant 66% 100% 100% 99%358 100% 100% 60%359

6 % TNK in Ms. 16% 45% 23% 25% 25% 100% 14%

7 Weighted
Total

181 73360 48 44 92 11 535

Since B’s Mm was more densely packed with rhyming notes (twice

or three times more than other manuscripts), B is an extremely important

manuscript for the study of rhyming notes. However, notice that N, with a

weighted total of 535 rhyming notes, is almost three times more densely

packed with rhyming notes than B. Based on Dotan’s calculation of

356. I used the statistics Dotan presented for each manuscript (Awakening, 48-49). 

357. This manuscript contains only the Latter Prophets (23% of the Bible).

358. Dotan (ibid., 49) notes that a few pages are missing from the manuscript making it
just a little less than a complete Torah.  I use 99% to estimate the few missing pages.

359. See the introduction for details on the extant portion of N (110 folios) and an
estimate of its original length (176 folios). However, the upper Mm margin of the first
three extant folios of N cannot be read reducing the extant portion of its Mm to: (110-3)/
176=60%.

360. The weighted average of 73 calculated by Dotan (ibid., 48) seems to involve
subtracting the repeats from the total rhyming notes. However, this subtraction was not
done for the other manuscripts. Just considering the total rhyming notes, C would have a
weighted total of 80 (36/.45).
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weighted totals of rhyming notes, it would seem that N is one of the most

important manuscripts for the study of rhyming notes. This importance

derives both from the high density of notes it contains and also from its

selection of rhyming notes. In his survey of early manuscripts, Dotan found

a total of 108 rhyming notes which represent 75 different types of rhymes.361

However by itself, the extant portion of N has 75 rhyming notes comprising

56 different types of rhymes, and at least 30 of the rhymes in N are not

represented in any of the other manuscripts studied by Dotan. All in all, N

serves as an important resource for the future study of rhyming notes.362

361. Since there are only two rhyming notes in A, I have omitted A from the table. I
also omitted a manuscript known as BB or L1 (written by the scribe of A); most of its
Mm margins have been damaged. In addition, it should be noted that rhyming notes
continue to appear in later manuscripts. However, Dotan (Awakening, 47, n. 93) suggests
that their appearance in later manuscripts does not necessarily tell us about the origins or
purposes of such notes. Rather the appearance of rhyming notes in later manuscripts (or
even their disappearance from such manuscripts) mostly teaches us about the practices of
copyists and what they chose to copy.

362. It should be mentioned that Dotan’s calculation of weighted totals assumes
manuscripts have an even distribution of rhyming notes. I attempted to test this
assumption using Dotan’s list of notes found in C. C is the best manuscript to test this
assumption because it is a complete manuscript with a relatively large number of notes. I
found that C’s rhyming notes are not evenly distributed: an overwhelming majority of
C’s rhyming notes are in Former Prophets (80% of C’s notes are in Former Prophets, but
Former Prophets is only half of C’s text). Also, five of C’s rhyming notes are clustered at
Judges 5, perhaps because it is a poetic text. Also the Book of Samuel only has two
rhyming notes, while the Book of Kings has eleven notes. However, the picture is
different in another manuscript not in Dotan’s study of rhyming notes. I skimmed through
a microfilm of C3 in order to prepare a rough list of the rhyming notes in C3, and found it
has these notes distributed fairly evenly throughout the five books of Torah. 
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4. Implications for the Dating of N

With Dotan’s calculation of weighted totals for rhyming notes, one sees

more strongly than with the raw statistics, how important rhyming lists are in

N. His calculation translates N’s raw data into a weighted total of 535

rhyming notes, meaning that a full Bible manuscript like L which has 460

folios of text would have on average slightly more than one rhyming note

per folio. It demonstrates that, where N is concerned, the rhyming notes are

not just one characteristic among many of this manuscript: they may be the

single most important characteristic of N to guide the dating of the

manuscript. 

Moreover, Dotan puts forward a hypothesis explaining why rhyming

notes may be prevalent in early manuscripts.363 In his study of rhyming lists,

Dotan suggests that the composition of rhyming lists makes sense after poets

are already using rhymes in their poems. The lists may have served as aids to

poets: if a poet wished to use a word from the Bible, on turning to that word

in a biblical manuscript, he might find there a list of other words that rhyme

with his chosen word. This could have been a help to poets, serving as a type

363. For this hypothesis, see Dotan, Awakening, 46-47.
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of rhyming dictionary. Dotan argues that it stands to reason that the lists

were composed close in time to the era of classical poetry. During the era of

classical poetry when rhymed poetry was prevalent in the land of Israel

(sixth through eighth centuries), the sages (including the masoretes) would

have been conscious of rhymes.364 This is when scribes would have

composed rhyming lists which eventually were written in the margins of

manuscripts. Dotan further observes that rhyming notes are principally in

early manuscripts (ninth to tenth century manuscripts such as B, C, P, BB,

Lm, and S). He believes that the presence of rhyming lists in early

manuscripts supports his theory linking rhyming lists with the era of

classical poetry. 

In addition, Dotan notes that three of the early manuscripts he

examined (B, P, and Lm) contain Eastern masoretic traditions. He argues

that ninth to tenth century oriental manuscripts with rhyming notes fit well

with what is known of Babylonian Hebrew poetry during this period: during

the ninth to tenth centuries rhymed Hebrew poetry flourished in Babylonia,

364. For the dating of the era of classical poetry, see Ezra Fleischer, Hebrew Liturgical
Poetry in the Middle Ages (in Hebrew: Jerusalem: Keter, 1975), 117-19. 
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in the style of the earlier classical poets.365 Since N shares with these

manuscripts an extensive collection of rhyming lists, and a variety of types

of Babylonian influences in its masorah, it is reasonable to assume that N

dates from the same period as these manuscripts. Furthermore, Dotan’s

hypothesis provides us with insight into why N’s scribe may have included

so many rhyming notes in the margins of this manuscript.

Finally, another tenth century manuscript with many rhyming notes

known as C3 was not included in Dotan’s study of rhyming notes. I skimmed

C3 in order to compile a rough list of its rhyming notes and found that this

manuscript has at least 124 rhyming notes. As a result, C3, a manuscript of

the Torah, has a weighted total of about 500 notes which is more than Dotan

calculates for B, but a little less than my calculation for N.366 With these

weighted totals, N and C3 seem comparable regarding the presence of

rhyming notes, thus re-enforcing an early date for N.

365. Fleischer also notes that in the post-classical period of the Eastern poets (ninth to
eleventh centuries), there were hundreds of poets who composed tens of thousands of
poems (“Piyyut,” in The Literature of the Sages: Second Part [ed. Shmuel Safrai et al.;
Philadelphia: Fortress, 2006], 374).

366. C3 is written over approximately 540 folios, many more than N’s current 110, or
originally 176, folios. It might be better to calculate number of notes per folio instead of a
weighted total in order to account for the amount of marginal space available to the
scribe. C3 has roughly one rhyming note per four folios, whereas N has one such note per
1.5 folios.
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6. Conclusions    

Recently, scholars have described a variety of physical features, scribal

practices, and masoretic traits which seem to be associated with early,

Oriental biblical manuscripts. In my study of N, I found that N shares many

of these characteristics.

Masoretic qualities identified with early manuscripts

1. CM notes have been found primarily in early manuscripts (like C,

P, B, C3, S, Lm, L, although not A). An early manuscript does not have to

have CM notes, but the presence of such notes seems to suggest that a

manuscript is early. My transcription of all of N’s CM notes reveals an

enormous quantity of CM notes.367

2. Rhyming CM notes also have been linked to older manuscripts

(like C, P, B, C3, S, Lm, L). N has more rhyming notes than other early

manuscripts, except possibly C3 (which has many more folios on which to

record these notes than N).368

367. See above chapter 3, Introduction to Masoretic Notes, subsections 6 and 7.

368. See above chapter 5, Rhyming Notes.
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3. In one early manuscript (S) scholars have reported a rare feature:

some CM notes extend beyond the margins of a single page. In most

manuscripts, notes seemed to have been cut to fit the space available. It is

not clear why this manuscript has notes going beyond a single page, but this

phenomenon may also be a feature of an early manuscript. My examination

of N’s CM notes found at least a dozen notes extending beyond one page.

Furthermore, N’s longest notes are much longer than the notes previously

found in S.369

4. It has been pointed out that some early manuscripts with many Mm

notes (A and C3) also may occasionally have empty Mm margins. It is not

clear why their margins were left partially or fully empty, but it has been

suggested that this too is a feature of an early manuscript. Again, an early

manuscript does not have to share this characteristic (e.g., B and S do not

have empty Mm margins); it has just been suggested that this is a trait of

some early manuscripts. N seems to have a higher percentage of pages with

empty Mm margins than do C3 and A.370

369. See above, pages 109 to 113. I believe I have found additional examples in C3, but
this topic would require further research.

370. See above, page 37.
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 5. One unusual feature of N’s masorah described in this dissertation

has not been discussed concerning other early biblical manuscripts: an

exceptional CM note presents items in an enumerative format. This method

of formatting a CM note was first described by Weil in his study of a list of

masoretic notes. Weil suggested that the format might reflect an alternative

style of presentation, or an earlier style of presentation, than the format

found in OwO. I also identified examples of this type of note in Lm; but in

that manuscript the notes are very short excerpts fit to the codex’s margins

(unlike N’s uncut version of the note).371

6. Babylonian influences on the masorah of early manuscripts (e.g., C,

A, B, S, S1, Lm, L) have been reported by Yeivin, Breuer, Dotan and Ofer.

Similarly, I found in N Babylonian vowel signs, masoretic terminology,

systems of counting, and names of weekly Torah readings based on the

Babylonian annual cycle of reading. I also found several examples of notes

in N which are wrong when checked against Tiberian biblical texts, but

which seem to reflect Babylonian texts. Many notes in N remain

unexplained: future research could address these unresolved questions.372

371. See the discussion of this exceptional note in chapter 3, subsection 8.

372. See the discussion in chapter 4, Babylonian Influences Evident in N.
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My investigation of N’s masoretic notes reveals the importance of this

manuscript to the study of masorah. Despite the fact that N is not fully

extant, N’s substantial collection of rhyming notes, the variety of

Babylonian influence seen in its masoretic notes, and the unusual formatting

of its notes all mean N will be of great value to future masoretic studies.

Scribal practices identified with early manuscripts

7. One scribal practice described by codicologists is the use of line

fillers to justify left hand margins. One type of filler, the use of the first

letters of the next word, has only been found in a few early manuscripts (L15,

C, P, L4, S, and a North African manuscript). The scribe of N occasionally

used this type of line filler.373

8. In addition, I found that N’s scribe ruled varying numbers of lines

per page. I do not have complete data on this phenomenon in other

manuscripts. However, the data published by Beit-Arié in his study of S

suggests this is rare, and is found only in manuscripts that are early (e.g., L15

dated by its colophon to the mid-ninth century).374 

373. See the discussion above, page 45.

374. See the discussion in chapter 2, subchapter 3f.
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Other  paratextual features 

9. For the books of the Minor Prophets, I compared the paragraph

breaks in N to those in several other early manuscripts (both the type of

paragraph breaks and their placement). I found that L20 (considered to be a

very fine manuscript) was the closest to A, but N was the second closest.

Interestingly, many of the differences between N and A involve N lacking a

paragraph break that A has (Penkower found the opposite in C3: many of the

differences between C3 and A involve A lacking a break that C3 has).375

Textual Features

10. Early manuscripts are often assessed to determine if they agree

more with BA or BN. Those manuscripts which tend to agree with BN, also

point words such as בישראל as ִבישראל according to BN, rather than ְבִישראל

according to BA (e.g., S and C). I found that although N may agree with BN

about 50% of the time, nonetheless N always vocalizes such words

according to BA.376 

11. I presented evidence from the book of Nahum supporting Yeivin’s

375. See the comparison of paragraph breaks in early manuscripts, pages 52 to 53.

376. See the discussion, chapter 2 subsection 6e.
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assessment that ga‘yâs are used often in N in open syllables; they appear at a

rate comparable to that of C, a manuscript which dates to the end of the

ninth century based on its colophon or to the tenth or eleventh century based

on carbon-14 dating.377 Also in agreement with Yeivin’s assessment, I

provided evidence from the books of Nahum and Habakkuk that suggests

that N does not consistently repeat pašṭā’ on a word with penultimate

stress.378 

Conclusions about the Date of N

The age of a biblical manuscript without a colophon has often been assessed

by evaluating the manuscript’s system of vocalization and frequency of

ga‘yâs: it has been argued that a more developed system of vocalization or

accentuation suggests a later manuscript. For example, in Yeivin’s

description of N, which he dates to about 1000, he writes: “Shows many

signs of full development. Dagesh is sometimes used after a guttural with

simple shewa . . . Ga‘ya is often used on an open syllable, and is often

marked twice on the same word. Accents are sometimes repeated on a word

377. See the discussion, chapter 2 subsection 6d.

378. See the discussion, chapter 2 subsection 6b.
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with penultimate stress.”379 

However, recently scholars linked some masoretic traits, (CM notes,

rhyming notes, Babylonian influences, and notes longer than one page of the

manuscript) with a few early, Oriental biblical manuscripts. It may be

possible to rely on these traits when estimating the age of N. Since N has

these masoretic features associated with early manuscripts, and has them in

greater quantities than other early manuscripts, it seems plausible that N (or

N’s source) is as old as these other manuscripts, or even a little older.

Finally, I found N has some physical features (e.g., variable numbers

of lines of text per page, and style of line-fillers) that have been found by

codicologists in early manuscripts, such as the ninth century L15. However,

in order to use physical traits to date N, we would want a codicologist to

examine the manuscript.

Future Research Topics

In addition to topics mentioned above, I would like to explore:

379. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, § 53.
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1. In N, a large ן marks some (but not all) qĕrê notes in the Mp

margin. I have prepared a complete list of all these qĕrê-ן notes for future

investigation including addressing the question: do qĕrê notes with a large ן

differ from those without a ן?

2. As part of my preparation of N’s Mp and Mm notes of the Minor

Prophets, I transcribed all of N’s biblical text of the Minor Prophets. These

transcriptions require more review before they can be published. 

3. In N’s Mp and Mm notes to the books of Jeremiah and Ezekiel,

there are different types of mnemonic notes (especially those notes marked

simply with the word 380.(סימן Future work would include a transcription of

these notes and comparison to such notes in other sources.

4. I identified an exceptional CM note which presents items in an

enumerative format. Future research could consider whether this type of CM

note appears in other biblical manuscripts.

5. There is a gap in the manuscript. Before the gap, the sĕdārîm of

Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel match almost exactly the sĕdārîm in L.381

380. For examples, see above pages 89, 93, and 178.

381. See the table of sĕdārîm, page 82.
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However, after the gap no sĕdārîm signs appear. Future research could

consider if there are more differences between the first half of the

manuscript and the second half.
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8. Transcriptions
1. Contents of this transcription

This edition of N includes a transcription of:

A. all the masoretic notes (Mp and Mm) of the books of the Minor

Prophets in N in a format similar to that of the editions prepared by Breuer

of Lm and Fernández Tejero of M1: Mp and Mm notes have been transcribed

in full in the order of the biblical text with commentary on the same page as

the notes. However, I offer a translation of all Mm notes and more

commentary than does the Fernández Tejero edition of M1. In addition,

1. the Mp and Mm notes were checked for their accuracy

against the text of N, and where N does not exist, they were

checked against L;

2. where there are issues, the commentary compares the notes

of N to the notes of A, L, C, S1, L18, L20 and also looks to Ginsburg,

OwO, V, P, Lm, Ofer’s edition of Babylonian masoretic works,382

and Yeivin’s information on Babylonian Bible manuscripts;383 it is

hoped that a full transcription, verification, and commentary of the

382. Ofer, Babylonian Masora.

383. Yeivin, Hebrew Language.
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Mp and Mm notes of the Minor Prophets will uncover a variety of

Babylonian influences in the masorah of N.

B. all the CM notes found in the margins of the books of Isaiah,

Jeremiah, and Ezekiel; CM notes have been transcribed in full in the order in

which they appear in the manuscript and all items listed in the CM notes

were identified, and compared with the biblical text of N (where N does not

exist, they were compared with L). In addition,

1. the transcribed CM notes were checked for their accuracy

against the text of N, and where N does not exist, they were

checked against L;

2. where there are issues, the commentary compares the notes

of N with the notes of L, C, P, B, Lm, and also looks to Ginsburg,

OwO, Dotan’s analysis of rhyming notes,384 Ofer’s edition of

Babylonian masoretic works, and Yeivin’s information on

Babylonian Bible manuscripts.

 

384. Dotan, Awakening.
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C. the biblical text of the Book of Nahum with a critical apparatus

comparing it to A, L, C, S1, L18, L20 in order to provide more information on

the place of N among these medieval Tiberian manuscripts.385

1. The above manuscripts were chosen to be compared to N

because they are all tenth or eleventh century manuscripts which

contain the Latter Prophets; some are noted for being excellent

representatives of the BA Tiberian school (A, L); others are known

for having many CM notes (C, L18, L20);

2. a second transcription of the Book of Nahum is presented as

a diplomatic transcription with N’s masoretic notes (and their

commentary) on the same page to provide an example of how the

manuscript might be published as a masoretic, diplomatic edition.

385. The Book of Nahum was chosen because it is the smallest complete book in N. It
also seemed unnecessary to provide a transcription for Isaiah, Jeremiah or Ezekiel
because they have already been studied and presented in the form of variants in HUBP’s
apparatus to A.
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2. Details of the Transcription of the Text and Notes

The diplomatic presentation of the biblical text of Nahum required decisions

to be made about how to treat a variety of elements of the manuscript. 

I. My presentation of the biblical text differs from the manuscript’s

biblical text concerning the following features: 

a. the manuscript presents the biblical text in three columns, but the

text of Nahum is presented here in one column;

b. the open and closed sections are indicated by the modern

convention of פ and ,ס along with the manuscript’s use of traditional spaces;

when the breaks differ between manuscripts, the differences are noted in the

apparatus;

c. rāpê strokes are used widely in the manuscript, but have not been

presented in the transcription;

d. in order to justify the left column in the manuscript, sometimes

space was added along with a graphic filler (dot) between the last two words

of the line or at the end of the line; these dots are not in the transcription; 

e. in order to justify the left margin, sometimes the first part of a word

appears at the end of line, and the same word appears in full at the beginning
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of the next line. These partial words are not in the transcription.

f. in some places, darker ink appears for an isolated vowel, an accent

or a letter, but the presence of darker ink is not indicated in the transcription.

However, if the second hand appears to have altered the text, or erasures can

be clearly discerned, these are noted in the apparatus.

g. in the manuscript, a ga‘yâ sometimes is placed to the left, and

sometimes to the right of a vowel, but in the transcription, all ga‘yôt are

placed to the left of the vowel, as has become the practice in modern

typography, and as it seems that their placement to the left or the right is

without significance.386

h. the placement of vowels and accents varies in the manuscript.

Sometimes accents and vowels, especially with long consonants like ,ק

appear to the left or sometimes to the right. Other times, vowels are written

to the right of the first letter ending up in the margin. I have placed all the

vowels and accents according to modern typography without trying to

replicate their placement in the manuscript.

i. the šĕwā’ portion of ḥāṭēp-vowels is sometimes written lower than

386. Dotan, BHL, xv.
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the rest of the vowel, but this separation of the two components of the ḥāṭēp-

vowel is not reflected in the transcription.387

j. chapter and verse numbers are added based on BHS’s enumeration.

II. My presentation of the masoretic notes differs from the

manuscript’s masoretic notes concerning the following features: 

a. the manuscript presents Mp notes to the right of the text, often

written vertically to fit the narrow margins, but the transcription records the

Mp written horizontally in a column to the left of the text.388 

b. in order to separate Mp notes from each other in the transcription,

periods are placed between notes.

c. the manuscript presents Mm notes written horizontally, at the top

and bottom of most pages; they are written either across the whole width of

the page, or in three small units under each of the three columns of the

text.389 However, this transcription presents Mm notes of the Minor Prophets

387. Goshen-Gottstein (“Biblical Manuscripts,” 44, n. 35) mentions the habit of
writing in early manuscripts the šĕwā’ portion of a ḥāṭēp-vowel separate from the rest of
the vowel.

388. Cf. Goshen-Gottstein, Isaiah, 21.

389. See folio 106v for an example of Mm note written across the whole width of the
top of a page, folio 106r for an example of Mm notes written in three sections on the
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written horizontally across the width of the page. 

d. In contrast, the CM notes from the books of Isaiah, Jeremiah and

Ezekiel are presented in the transcription in vertical lists.

e. in the manuscript Mm notes do not appear on the page in the order

of the text; in the transcription they are presented in the order of the biblical

text, and chapter and verse numbers are added to the transcription of Mm

notes to aid identification.

f. Mm and Mp notes are transcribed with the vowels and accents

appearing in the masorah note’s presentation of each item. In a few cases,

CM notes contain a Babylonian vowel sign–two dots over the word,

typically between two letters–and these are reproduced using a zaqef qatan

sign which appears above a letter.

g. dots above words indicating abbreviations are included in the

transcription even if they cannot be seen in the manuscript.

h. circles at the end of Mm notes are included in the transcription even

when they cannot be seen in the manuscript.

i. masorah notes which are CM notes are presented in the manuscript

bottom of the page under each column, folio 106v for an example of Mm notes written
across the whole width of the bottom of the page.
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as a list of words, each word separated from the next by ֗ל with ֗כ under it.

The two letters stand for כותיהלית , “none other resembling it” (i.e. the word

is unique). In the transcription, the ֗ל and ֗כ are written side-by-side instead of

above and below.

j. a couple of CM notes include a supralinear sign in the shape of a

small ג or ^ over a ה to indicate the letter has a dot, mappîq, in it. This sign

has been reproduced using a ג written as a superscript which appears slightly

after the letter instead of over it.

k. in enumerative Mm notes, the manuscript presents citations for the

lemma without a separation between the keywords, however in the

transcription a period is placed between each citation. 

l. when a masorah note cannot be fully read but can be reconstructed,

the gaps and reconstruction are presented in the text in brackets.

III. Other issues regarding the presentation of masoretic notes in the

transcription and commentary:

a. in the manuscript, Mp notes are linked to a biblical word via a

circellus except in the case of lĕgarmēh and pāsēq accents which appear in
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the margin without a circellus over the relevant word.

b. all references given in Mm notes are identified by book name,

chapter and verse numbers following the enumeration found in BHS.

c. all items in CM notes are supposed to be unique; if the citation for

the unique item could be discovered, it is provided with the transcription.

However, if a unique form could represent two different unique biblical

words, both are presented along with the transcription (and mentioned in the

commentary). If no unique item could be found in the Bible to match the

form, or if more than two unique items satisfy the form, no citation is

provided in the transcription, but the commentary discusses the issue.

d. concerning orthography, the commentary only mentions occasions

when a form in a note is written differently (plene or defective spelling)

from the way in which it is written in the text of N (but not if it differs from

the text of L unless this difference might affect alphabetical order in a note).

e. in CM notes, if a ga‘yâ appears under a letter with a vowel, it is

transcribed to the right or left of the vowel as presented in the manuscript

(this is unlike the treatment of ga‘yâ in the biblical text).
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